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Years later, I lie awake
In the deep enclosing heart of a household.
Years later than in a crib
Floating among the white moon faces that beam and grasp.

Years later, flecking the eyes,
Faces like spheres wheeling, savoring myself.
Years later, I awake to see
Dust falling in the dark, in the house.

I know no other childhood than mine, and that I had left secret as something both treasured, the one talent that my parents unwittingly have provided me, and shameful, how these same parents have as unwittingly mutilated me. Moving myself from Malacca, a small town two degrees north of the equator, to New England, then to Brooklyn and to the rich New York suburb of Westchester County, and now to Southern California, I have attempted to move myself as far away from destitution as an ordinary human creature can. In the move from hunger to plenty, poverty to comfort, I have become transformed, and yet have remained a renegade. The unmovable self situated in the quicksand of memory, like those primeval creatures fixed in tar pits, that childhood twelve thousand miles and four decades away, is a fugitive presence which has not yet fossilized. Buried in the details of an American career, my life as a non-American persists, a parallel universe played out in dreams, in journeys.
home to Malaysia and Singapore, and in a continuous undercurrent of feelings directed to people I have known, feared, loved, and deserted for this American success.

The irony about a certain kind of immigrant is how little she can enjoy of the very things she chases. Even as she runs away from her first life, this other life that begins to accrue around her remains oddly secondary, unrooted in the sensuality of infancy and the intensities of first memory. Before I could learn to love America, I had to learn to love the land of unconditional choice. The searing light of necessity includes my mother and father, characters whom I never would have chosen had I choice over my history.

Before there is memory of speech, there is memory of the senses. Cold water from a giant tap running down an open drain that is greenish slime under my naked feet. My mother’s hands are soaping my straight brown body. I am three. My trunk is neither skinny nor chubby. It runs in a smooth curve to disappear in a small cleft between my two legs. I am laughing as her large palms slide over my soapy skin which offers her no resistance, which slips out of her hands even as she tries to grasp me. I do not see her face, only her square body seated on a short stool and a flowered samfoo that is soaked in patches.

The same open area, the same large green-brass tap above my head, only this time I am crying. My anus hurts me. My mother is whittling a sliver of soap. I watch the white piece of Lifebuoy grow sharper and sharper, like a splinter, a thorn, a needle. She makes me squat down, bare-assed, pushes my body forward, and inserts the sliver up my anus. The soap is soft, it squishes, but it goes up and hurts. This is my mother’s cure for constipation. I cry but I do not resist her. I do not slide away but tense and take in the thorn. I have learned to obey my mother.

Both scenes occur in my grandfather’s house. The house is full of the children who belong to his sons. It is already overflowing with my brothers and cousins. But all I remember of this early childhood are my aunts. They bulk like shadows to the pre-verbal child, very real and scary. One aunt is tall and stringy; her face, all planes and bolted bones, stares and scowls, her voice a loud screech. Another aunt is round; everything about her curves and presses out; her chest is a cushion, her stomach a ball, her face a full moon, and her smile grows larger and larger like a mouth that will eat you. I am afraid of them both. They wear black trousers and dull sateen samfoo tops, gray embossed with silver or light blue filigree. Their hair is very black, oiled to a high sheen, pulled tight off their faces into round buns, secured by long elaborate gold pins.

I do not remember my mother’s figure in this infant’s memory of my grandfather’s house. She is an outsider, and silent in their presence. This is not her house as it is their house, although my father is a son here. In my infant memory my mother is never a Chinese woman the way my aunts, speaking in Hokkien, will always be Chinese.

Hokkien, a version of Southern Xiamen, the Min dialect from the Fujien Province, is the harsh voluble dialect of the Nanyang, the South Seas Chinese, directive, scolding, a public communication of internal states that by being spoken must be taken in by all. I heard Hokkien as an infant and resisted it, because my mother did not speak it to me. This language of the South Chinese people will always be an ambivalent language for me, calling into question the notion of a mother tongue tied to a racial origin.

As a child of a Hokkien
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My mother wore nonya clothing, the sarong kebaya. Her stiffly starched sarongs wrapped elegantly around her waist fell with two pleats in the front. Her sarongs were gold and brown, purple and brown, emerald and brown, crimson and brown, sky blue and brown. Ironed till they gleamed, they were stacked in the armoire like a queen’s treasure. She wore white lace chemises under her kebaya tops. The breast-hugging, waist-nipping kebayas were of transparent material, the most expensive georgette. They were pale blue, mauve, lavender, white, yellow-green, pricked and patterned with little flowers or tiny geometric designs. They were closed in the front by triple pins or brooches, and these borders were always elaborately worked with a needle into delicate lacy designs, like scallops and shell shapes, or leaf and vine patterns. Women with time on their hands, needing food and money, meticulously picked the fragile threads apart and reworked them into an imitation of the free natural world around them. Each kebaya was a woman’s work of art, and my mother changed her sarong kebaya daily as a curator changes an exhibition.

She was good-humored in this act, surrounded by many strange containers. One was filled with sweet-smelling talc and a pink powder puff like a rose that she dipped into white powder and lavishly dabbed over her half-dressed body, under her armpits, around her neck and chest, and quickly dabbed between her legs like a furtive signal. Another was a blue-colored jar filled with a sugary white cream. She took a two-fingertip scoop of the shiny cream and rubbed it over her face, a face that I can still see, pale, smooth, and unmarred. She polished her clear fair face with this cream, over her forehead, her gently rounded cheeks, and the sloping chin. Her face shone like an angel’s streaked with silver, and when she wiped the silvery streaks off, the skin glowed faintly like a sweet fruit. Later, I would discover that the blue jar was Pond’s Cold Cream, the tub of powder, Yardley Talc. She was immersed in Western beauty, a Jean Harlow on the banks of a slowly silting Malacca River, born into a world history she did not understand.

More than store-bought magic, she was also my mother of peranakan female power. Like a native goddess she presided over an extended family—younger sisters Amy and Lei came to live with her, and younger brothers Ling, Charlie, and Mun passed through her home on their way to adult separation. She was surrounded by rituals that worshipped her being. The ritual of the peranakan female face began with white refined rice ground to a fine powder. This badak was dampened with rainwater to form a smooth paste that my mother smeared over her face. The rice paste caked and dried like a crackled white cream. It filled in the fine pores on her nose and cheeks, the tiny lines around her eyes and forehead; it turned gritty like bleached beach sand. Washed away, it left her face glimmering like a piece of new silk.

My mother was the goddess of smells. She perfumed herself with eau de cologne from cut-glass bottles that were imported from the Rhine Valley in Germany. She knotted one end of a sheer cambric handkerchief and sprinkled the cologne on the knot. I kept the handkerchief in my plaid smock pocket and took it out throughout the day to sniff the knotted end. The scent was intoxicatingly fresh. It was my mother’s Hollywood smell.

Some days she dressed us both elaborately, herself in a golden brown sarong and gleaming puce kebaya, and I in a three-tiered, ruffled, and sashed organdy dress with a gold-threaded scarlet ribbon in my hair. We rode in a trishaw to a plain structure, its doorway flanked by banana palms. The walled courtyard led to an interior room; through the door there was darkness and a flickering oil lamp. Gradually my eyes adjusted to the darkness. The small room was empty except for an altar facing the door, and on the altar was a lingam, a black stone stump garlanded with wreaths of orange marigolds and white jasmines. A man as dark as the room, barechested and with a white cotton dhoti wrapped around
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his hips, his face marked with lines of ash, a thumbprint of red in the center of his forehead, took my mother's money. He gave her a small comb of pisang emas—perhaps ten to fifteen finger-sized bananas—and a clump of incense like a pebble of gray rock candy.

Later that evening she burned the incense on a brass saucer. As the smoke rose with a pleasantly acrid scent she walked from room to room, waving the saucer till the entire house was impregnated with smoke, the smell of frankincense, and the spirits that banish fear, pain, and illness. The gray smoke wavered across the rooms and shrouded me. My mother worked with deities to cast out the envious eye, the ill-wisher, and the intruding hungry ghosts attracted by the plenty in her home. This burning incense was the smell of my mother's faith.

My mother lived through her senses. I do not believe she was capable of thinking abstractly. Her actions even late in her life were driven by needs—for food, shelter, security, affection. When needy mothers love, there is a shameful nakedness about their emotions, a return to flagrant self-love, that embarrasses. Their heat is distancing: we are driven to reject them before they can eat us up. Because my mother abandoned us when I was eight, I was never certain that she loved her children till later in life, when she needed us. Living through her senses, she could not lie about her needs. In this way, my mother's actions were always honest.

When she lived with us, my mother did not read except for magazines on Hollywood stars. Father was enthralled by the movies that frequently came into our town, and he bought expensive copies of Silver Screen and Motion Picture, fan magazines imported from wildly distant cities like Chicago and Burbank. I grew up in the company of glossy photographs of Leslie Caron, Doris Day, Fred Astaire, Ginger Rogers, Douglas Fairbanks, even Roy Rogers and Dale Evans, and those magnificent creatures Trigger, Lassie, and Francis the Talking Mule.

Other than these Hollywood familiarites, we had few photographs and no pictures hanging on our walls. Framed certificates testifying to Father's success in passing the Senior Cambridge Examinations and in achieving the status of a Queen's Scout hung along the upper floor's corridors. So Father's identity was literally imprinted on the walls of our home. But Emal's presence wavered in our senses, entangled among our synapses, roused involuntarily by a scent from a perfume counter, a passing sadness at the sight of white-colored blossoms, an undercurrent of loneliness in a church or temple where old incense still lingers in the empty pews.

My mother's aesthetic sense was insensible to anything as abstract as a picture or a photograph. It must have been Father who cherished the photographs of actors and actresses, which came all the way from California, to be gazed upon by my five-year-old self. These portraits were as remote from me as the statues of Ganesha, the elephant-headed god, whose temple my mother visited, as remote as the gold-leafed, seat-covered seated figures of Kuan Yin, Goddess of Mercy, and Kwan Ti, God of Literature, War, and Justice, that rested on the tall altars where we placed joss-sticks twice a year, in the Cheng Hoon Teng Temple—the Temple of The Green Merciful Clouds. Hollywood, Hindu, and Chinese spirits circled the maternal air, fit denizens whose presence in our lives gave comfort, interest, and security when we chose to remember them. But except for ancestral worship days and forays to temples, Mother lived chiefly from day to day without spirits.

In the background another woman ruled, a doughy-complexioned, large-boned woman in a cotton samfoo. Ah Chan washed our clothes, cooked our meals, and cleaned the bedrooms upstairs. Ah Chan came in the mornings and left every evening. She was and was not one of us.

Ah Chan made it possible for Mother always to be carefully dressed. She ironed our clothes to a high starched gloss. Often she sat on the little stool by the open-air bathroom area next to the kitchen, where she had a large zinc-plated tub full of water and dirty clothes. Or she stood in front of the baked clay charcoal braziers, raising a shower of ash with each blast of her breath, stirring the blackened wok with a huge cast-iron ladle. Ah Chan swept the rooms upstairs with a soft straw-plaited broom, pushing the skirt of straw from one corner of a room to the other. Stocky, broad, silent, she was always doing something. I never heard her speak.

Ah Chan's daughter, Peng, older than I was yet also a young girl, came to our house in the afternoons to help her mother with the laundry, ironing, cooking, and washing up. I did not play with Peng, for she was the servant's daughter and, like her mother, she remained busy and silent.

My earliest remembered dreams are of Ah Chan. Behind my shut eyelids white spots move and dance. Gradually, then faster and faster, the spots rotate and magnify till they each resolve into a round shining face with two bright black eyes and a beaming smile. They are all faces of the same woman. Her smile brightens till the myriad rows of white teeth shine and blind me, although my eyes are tightly shut. I am terrified of this female vision, these expanding faces with their pasted elongating grins spinning bodiless everywhere. Why should Ah Chan terrify me when she continues to remain in the background, seemingly screened and unheard?

Memory fixes two versions of Ah Chan, the maternal servant. In one she is stoically silent. Constantly moving, she works at small domestic chores, a necessary machine in the household. In the other version, a nightmare of beatific
power, her face multiplies and expands to claim the entire ground of my vision. I wake up with my five-year-old heart racing. Awake I am careful to stay with my mother or to play in a room away from Ah Chan’s presence.

Before there was trouble there were years I remember as happy. When we ventured out as a family to visit Grandma, Grand Auntie, and Mother’s and Father’s friends. In the evenings or on Sundays after Father had taken out the plank panels, fitted them into the metal tracks, and closed up his store which sold Bata shoes, we squeezed into his dark green Morris Minor and drove slowly up the coast with its old colonial houses, or to Bandar Pasir where friends lived in new housing estates.

It was a ritual my mother called makan angin: to eat the wind, to move as leisure. Not as a challenge or as a means to an end, which are Western notions of travel, but as easy pleasure. It held nothing of the association of speed that “wind” arouses in the West, but rather of slowness, a way of drawing life out so that time is used maximally. Makan angin makes sense only in a society in which time is valueless, a burden to be released with least financial loss and most pleasure. It speaks for lives that have not understood necessity or luxury, and that drift in dailiness, seeking escape from boredom of the senses through the senses.

The Tan family lived in a grand rambling house in Klebang. The circular driveway enclosed a flowered plot that was circled with yellow and blue tiles. Bachelor buttons, cockscombs, and zinnias glowed orange, blood red, and plum purple in the evenings when we visited. I wandered by the garden dazed by growing things. Pink clusters of sweet william flourished above me, and a thickly-branched jambu-ayer offered green-pink watery guavas. Inside the polished planked living room, the adults sat on rattan armchairs. Who knew what they said to each other, why the Tans felt it necessary to welcome us, what my parents intended by these visits?

I do not remember these relatives or friends visiting us except for Chinese New Year. There was something different about my parents: their restlessness to be out of the shophouse, shuttling their children, first three, made up of Beng, Chien, and myself, and gradually including Jen and Wun, all of us putt-putting into an unpaved driveway, stopping by to visit for an hour or two. Was there a pathos to this unreciprocated ritual? Even as a five-year-old child I understood social place. We were a piece of Malacca society but not secured in it.

Or less secured than the Malacca families we visited. My envy of intact families begins with those Sunday afternoons when, like a gypsy troupe or a circus mob, we stopped before a private home. Not a shophouse like ours, nor an ancestral house with five or six families in it like Grandfather’s, but a house with a garden, a living room, a dining room, and bedrooms, possessing the banal regularity of the Western home.

So we made our way to another Lim home, no relative of ours but another businessman like my father, who sold books, magazines, stationery, and school supplies. The family had once lived above their shop the way we were living above the shoe store, but, newly prosperous, they were able to move into a bungalow in Bandar Hilir. The parents bustled each time we dropped by, and we never stayed long.

Their house seemed to have been constructed completely of cement. The rooms led one to another with no logic of space, no markers for inner and outer lives. They had two girls and only one son, their most valuable possession, whom they called Kau Sai, or Dogshit, for fear of the envious spirits. We thought Kau Sai was as obnoxious as his name, given to deceive the gods. The children, usually kept busy with tuition classes, piano lessons, and homework, played with their toys when we visited, disregarding our envious looks.

Perhaps we felt temporary and unimportant because we no longer lived in Grandfather’s house, like the families of First Uncle, Second Uncle, Third Uncle, and Sixth Uncle. This ancestral home was a long, many-roomed, merchant’s house Grandfather had built for his children. Grandfather had come to Malaya as a young man from a village near Amoy, in the Fujien province. He came as a coolie immigrant with no education or social rank, one of thousands of poor males from southern maritime China who poured into the British-controlled Straits Settlements at the beginning of the twentieth century. A common laborer, he carried sacks of charcoal wood, rice, dried foodstuffs, and agricultural imports from the cargo ships anchored off the narrow mouth of the Malacca River, onto the light boats that navigated the mud flats to unload on the quays. Through industriousness and foresight, he managed to save sufficient money to set up a chandler’s shop beside the river mouth.

As a young child, I visited Grandfather’s shop, a large room that opened immediately onto the street. Untidy and crowded, it was a child’s fantasy of strange things, boxes and barrels that overflowed with nails, bolts, screws, brass fittings, washers, various thicknesses of ropes, steel wires, and other clunky metal fixtures. He must have done well, for he went on to buy farmland which he rented out. Grandfather weathered the world depression of 1929-32, and his store and farms prospered with the establishment of Malacca as a careening station, in the wake of British colonial and naval expansion in the Malayan peninsula.

With seven sons, the coolie transformed now into a merchant, a towkay, Grandfather built a handsome house on one end of Heeren Street, named after the Dutch burghers who had first settled along the coast by the mouth of the Malacca River. In the early twentieth century Heeren Street was where Malacca
society lived. There, merchants like Grandfather built solid deep houses, ornately tiled, floor with quarried marble and fired red clays. I was born in such a house.

All my life I have dreamed about Grandfather's house, sometimes that I had bought the old house and was repairing it. These dreams are rarer now; more often I dream that I am exploring its rooms again. The rooms open up one into another, and old fragments of carved screens, an etched glass pane, antique spaces of yellowing marble and worn teak flooring flow in a visual stream. I am almost always delighted to rediscover its grandeur. A pride not of possession but of identity pushes the exploration. The images trigger a strong visceral sensation of identity. I know this material world, and know myself through it. The spaces are dream spaces, distorted, like the looming image of a cavernous hall for the altar room, or seeing an enormous room from under the altar table, as a child might have done, crouching in play, a long time ago. The dreams are usually pleasant, yet I am sad when I wake up.

I do not remember speech between my grandfather and myself, as if my early childhood were spent in a dumbshow, a silence of mutually uncomprehending animals. I see Grandfather in our home on Kampong Pantai. He is burnt brown, not so much scrawny as stringy, like dried toughened meat. His head is shaved and short gray bristles cover his scalp like pinpricks. His face is narrow, his cheeks drawn. He sits on the chair, an exhausted man, neither smiling nor talking. I know he is Ah Kong, but what does Ah Kong mean? With so many sons and grandsons already in the world, I must have struck him as insignificant. He is mute in my memory, giving nothing of himself except his utter weariness. He sits like a man who is only a dried burned body.

My other memory is of Grandfather's portrait which I first saw during his funeral, and then for a number of years on the altar table facing the front door, where anyone entering the house on Heeren Street would have to see it. Tinted in shades of gray, it shows the unsmiling face of a man in his early sixties, somber yet not grim, as if a history of hardship and sorrow were masked in the stoical mien and deliberately erased. It is not a face of suffering but of suffering blanked out.

This is how I envision the history of the Chinese pioneers to Malaya, the men who lived for three bowls of rice a day, and then for their sons, so that their sons would be able to feast on pork fat and white chicken meat. My grandfather's life repeats the myth of immigrant Chinese heroes, but his sons, my uncles, to whom he refused to show his sufferings, were beginning to fall away, even before he died, from the lives he had struggled to achieve for them. This truth may explain the exhaustion I saw in the man on the chair. It explains the hysteria that came over the extended family when he died.

My mother took us to a tailor's shop in the back streets of Malacca and had us measured for mourning clothes. We needed sufficient black clothes for six months, and because we had to wear black immediately, some of our other clothes were sent to be dyed. For a week until the tailor was able to complete the newly fashioned mourning clothes for us, we wore these stiff dyed cloths. They were more of an indigo than inky black. The dye penetrated the fibers and made them hard, as in a form of rigor mortis, and the seams of my blouse sat on my body like rulers. Through the day I walked in an ambiance of indigo stink. It circled my head as the dye diffused with my body's heat, and its odor rose, wafted from my armpits and pores. I smelled like a corpse being prepared for burial, so that, although I was not permitted to see my grandfather's enormous teak coffin as it rested for five days on trestles in the front hall of his house, I was reminded every moment that a death had occurred.

On the day of the funeral, we joined our uncles, aunts, cousins, and numerous related people in accompanying the coffin as it moved out of the house to Bukit China, or Chinese Hill, the oldest and largest cemetery for Chinese in Malaya. We began the funeral procession at Grandfather's house. The coffin, carved with upturned ends like a pagoda roof, was hoisted with ropes and pulleys onto a lorry, and blanketed with wreaths and embroidered banners. Then, his portrait, set in an oval frame, was tied to the hood of the lorry. The scent of the cream and pink-centered frangipani wreaths masked our sweat and indigo heat, as we followed the lorry on foot, crying and lamenting. Hoods of sack cloth covered our heads, and we shuffled in straw sandals to show how his death had stripped us to destitution. First Aunt, half-carried by the other women through the hot streets, screamed the loudest.

The procession filled an entire street, the flower-bedecked lorry trailed by dozens of weeping adults and children, and they in turn followed by a solemn brass band, with drums, trumpets, and Chinese flutes blowing dirges. Behind the band fluttered banners carried streaming from a single pole or spanning the breadth of the street between two men. The banners of bright crimson, purple, midnight blue, and garish green satin stuff were emblazoned with the names of associations and shops that had done business with Grandfather. Men in blue shirts and trousers ran up and down offering yellow "charm" papers, blessed by the Buddhist temple, to the passers-by. Grandfather's funeral was a civic occasion as much as it was a private grief, and as we dragged our fraying sandals behind the slow jerking lorry, the streets rang with the shouts of the banner carriers, and with the cries of the water carriers as they hurried from group to group dispensing bamboo joints of cool water from their covered buckets.

A photograph captures this single moment, when I felt Malacca not as a town but as a familiar spirit, a space extending from the family, and familiarity...
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encompassing territory intimately inside my memory. In the photograph, the coffin-loaded lorry occupies center stage. The sons, faces visible under their sack-cloth hoods, kneel in front of the lorry and stare into the camera. Grandchildren stand on the sides, fanning outwards with mothers and related womenfolk behind us. There are so many grandchildren that the photograph, forming a broad, flattened rectangle, appears to have netted me within the psychic space of the extended family, that veining trajectory of multiple cousins, blooming for a shortened history in our lives.

This moment imprinted on me the sense of Malacca as my home, a sense I have never been able to recover anywhere else in the world. To have felt the familiar once is always to feel its absence after. The town through whose streets I mourned publicly, dressed in black, sack, and straw, weeping with kinfolk, united under one common portrait, is what my nerves understand as home. It doesn't matter that the family is lost, and that the town has been changed long ago by politics and economics. Every other place is foreign after this moment.

Father came from a family of six boys and one girl. He was the only son to have taken a peranakan woman as his wife. He broke away from being Chinese, and as soon as his children started school, he began to speak to them in English. As the fifth son, he had been left to his own devices, and, finding his pleasures in films and Western music, he constructed a life out of Western products. These included books. Before poverty stripped him down to essential pleasures, he read widely if with little depth. Newspapers, magazines, and omnibuses of Reader's Digest novels filled our home. He must have spent recklessly on subscriptions. We received National Geographic and two film magazines; later, as his tastes grew cruder, we received the British Tatler and Tid-Bit. He ordered copies of British funnies for my brothers, so that we were raised on popular British humor, with Desperate Dan, Billy Bunter, Dennis the Menace, and Gnasher.

When I study the few photographs I have of him as a young man, it becomes clear how differently he saw himself from his older Chinese-educated brothers. My father is almost always smiling in his photographs, as if there were an injunction against solemnity or misery in his world. In this way his image is already un-Chinese. The convention of individual portraits, a seriously considered expenditure when it wasn't an extravagance, taken perhaps only once in a lifetime, was that of the gaze across the centuries. One was looking at masses of one's great-grandchildren and expecting their worship. It was as human deities that Chinese parents looked into the camera, lofty, and as always under the eye of eternity, with a tragic cast. But my father's image for the future-capturing camera defies this Chinese deification. He sees before him the bent, tilled, shoulder-slanted pose of the Hollywood stars, the Howard Keels and Douglas Fairbanks of the non-Chinese world. His boyish head is always askew in the frame. He tilts it back as if to invite admiration. He has a smile that can charm any woman, even a five-year-old child. Sometimes he is posed with other men, but he is always in the center and at front. His pants are broad linen slacks, and he wears a cardigan whose sleeves are casually draped over his shoulders and tied loosely around his neck. In one photograph he wears a Panama hat and cradles a mandolin. He could have been a Chino in Cuba.

Where did my handsome father get his Western ways?

Father's imagination was possessed by Western images. He had a Gramophone that needed to be cranked up, and after he placed the needle in the groove of the heavy dinner-plate-sized records, music poured out of a mouthpiece curved elegantly like a horn of plenty. A little puppy with a brown-splashed ear guarded the instrument, and a man sang, "Oh Rosemarie, I love you, I'm always dreaming of you." A bright female voice promised, "Mangoes, papayas, chestnuts in the fire, the food is so good that you'll want to stay!" My favorite was "The Mockingbird's Song," a tune which veered in my memory as the sound of happiness in the melancholic years that soon followed.

There was a time when Father and Mother enjoyed taking us to the Great World Amusement Park, a fenced-in area adjacent to the Rex Cinema. We bought entrance tickets for admission and filed through a narrow gate. Once inside, an entirely bright lit world surrounded us. Shops full of records, magazines, dolls, and knickknacks beckoned. A carousel of metal horses with large painted eyes and flying manes swirled giddily. A screen kept us from seeing the brassy music of the Malay joggett or the slow thump of fox trots through the open yet hidden door. Food stands offered exotic cut apples, pears, and red plums from Australia. We sat around the rickety wooden tables of an open-air coffee shop, drinking colored syrups and listening to an ancient Chinese musician as he savored on his two-stringed erhu. With an artist's pride, he placed a dried plum on our table, and in exchange we gave him some coins. He did not play for money, and we acknowledged this in accepting his plum for our coins.

Passing by the record shop we stopped to let Father browse. A large doll with bright yellow hair and blue irises stood propped by its box. "Look," the salesman said, "if you lay the doll down, it closes its eyes." Perhaps Father saw the way I held it, with incredulity and delight. A white and pink doll with the sound of happiness in the melancholic years that soon followed. A bright female voice promised, "Mangoes, papayas, chestnuts in the fire, the food is so good that you'll want to stay!" My favorite was "The Mockingbird's Song," a tune which veered in my memory as the sound of happiness in the melancholic years that soon followed.

There was a time when Father and Mother enjoyed taking us to the Great World Amusement Park, a fenced-in area adjacent to the Rex Cinema. We bought entrance tickets for admission and filed through a narrow gate. Once inside, an entirely bright lit world surrounded us. Shops full of records, magazines, dolls, and knickknacks beckoned. A carousel of metal horses with large painted eyes and flying manes swirled giddily. A screen kept us from seeing the brassy music of the Malay joggett or the slow thump of fox trots through the open yet hidden door. Food stands offered exotic cut apples, pears, and red plums from Australia. We sat around the rickety wooden tables of an open-air coffee shop, drinking colored syrups and listening to an ancient Chinese musician as he savored on his two-stringed erhu. With an artist's pride, he placed a dried plum on our table, and in exchange we gave him some coins. He did not play for money, and we acknowledged this in accepting his plum for our coins.
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Splendor and Squalor
Father was an inveterate movie fan. Although films from Hong Kong and Bombay also showed daily in Malacca, he seldom saw a movie that was not in English and imported from Britain or the United States.

There were at least three movie houses in Malacca in the 1940s and '50s: the Rex, the Lido, and Capitol. The names of these pleasure houses, owned by the Shaw Brothers who lived in Singapore and Hong Kong, blazed above two-storied buildings. These imperial Latin names hardly signified the cheap shambling structures in which light poured out through a peephole and filled a screen with new images of the West: white cavalry chasing after wild Indians; Errol Flynn with a kerchief round his forehead hoisting himself up a mast, pirate's shirt blowing in the wind and pressing against his giant pectorals, waving a cutlass and challenging a dozen sailors to a fight.

The cinema facades were festooned with giant posters advertising the latest Hollywood extravaganzas. A mustachioed Clark Gable, hair slicked back and head lowered, eyes half-closed, gazed into the green irises of a flaming red-haired beauty, her skin tinted pink, who tilted her giant head and lips to greet him. This fantastic American idealized passion, posed with broad male-clothed shoulders and bare woman's flesh, covered the Rex Cinema's façade for months. It dominated the entire open square where singlet-clad peddlers sold slices of pineapple, Chinese pears, apples, and chikku, packages of melon seeds, dried salted olives, sugared plums, and barbecued squid. We would stand over the dazzling array of snacks for long minutes, agonizing over what we should buy with our five-cent treat. We could already taste the tropical treasures in our eager mouths, arrayed from the cinema hall gorged with Western images, our ears ringing with the accumulated noise of the finale, our children's eyes blinking in the afternoon glare in which suddenly everything appeared dull, flat, and small.

Since Father's shop, which sold only fashionable, brand-name Bata shoes, was carried in the Rex Cinema's opening advertisements, we were given free admission to every show. Even after Father went bankrupt and lost the shop, the regular ushers knew us so well that they continued to allow us in without tickets. Some weeks we saw three or four movies at the Rex. On weekends Beng, Chien, Jen, little Wun, and I set off in a trishaw; the smaller boys balanced on the older, and myself, a small six-year-old, squatting, scrunched by the floor. We caught the 11 A.M. matinee, then the 2 A.M. main feature, and reeled home at five in the evening, drugged and speechless after so much spectacle.

A vivid memory at ages five and six is of being wakened by my mother who wraps me in a blanket. She carries me to the Morris Minor and my father drives us to the Rex Cinema. We climb up the stairs to the more expensive balcony seats where I doze in the midst of flashing pictures and glitzy amplified music. This ritual of the midnight show is repeated frequently. My brothers must have been left alone in the shophouse while my parents silently smuggled me out. But why me? Do they provide this midnight treat on alternative nights to my brothers? Or am I special, the only girl and my father's favorite child, the one he double-dates with my mother?

The pictures I absorbed in those late night moments now form part of my involuntary imagination. A Busby Berkeley musical with Esther Williams diving and backstroking, her strong muscular body pushing through the water. Then she stands perched on a carousel composed of long-legged sleek women, smiling and waving, a surprisingly asexual figure of womanhood. A clunky metal figure ominously emerges out of a metal hulk, the light dims, the music threatens. This image frightens me and I keep recalling it for years. Decades later, in New York, I learn that this is a shot from The Day the Earth Stood Still, a science-fiction fantasy that I believed a part of my Malacca world. I remember a musical with prancing men and pert women dressed in long flouncy gowns. That, I find in Boston, was Seven Brides for Seven Brothers. Each midnight show, I wake up in time to watch the finale and see the screen filled with loudly singing, gesturing, good-looking people.

I didn't ask in the morning about the dazed fantasies. I was too busy filling in the blanks of the day with sensory motions and with explorations of my body. The second story of bedrooms and a corridor play-area had a smooth polished wood floor, planked and deeply grained. Bored and delighted at the same time, I lay on the floor, feeling its cool surface on my cheek, and traced the wood grains with my fingers. I sat by the glassless window in my parents' bedroom that faced the street, a wooden balustrade like a fence marking the division between bedroom and open air. I held onto the round bars of the balustrade, pushed my head as far as it could go between two of the bars, and studied the street below. It was dazzling hot and sunny outside. A car drove slowly past, a trishaw moved languorously in search of a passenger. Across the street was a row of other shop fronts: the goldsmith's shop showed only a dark interior, although the steel accordion gates were pushed back all the way. A lorry was parked before the sundry shop, but no one was unloading anything. The street lay silent like a somnambulist's vision.

My father's shop had a prominent place on the street, but the street always appeared quiet and empty. Sometimes I went through the curtain that separated the family rooms from the sales area and found him sitting on a stool, slipping a customer's foot into a shoe with a shoehorn. He wore dark-rimmed glasses and appeared serious, a different person in his workplace, a person who frowned...
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impatiently. After the customer left he wrapped the shoes back in their paper tissues, placed them in their boxes, and put away the boxes precisely in their places on the shelves, like a stack of catalogued books. He swept the floor and neatly rearranged the cushioned chairs. With a feather duster, a huge cluster of black and brown rooster feathers, he dusted the counters and chairs.

He was compact, efficient, and angry. When his anger erupted, he would seize the feather duster, chase after my brothers, and thrash them with the rattan handle, gripping the feathers so tightly that they shredded and fell like pieces of my brothers' bodies. The rattan whipped through the air with a singing tone, and red welts appeared on my brothers' bare legs and arms. They raised their arms to shield their heads. When they rolled themselves into balls, the rattan cut them on their backs and shoulders. I watched terrified, guilty: was it because of me that they were being caned? Had I cried, complained, or pointed a finger at them? I was aware that my father's arm, striking again and again at my brothers, could as well be aimed at me. I stayed in the corner of the room, unable to move away from his fury. Sometimes he yelled at me, "You stay here and watch this. Don't think I won't cane you, either!" I knew he would also beat me some day.

We were not allowed in the shop except on Sundays when I could stand on a cushioned chair and jump off, imitating my brothers. Once, I fell clumsily, my elbow wrenched out of its socket. I screamed with pain; the elbow bone stuck out of the skin like a sharp stick. Nevertheless, I was determined to follow my brothers, to act as they did. To be one of them, I had to keep up with them. And they were a bunch of demons. They shrieked and ran like crazed animals all over the neighborhood.

Indoors they had to be quieter, and they delighted in games that excluded me. I stood by the closed door of their bedroom; they were whispering, conspiring about a game that I was not permitted to play. I pushed at the door, but they had blocked it with the full weight of their four male bodies. I begged them to let me in, I wanted to play with them, but they refused with gleeful laughs. I cried, exhausted. Why was I outside the magic of their play? I knew it was because I was a girl. What did it mean, that I was a girl? It meant that I was slower than all of them, although my youngest brother, four years younger, was barely a toddler. I was unwanted and unloved by my brothers.

My oldest brother, Beng, the prized first-born, was the one who disliked me most. In my earliest memory, he was gruff and distant. He was comfortable in Malay, and over and over again I heard him say of me, "Benchil!" signifying antipathy, even hatred. I understood he disapproved of me because I was a girl. The house was full of brothers, except for me, third-born. I was a despised female, but I was also the only girl whose tears, whines, requests, whims, and fancies my father responded to unashamedly. The only daughter overtook the first-born son in a family with too many boys. This childish anger that Beng showed me never shook my sense of being special, but it made me timid of the feelings of rivals.

Yet I held an unequal position over my brothers. All my brothers spoke of my father's favoritism toward me as a fact of life, and I assumed that I deserved my father's favors. Because my father treated me as a gift, a treasured child, I felt myself to be a gift, and that I held treasures within me.

Being a girl also made me precocious and edgy, asking not "Who am I?" but "How can I prove that I am not who I am?" From the moment my father dealt with me more gently than with my brothers, and I understood my oldest brother when he muttered "Benchil," from the moment I stood outside a door and felt my sex make me unwelcome, I decided my brothers' acceptance was preferable to my father's favoritism. I rejected the identity of girl. Since I could not have both, I chose equality as a boy over privilege as a girl.

My parents explained to their friends with exasperation that I was a tomboy, born in the year of the monkey. But I was not born one. It did not come naturally to me to run fast, to jump from high walls, to speed on a bicycle, or to stay out late alone at night. I would not have wandered from place to place, except for the promise, barely sensed, that something was to be picked up, learned, found, discovered, given, taken, ingested, desired, something that I couldn't find in my home, that I would be stronger, better, improved, changed, transformed in a stranger's house.

"I was given the trappings of a girl-child: like an antiquated pleasure machine, my memory churns out images of tea-sets, blond dolls, doll wicker furniture, frilly dresses, red tartan ribbons, and my power as the only girl. Lying on a rattan chaise lounge, with a high fever, I was a very small and sick four-year-old. But Baba hovered over me; he had bought grapes, rare delicious jade, veined, and firm. Delirious happiness, I held each cool fat fruit in my fevered mouth.

In a later image, I sat on the floor gravely arranging the plastic teacups and saucers, holding each teacup in turn by its little handle. Today, this child playing house is a mystery to me. What was she thinking of as she sipped the air and set the emptied cup on its daisied saucer? What company did she enjoy this solitary hot afternoon while her brothers were away in school? There was a stillness in the house, attentively at work with imaginary companions, that absorbs me now. Was she imitating her mother and the many aunts she had met? But Malacca society ran on glasses of Sarsi and Greenspot, frizzy, sugared pop, colored violent antipathy, even hatred. I understood he disapproved of me because I was a girl. The house was full of brothers, except for me, third-born. I was a despised female, but I was also the only girl whose tears, whines, requests, whims, and fancies my father responded to unashamedly. The only daughter overtook the
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the handle gingerly between thumb and middle finger and sticking her pinkie out like a society woman? The illustration on the box that held the tea set showed a blond child, also on the floor, drinking tea with her equally blond dollies. The girl had studied the picture. She was more like this blond girl than like her aunts or even her mother. Her doll with the straw-textured blond curls sat upright across from her, the hard blue eyes wide open. The girl played not so much with the tea set as with the picture on the box. It was quite satisfactory.

But finally it was not as good as the real thing, which was my brothers' play. The boys played at fighting with each other, noisily and excessively. All kinds of sounds came from them—bangs, rattles, yells, screams, shouts, yipes, holters, short murderous silences, stampings, thumps, pings, singing. It seemed to me that none of the boys were ever alone. They were always whispering together, laughing, planning something, sharing a joke, chasing each other, pushing, shoving, howling, pinching, punching, kicking, blaming each other. I whined because they would not tell me what they were doing, but that was their favorite game, conspiring to keep me out. And when I had begged enough, they let me run with them in their chases, but they ignored me. It was too easy to catch up with me. I cried and whimpered when I was hit, which was after all the aim of their games, to see how often they could hit each other.

And I? My chest hurt as I flew down the narrow sidewalks, trying not to stumble against the dustcans and baskets of garbage left by the sundry shops next to our home. My breath hammering against my ribs, I scrunchcd down inside a dry drain, fearing to be discovered, fearing my brothers' physical play, listening to their hoots as they galloped up and down above me. I wanted desperately to be up there, out in the open, whacking them as hard with an open palm as they were dealing each other. But I was grateful to be hiding, to be silent, secret, left alone, and safe. The minutes passed, and I leaped from the drain, scrambled in front of the three boys, raced panic-stricken, and touched the pillar that spelled home.

It was my brothers' enmity that made me refuse to be a girl. To be a girl, as I saw through their mocking distance, was to be weak, useless, and worse, bored. It was to stay in one place and gossip for hours the way my mother sat gossiping with my aunts and grandaunts.

My mother's parents had lived in Malacca State all their lives. Their parents were descendants of Chinese traders who had migrated to Malaya as early as the fifteenth century and who had married local Malay women. My mother's father had been a station master at Tampin, a civil servant for the British administration. He had moved his family, four boys and five girls, to a house in Klebang outside the town of Malacca, survived the Japanese Occupation, then died suddenly of a bad heart, leaving behind five children still at home. His wife died soon after, and Mother found herself hosting one teenage sibling after another as they passed from her older brother's hands to hers and then to Singapore where two married sisters were able to set them up with opportunities and jobs.

A series of aunts came through our home. First, Aunt Amy, sweet-faced, gentle, always with a smile that meant nothing except how good she felt to be simply wherever she was. If my mother was wickedly funny and driven by the needs of her senses, Aunt Amy was amusing and grateful to receive whatever was given to her. Her strange contentment made happiness inevitable. For her, warm and easy temperament gave her the halo of good looks. When Aunt Amy left for Singapore, Auntie Lei, Mother's youngest sister, came to live with us.

Auntie Lei was a short woman, darker-complexioned than the rest of her siblings, and fiercely passionate, almost as I imagine I might have appeared at sixteen. She had a willful vivid face, not pretty at all but catching because the eyes were so restless, the compact shape of the skull and cheeks seemingly too small for the furrowed countenance, the concentrated inward focus of a furious self. Her slight body was dense with resistance; she was like an animal that would not be housebroken. She quarreled continuously with my mother, kept her distance from the rest of us, and finally ran away with a fair-skinned young man whose languid manners promised a life of poverty.

I watched these aunts, intimate, fleeting, subordinate in my mother's household, the only women of my blood I would know from the inside. They offered two different selves, but each inescapable from kismat, or fate, as Emak loved to say. Aunt Amy was tamed for pleasure; whatever entered her mouth was to be silent, secret, left alone, and safe. The minutes passed, and I leaped from the drain, scrambled in front of the three boys, raced panic-stricken, and touched the pillar that spelled home.

The boys played at fighting with each other, noisily and excessively. All kinds of sounds came from them—bangs, rattles, yells, screams, shouts, yipes, holters, short murderous silences, stampings, thumps, pings, singing. It seemed to me that none of the boys were ever alone. They were always whispering together, laughing, planning something, sharing a joke, chasing each other, pushing, shoving, howling, pinching, punching, kicking, blaming each other. I whined because they would not tell me what they were doing, but that was their favorite game, conspiring to keep me out. And when I had begged enough, they let me run with them in their chases, but they ignored me. It was too easy to catch up with me. I cried and whimpered when I was hit, which was after all the aim of their games, to see how often they could hit each other.

And I? My chest hurt as I flew down the narrow sidewalks, trying not to stumble against the dustcans and baskets of garbage left by the sundry shops next to our home. My breath hammering against my ribs, I scrunched down inside a dry drain, fearing to be discovered, fearing my brothers' physical play, listening to their hoots as they galloped up and down above me. I wanted desperately to be up there, out in the open, whacking them as hard with an open palm as they were dealing each other. But I was grateful to be hiding, to be silent, secret, left alone, and safe. The minutes passed, and I leaped from the drain, scrambled in front of the three boys, raced panic-stricken, and touched the pillar that spelled home.

It was my brothers' enmity that made me refuse to be a girl. To be a girl, as I saw through their mocking distance, was to be weak, useless, and worse, bored. It was to stay in one place and gossip for hours the way my mother sat gossiping with my aunts and grandaunts.

My mother's parents had lived in Malacca State all their lives. Their parents were descendants of Chinese traders who had migrated to Malaya as early as the fifteenth century and who had married local Malay women. My mother's father had been a station master at Tampin, a civil servant for the British administration. He had moved his family, four boys and five girls, to a house in Klebang outside the town of Malacca, survived the Japanese Occupation, then died suddenly of a bad heart, leaving behind five children still at home. His wife died soon after, and Mother found herself hosting one teenage sibling after another as they passed from her older brother's hands to hers and then to Singapore where two married sisters were able to set them up with opportunities and jobs.

A series of aunts came through our home. First, Aunt Amy, sweet-faced, gentle, always with a smile that meant nothing except how good she felt to be simply wherever she was. If my mother was wickedly funny and driven by the needs of her senses, Aunt Amy was amusing and grateful to receive whatever was given to her. Her strange contentment made happiness inevitable. For her, warm and easy temperament gave her the halo of good looks. When Aunt Amy left for Singapore, Auntie Lei, Mother's youngest sister, came to live with us.

Auntie Lei was a short woman, darker-complexioned than the rest of her siblings, and fiercely passionate, almost as I imagine I might have appeared at sixteen. She had a willful vivid face, not pretty at all but catching because the eyes were so restless, the compact shape of the skull and cheeks seemingly too small for the furrowed countenance, the concentrated inward focus of a furious self. Her slight body was dense with resistance; she was like an animal that would not be housebroken. She quarreled continuously with my mother, kept her distance from the rest of us, and finally ran away with a fair-skinned young man whose languid manners promised a life of poverty.

I watched these aunts, intimate, fleeting, subordinate in my mother's household, the only women of my blood I would know from the inside. They offered two different selves, but each inescapable from kismat, or fate, as Emak loved to say. Aunt Amy was tamed for pleasure; whatever entered her mouth was to be silent, secret, left alone, and safe. The minutes passed, and I leaped from the drain, scrambled in front of the three boys, raced panic-stricken, and touched the pillar that spelled home.

It was my brothers' enmity that made me refuse to be a girl. To be a girl, as I saw through their mocking distance, was to be weak, useless, and worse, bored. It was to stay in one place and gossip for hours the way my mother sat gossiping with my aunts and grandaunts.

My mother's parents had lived in Malacca State all their lives. Their parents were descendants of Chinese traders who had migrated to Malaya as early as the fifteenth century and who had married local Malay women. My mother's father had been a station master at Tampin, a civil servant for the British administration. He had moved his family, four boys and five girls, to a house in Klebang outside the town of Malacca, survived the Japanese Occupation, then

died suddenly of a bad heart, leaving behind five children still at home. His wife died soon after, and Mother found herself hosting one teenage sibling after another as they passed from her older brother's hands to hers and then to Singapore where two married sisters were able to set them up with opportunities and jobs.

A series of aunts came through our home. First, Aunt Amy, sweet-faced, gentle, always with a smile that meant nothing except how good she felt to be simply wherever she was. If my mother was wickedly funny and driven by the needs of her senses, Aunt Amy was amusing and grateful to receive whatever was given to her. Her strange contentment made happiness inevitable for her, while my mother's uncontainable needs marked her for misery. Aunt Amy was a bowl of brown-sugared oatmeal, delicious yet surprisingly good for you. Her warm and easy temperament gave her the halo of good looks. When Aunt Amy left for Singapore, Auntie Lei, Mother's youngest sister, came to live with us.

Auntie Lei was a short woman, darker-complexioned than the rest of her siblings, and fiercely passionate, almost as I imagine I might have appeared at sixteen. She had a willful vivid face, not pretty at all but catching because the eyes were so restless, the compact shape of the skull and cheeks seemingly too small for the furrowed countenance, the concentrated inward focus of a furious self. Her slight body was dense with resistance; she was like an animal that would not be housebroken. She quarreled continuously with my mother, kept her distance from the rest of us, and finally ran away with a fair-skinned young man whose languid manners promised a life of poverty.

I watched these aunts, intimate, fleeting, subordinate in my mother's household, the only women of my blood I would know from the inside. They offered two different selves, but each inescapable from kismat, or fate, as Emak loved to say. Aunt Amy was tamed for pleasure; whatever entered her mouth turned sweet if insipid. The youngest sister, however, was ruled by passions. Intense, brooding, her eyes tugged inwards, she was blind to self-interest and to safety. They were both of marriageable age, but, orphaned and dowryless, with no parents to negotiate their value, they were social waste, excess, unhoused women to be taken in by their married sisters as unpaid domestic help. Aunt Amy willingly waited in another sister's home in Singapore in hopes of a meager marriage; Lei, sexuality brooding in her sullen body, defied social approval and gradually disappeared into the Malacca underclass. Appearing more and more worn through the years, her face never lost its countenance of discontented sexuality, as if in the narrow squalor she had chosen she had kept unscattered that appetite of the sixteen-year-old.

Uncle Ling came through, then Uncle Charlie, to be followed by Amy, Lei, and Mun. Ling and Charlie stayed only briefly, but long enough for me to
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remember Ling's good nature mixed with a cruelty that had him throwing me into the waves. I screamed with panic as he seized and tossed me casually like a sack of charcoal into the deep water into which I gurgled and could not find my footing. I was perhaps four, a child who could drape her entire body over a blown-up plastic tube and imagine it to be a ship, but who also had a mind that could understand cruelty and be afraid of it. My grandparents' orphans introduced me to tragedy, and I learned in self-defense to stand apart, not to be like Mother and her sisters, who wept helplessly and who ran away and gave themselves to helpless men, nor like her brothers who were forced to depend on reluctant relatives.

So much family! Uncles, brothers, cousins! But all were only one step from strangers. Baba and Emak were the bedrock, that which could not be lost, although they might lose each other and themselves. But by the time I was six, even they were changing into strangers moving away from me.

Baba's temper grew more uncertain and unchecked, and Emak became pregnant again. The house was permeated with the scents of chicken and pork liver in Chinese wine boiled with ginger and ginseng root. One night I saw her using the flowered porcelain-covered metal chamber pot placed in the corridor connecting the three bedrooms. No one went to the bathroom downstairs after we went to bed; life was lived upstairs after 8 P.M. She was huge, her belly floating in the dark like a boat. The night sarong barely needed to be folded over.

Weeks later we were told that we had another brother named Wilson, but that our Tia Ee, our maternal First Grandaunt, would be taking care of him. Lei told us that a fortuneteller had predicted that Wilson would be a difficult child who would bring disaster to his parents, and that he would have to be given away. Tia Ee took him in although she already had three sons of her own and an adopted daughter. Our baby brother came and left without our ever seeing him.
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and ate boiled peanuts, fried legumes, and steamed chickpeas that Father bought from the peddlers who lined the roads under the flaring fluorescent street lamps.

Sundays were the best days of our life together. Father worked six days a week and late on Saturday night when families shopped for shoes and entertainment. But as a British colony, Malacca observed the blue laws. My parents were Westernized although not Christianized. When many of their friends were dressing for church, and our relatives were resting at home, we were packing up for a picnic by the sea. We fought over the Sunday newspaper, particularly who got to read the Sunday comics first. Then, all seven of us squeezed into the car and drove to Tanjong Bidarah, stopping to buy some coconut-steamed rice—nasi lemak—for lunch.

The sea was always a visual shock to me, the waves of the Malacca Straits slapping gently and unceasingly against a sloping gritty beach. Something about the sun shining on such immensity excited me. I was afraid of the water but in love with its sensation. I had just read in John Masefield’s poem, “The sea, the sea, the open sea, the fresh, the wild, the ever-free,” and I lay in the water as it ran down the sand ridges and murmured over and over again to myself, “The sea is my mother, the sea is my mother.”

And so I wanted to believe. Was it because my own mother had already withdrawn from us that I loved the sea so extravagantly? I have no memory as a child of the kind of warm physical affection with my mother that I felt with my Primary One teacher, Sister Josie. Emak appears in my child’s album as a self-absorbed driven creature, continuously pregnant—six babies with only a year or so between each of them.

My mother may have resolved on escape long before she left us, but she shared nothing of herself with us in those final years. She was already absent, a weeping woman stripped slowly to some unknown other whose ultimate departure came to me as no surprise. My images of her in the painful years of uprooting, in 1952 and 1953, are dulled, as if the imagination had leaped forward and already registered Mother as gone, not so much lost or misplaced as deliberately disappeared.

Maternal abandonment is unthinkable in human culture. Maternal malice marks a boundary humans can hardly bear to speak of, reformulating it instead into the wicked stepmother found in the Grimm brothers’ fairy tales and numerous Asian folk tales. How then to understand my own mother, mother of six children, who picked herself up off the ground where my father had knocked her down, and left us forever?

Months of momentous crossings led up to that sudden evening when she vanished. One afternoon in the room behind the front shop, in the zone between home and store, I came across them yelling at each other. He had the red glare in his eyes, that crazed look of going over an edge that came over him when the rattan cane would come singing through the air again and again and again. She who had turned soft and fat after the sixth baby was stock-hard, facing him implacably. I went between them and caught them both in each hand. “Don’t, don’t,” I cried and must have ashamed them because they stopped, fell silent, and moved away. I remember the risk I felt, and the pride that I had reconciled them.

Of course I had done nothing of the kind. As they spun apart, my mother must have withdrawn into a shell of rage and hatred that reached out to include “his” children. For we were our father’s children more than hers. At some point, after the drives with Auntie May ended, he had focused his life on us.

I remember one splendid Sunday morning when we four children, Beng, Chien, Jen, and myself, clung to each other’s shoulders, and Beng hung on to our father’s children more than hers. 

Because my father loved his children, I have kept faith with him, through the years of living with his pursuit of women, his gambling, and his rages. The bond I sewed tight between my father and me was illicit. In a Chinese family, perhaps in every family, daughters must be wary of their love for their fathers. We are constrained as daughters; the ties that strain us to our fathers are tense with those constraints. A vast because fearfully crossable boundary must separate girl-child from male parent. I wonder if all daughters suffer a revulsion about their fathers’ bodies, instinctively reacting to save themselves from unacknowledged dangers.

As a child I adored my father’s body. When I slept with my parents, before even more children arrived to remove me to a newly purchased iron-frame
bunk bed, it was my father's body I reached out to touch when I roused in the
night. He was warm and solid; it made me happy to touch his flesh lightly with
my fingers, then drift back into sleep. So in that serpent-like familial swim, with
a brother gripping me around my neck, clinging to another brother as he clung
to another who clung to my father's confident body, all of us children extruded
from my father like grown sperm, links in an unbreakable, undownable chain,
the meaning of my father's life made manifest to him.

My father was so ordinary that his name appeared in his lifetime in only
those two pieces of paper testifying to his King Scout status and his passing the
Overseas Senior Cambridge Exams. After the age of nineteen, he left the world
of testimonials, of the seen and acknowledged, and entered a world of breeding,
of feeding hungry mouths, of struggle and failure, small pleasures, and modest
hopes. His life has remained undocumented, unrecorded, and therefore
unvalued and unsaved. I write to make my father's life useful. To do that, I have
to explain my love for him.

My father beat me on many occasions. Every time he slapped me, raised
the cane and cut me on my legs, my shoulders, my back so that the raised welts
were also deeply grooved and bloodied, I hated him. My eyes would blank and
hurt and in my ears I heard the chant, "I hate you, I hate you."

That silent chant gave me an enormous sense of secret power. I never
begged him to stop beating me, never cried, although my throat burned with
stilled feeling, and my head spun from the violence of his slaps. The rattan's
whipping cuts were like knife-tongues of fire that licked the flesh and stayed
and stayed. I hated him as much for humiliating me as for the pain. I felt public
shame, for he beat me in front of anyone, my brothers, the neighbors, visitors,
and relatives. I never asked then what drove him to these maddened episodes. I
knew it wasn't me. He beat me viciously once for dropping a spoon and break­
ing it; on another occasion, when he thought a hawker had cheated me.

The only time I felt private shame when he beat me was the first time.
A five-year-old stay-at-home, I was fascinated by my older brothers' sophistication, the new they brought home each day from school. They said
different words, played different games, and owned large shiny books with
photographs and drawings and stories in them. I felt my chest tighten with the
desire to possess what was in their mouths and heads. My brothers shared a
secret joke that galvanized them with mirth. I stood outside the circle of two
and spied. They whispered, pretending not to see me. They formed circles with
the thumb and first finger of their left hands and stabbed the round air with
fingers of their right hands, a secret sign that hailed them as partners and
insiders. It was an understanding that they shared, and they slyly glanced at me
to see if I had caught it from them, then yelled, "Go away!"

I ran outside into the evening air with their secret. I was elated, for I
understood the sign, I knew how to form that circle and how to penetrate it.
I ran to my father who was just closing up the shop. He was moving yet
another wood plank into its grooved position, completing the wooden wall
that shut the shop each night and transformed it into a home. There was no
one else for me to play with; I tugged at his arm and showed him the secret I
had just mastered.

But his face reddened. His eyes took on that crazed glower, only this time,
for the first time, it was directed at me. I was horrified, but it was too late. He
put the plank against the wall, went inside, dragging me with him, and caned
me. I do not remember how many times the feather duster descended.
Perhaps, because it was the first time, the switch came down for only three
cuts; perhaps it was more. After that evening I knew I could not count on my
father's love.

Later, as I approached ten and eleven, I understood the meaning of the sign,
and the memory of his rage shamed me. The shame is unspeakable. I am
covered with confusion. Did I, five years old, know the power of the sign? What
secret was I breaking open as I tugged at his arm, smiling? Why am I still
ashamed? Am I shamed by his uncontrolled use of power over my small female
body, his displaced, repressed fears? Or by my child's desire for him, the man
whom I had approached as my playmate, my partner, with whom I wanted to
share the secret of the circle?

When my father beat me for the first time, the horror that filled me as I
sobbed through that evening was not simple horror at pain, the sting of the
rattan switch on my buttocks. It was also the horror at the knowledge of the
break, that he had forcibly set me aside from himself, asserting a presence so
alien that it could turn the lithe pliable rod on my flesh and cut me. My father
became a fearful stranger to me then; as he gripped my arm, cursing in the
growing darkness, and brought the rattan down on me, he appeared
simultaneously to 'melt away, to lose his
contours, and to harden, to
alien that it could turn the lithe pliable rod on my flesh and cut me. My father
appears
learned from her brothers never returned. I can mark that moment as the consciousness of another self, a sullen within, hating the father who beat me.

Hate does not explain love, but it sharpens love, in as much as it gives us the power to see the fragilities of the object of our hate. From the moment my father beat me, I became aware of his weakness rather than of his power. While I feared the pain of his canings, I never came to fear him; instead I came to acknowledge the depth of my responses and the interiority of my feelings. His blows drove me inwards into misery that cannot be spoken. I felt the power of my unhappiness, and therefore the power of my personhood. I learned to love my father again because I pitied him, and I pitied him because he gave me the power to hate him.

I did not learn to love my mother, who left us when I was eight, though she is perhaps more to be pitied than my father. As a grown woman, I know that her life was harder than his, the odds in her struggles for a good life unfairly stacked against her. But as her daughter, when I think about her, I feel instead a stubborn resistance against pity and forgiveness, an adolescent resentment that will not grow up.

There was a time when I must have loved her. Doesn’t every infant, cradled in human arms, sucking on a mother’s breast, fix its loving gaze upon the eyes above? Yet I have no memory of that primal bonding, no memory of hugs, kisses, physical affection, the kind of comfortable, safe bodily pleasure taken and felt in the presence of a loved other.

In a black-and-white family portrait taken when I was five and touched up by the unknown photographer with paint, my mother, seated, wears a light-colored samfoo. My father sits close to her, his head leaning as if drawn in affection towards her. She is already round-faced, a little chubby in the fashionable print. I stand by her arm, my cheeks and lips painted red, in a tiered, outrageously flowered print dress, my little legs and arms like awkward stems on a droopy blossom. An absurd purse, is looped around my arm, and a large bow shoots off the back of my head. Everything on me looks too big, too loose, too floppy. Beng and Chien stand by my father in shorts and white shirts, their skinny legs smartly turned out in pulled-up socks and polished shoes, and Jen sits solemn-faced on a metal pony. Except for my leaning father, we all face the camera straight as soldiers. Those studio portraits for which we sat every Chinese New Year posed us together as a family—permanent, transfixed, the moment held in mercury and paint innocently displayed in a way that I do not remember us at all.

I remember us as brushing images, as gazes, sensations, and stories. I remember my mother as a woman I gazed on. Pondering this childhood sensation of gazing upon the maternal face, rather than of living within the maternal breast, I wonder if the break was mine, coming from an infant’s original coldness to the mother. Or did the break originate in my mother, unable to or refusing to nurse the infant, to whom she hovered, as a face, but never satisfies and fills up, as a breast?

Yet she also loved me, at least later in life. When I was sixteen and visited her in Singapore for the first time, she took a day off from work to spend the morning at Robinson’s, then the largest department store in Singapore, where she had recently worked. “Eleanor, Eleanor!” the well-dressed and made-up women at the counters called, and it took me long minutes before I understood that they were calling her by an English name she had taken in Singapore.

We walked through the crowds and stopped at Helena Rubinstein, Estee Lauder, chinaware, and pajamas, where she introduced me to women who looked like each other. “This is my daughter,” she repeated, “Shirley,” as if this Eleanor, who hadn’t seen me in eight years, were introducing me to herself over and over again, or as if my meeting her friends of the past eight years filled in the void of time between us.

Her pride, so evident during that social ritual, which continued in the afternoon and evening with taxi rides to numerous of her brothers’ and sisters’ homes, was a kind of love. But as my father’s daughter, I knew love as familial and daily proximity, not as social ritual. Leaving Malacca for Singapore, abandoning family for society, my mother was always to remain estranged to me.

My parents married just before the outbreak of the Pacific War. I remember a photograph of two very young people dressed in the ancient heavy silk robes of the traditional peranakan wedding. She wears an ornately embroidered headdress that sweeps almost a foot above her smooth pinched face; its crimson tassels fall about her face like fuchsia blossoms. Her blouse is covered by a cape encrusted with silver and gold embroidery. On her feet, traditional embroidered silk shoes with curved tips peep out from under the long skirt. Father is uncharacteristically serious. On his head a conical straw and bead-plaited hat sits like a food cover. His costume is a long Chinese gown, like a mandarin’s robe. The wedding portrait shows every sign of social respectability: their solemn seated pose, and especially their dress, the traditional wedding costumes that testify to the young couple’s acceptance of the conventions of Malaccan peranakan society.

The elaborate robes also indicate that their wedding took place in a time of civil peace and plenty, when the British ruled Malacca as part of a tripartite state called the Straits Settlements that included Penang and Singapore. Baba and Emak, both born in the state of Malacca, were British subjects—as I was—
a position that conferred enviable status in a society of immigrants, transients, and undocumented laborers from China, India, and the Indonesian islands. In the late 1930s, there were almost two million Chinese living in the different political territories of the Malayan peninsula, and only a minority of them were Straits-born, a term that I was to hear pronounced with pride all through my growing years.

Baba grew up as an irresponsible child, loving Western popular culture, within a Confucianist-gated community. Unreflecting, he lived his early years as if senang—ease or leisure—were his human right. My father's charm lay in his reminder that struggle ought to be unnatural. It was also, for his children, the cause of our danger; for our needs and his senang were mortally conflicted. It was to this unsettled, pleasure-loving man that my mother was to graft her life at the age of seventeen.

He must have appeared to her as an ideal suitor. He was two years older than she, and had five more years of British schooling. With a Standard Six certificate, she could read, write, calculate, and was better educated than many of the women in town. She stayed home after the Standard Six examinations, cooking, keeping house for her parents, and waiting for a husband to declare himself. There were five girls and four boys in her family: five disastrous burdens and three of the boys too young for anything but school. A station master's eldest daughter had social standing. Her father's position as a British civil servant and her well-married aunts gave her a class association in the town that was above her actual precarious condition. My father's position as Fifth Son of a towkay similarly disguised his uncertain financial standing.

Their's was not a traditionally arranged marriage, in which the woman is given to a man she has never met. My father not only had chosen her himself but had played the mandolin for her. I see him, this young passionate man who had just successfully completed his Senior Cambridge Examinations, who was wondering what life he would make for himself, biking to her parents' house in Klebang, balancing the small curved polished instrument on his handlebars. Standing in the sandy front yard of the wooden house with his best friend beside him, he glanced nervously at the moon in the clear night sky and then recklessly plucked the strings of the mandolin. It was only a joke he was pursuing, a story to tell his bachelor friends, for the marriage had already been arranged. He had seen her; she was pretty, quiet, and a wonderful cook.

My mother should have been warned by his mandolin, by the moon above her garden, by his breaking the propriety of peranakan behavior for a romantic tale. My father's unconventionality, in the face of small-town Malacca where everybody knew everybody's actions, was not to be trusted.

Married in the peace and security of the British Straits Settlements, she never had time to learn to trust him. On December 8, 1941, just a few months after the birth of their first son, the troops of the Japanese Imperial Army landed on the undefended northeast beaches of the Malayan peninsula. On swift light bicycles, carrying grenades and fast-firing weapons, thousands of green-uniformed soldiers rode south down the British-built roads, capturing without resistance Kota Bahru, Penang, Kuala Lumpur, Malacca, Johore, and finally Singapore, which the British had boasted of as the impregnable fortress of their empire. At the end of these ten amazing weeks, the British High Commissioner surrendered and withdrew the Royal Armed Forces from the entire peninsula. The mighty Royal Navy pulled out of Singapore port, ferrying British administrators and families in ignominious retreat to Australia.

It wasn't only the rumors of Japanese barbarity that struck my parents' early years of marriage. As a young child I heard, as a buzz of historical static, about the continuous daily horrors of the Japanese Occupation of Malaya from December 1941 to 1945, deeds less recounted than exclaimed over as sharp unexpected elements bursting like repressed trauma into a reconstructed normality.

The Japanese forces patrolled by the Kempeitai began a three-year era of pillage, killings, and terrorism at the time that my oldest brother was born. Word went around in February 1942 of the massacre of five thousand Chinese in Singapore. My mother's faith in her husband's power to defend her and to provide for their first-born must have been shattered as the Chinese Malayan male population shrank and went into hiding from the Asians in green uniform. The second child came when rice was rationed, no milk was available, meat was scarce, and the townspeople ate tapioca and yams, root vegetables with little protein value. By the time my mother was carrying me, the Japanese Imperial Army, at the point of defeat, was also at its most brutal. With two sons to feed and clothe, my parents were living with my grandfather at Heeren Street, and had yet to set up their own home. Jobless, my father had no way to feed his family without the handouts from his father.

I was conceived and born toward the end of the bleakest period of the war. Only in 1943 were the Allied Forces able to begin counterattacks in India, Burma, and the Philippines. These attacks seriously damaged Japan's war resources. Rice, which had always been an imported staple food for the Malayan population, became even less available. Sugar, milk, meat, and rice had been rationed when the Occupation began, but in 1943 shortages of food led to fears of starvation and to acute hunger and malnutrition. Hunger was most prevalent among the Chinese townspeople; the Malays who were rural folk still grew their own food.

Moreover, the imprisonment, torture, and massacre of Chinese Malaysians, especially young men, continued unabated. The Japanese forces, having faced
years of military struggle in their attempts to conquer China, equated every Chinese Malayan with the Chinese people, whose nationalist opposition had so enraged them that in a racist bloody orgy the Japanese Imperial Army had massacred three hundred thousand Chinese in Nanjing in 1937. My fourth uncle, the brilliant brother who was planning to study medicine at the King Edward VII College of Medicine in Singapore before the outbreak of the Pacific War, broke the curfew one night. He never returned home. Family story has it that his body was found floating in the Malacca River, his decapitated head attached to the neck only by a skein of skin.

How did my grandfather protect the lives of his other sons? Where did he hide the men? How much did he pay to buy off the Japanese commandants, the Kempeitai? Wives and daughters had been raped and their wombs ripped by bayonets. Young men had obeyed or fled, and had been gassed down or decapitated. After the Japanese Imperial Army withdrew from Malaya in late August 1945, what sorrows lay in the ill-lit and shadowy rooms of 99 Heeren Street, in the memories of the executed brilliant son, of the savings extorted for a few illicit kettles of rice and some store of crackers for the grandchildren, and of the hopes for a Chinese-peranakan union through my parents' socially matched marriage? What was exchanged for those few precious tins of condensed milk on which my mother fed her babies? How much more was given up to save his daughters-in-law from the attentions of Japanese soldiers and his sons from the forced recruitment of young Chinese males into the jungle to plant tapioca and yams when the supplies of rice and foodstuffs from Burma were cut off?

My birth, at the end of 1944, at the peak of Japanese torturous repression, and of food shortages and mass starvation, could have brought no rejoicing. Was an infant carry memories of hunger and terror, the whisper of rumors, the blackout of censorship? Can she imbibe the early darkness of days without electrical energy, the lackadaisical quiet of a mother's malnutrition, leading to the absence of the maternal breast?

The Japanese Occupation was not a story my parents dwelled upon, yet it marked our beginnings as a family. What might my mother have felt at the news of a third pregnancy? Was I an unwanted baby? The absence of physical intimacy, the coldness I felt even as a very young child toward my mother, may be, in part, derived from the history of war-time maternity.

The Chinese Malayan history of the Japanese Occupation—the experiences of over three million people—was almost immediately suppressed. The British, slowly returning a couple of months after the Japanese forces had left Malaya, ignored the horrors of Chinese Malayan wartime suffering and the courage of Chinese Malayan guerrilla fighters. Within a few months, a different war narrative replaced that of British defeat at the hands of Asian armies: the Chinese Malays who had remained loyal to the British and fought the Japanese swiftly became the new Asian enemy. When a small group of poorly armed volunteer militia, the Malayan People's Anti-Japanese Army (MPAJA), gave rise to the Malayan Communist Party, a revolutionary party that pressed for political representation and independence, they came to be defined as no less "alien" than the Japanese invaders. These guerrillas threatened British colonial government and economy, and quickly became identified with the "Red Scare," Communists allegedly armed by the People's Republic of China and the Soviet Union. And thus Chinese immigrants and Straits-born Chinese, associated through race with disorders and terrorism, also had their "Chineseness" marked as evil.

In 1948, when I was three and when the Chinese in Malaya were 45 percent of the population in contrast to the Malays' 43 percent, the British High Commissioner, Sir Edward Gent, declared a State of Emergency in the Federation of Malaya. This policy resulted eventually in mass dislocations, in the military-patrolled resettlement of Chinese Malays, in the complete suspension of civil liberties, and in the establishment of a police state empowered to search, detain, and deport suspected Communist members and sympathizers. The Malayan Emergency provided the model for all other state powers in the twentieth century for battling insurgency movements through the surveillance, control, and suppression of entire populations.

By the time I entered elementary school in 1951 at the age of six, the stories I grew up with were those of Chinese bandits and outlaws. The Straits Times carried stories of murders of British planters, Chinese towkays, village headmen, simple farmers and rubber tappers. Sir Henry Gurney was assassinated by Chinese terrorists who burst out of the jungle then faded back, secure, into its concealing growth. Every movie we saw was preceded by British newsreels, and the Emergency in the Malayan colony was often featured. We watched urban Malaya in black and white, a sinister landscape of Chinese facades that waivered on the screen even as the British voice-over intoned, "In Malaya, Sir Henry Gurney was gunned down in cold blood by the cowardly Chinese Communists." A pan to rows of rubber trees rushing past the camera: "In this tropical country, the Communists, led by Chin Peng, have the population living in fear, but the British Army, under the leadership of Sir Gerald Templer, is successfully pushing them back into the jungles." On screen a thin white man in army khakis, carrying a baton, walks slowly past rows of khaki-clad soldiers.

Sir Gerald Templer was our hailed savior. Waving energetically, I stood in the hot sun with all the schoolchildren of Malacca lining the streets to
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welcome him as he drove swiftly past to fill in Sir Gurney's position in 1951. The Chinese Communists' imminent defeat signaled the continued glory of British imperial power.

I learned to hate Chinese Communists, men with faces like my father's or my uncles', whose pictures the Straits Times frequently published, with their despised Chinese names in large captions—Lai Teck, Liew Yit Fan, Lau Yew, Chin Peng. I could not distinguish among ordinary Chinese Malayans, the Kuomintang members—Chinese who considered themselves citizens of China—and the Communists—Chinese Malayans who claimed to be struggling for national sovereignty. Although the Kuomintang and the Communists were attacking each other, they were both marked by an alien hieroglyphic script, both equally hostile to peranakans, whom they looked down on as degraded people, people who had lost their identity when they stopped speaking Chinese. I grew up afraid of Chinese speakers, having been taught by the British that they were unpatriotic, brutal, and murderous. A Malayan child, I understood Chinese identity as being synonymous with Chinese chauvinism.

Because loyal Chinese Malays could not be told apart from Chinese Communists, the non-Malayans, in 1948 the British colonial administration also required the mass registration of the Malayan population. At every road block, every unexpected encounter, and every state-regulated event, such as registering your child for school, you were asked to show your identity card. "I.C., I.C.," the clerks, police, and civil bureaucrats demanded, an acronym that I understood as "I see (you)!" in English and "Ai sei!" or "You are dead!" in Hokkien. Many evenings, groups of Malay constables, mata-mata, would suddenly come out from behind the shadows of shrubbery, their pistols resting casually on their hips. "Check!" they would say, and you would fumble clumsily for your card, your fear in the darkness as complete as their confidence.

I remember sitting in my father's Morris Minor, headed towards Tampin which was only about twenty miles away, passing through a number of checkpoints. At each checkpoint, soldiers hoisting long gleaming rifles searched our passenger seats and the car trunk, glanced at our blue identity cards, then waved us onward. Did we look suspicious? We hoped our faces resembled the scowling portraits on our identity cards. We worried a young soldier might be aggrieved by our festive family mood and shoot us. We pretended to be subdued; we became really subdued. It was confusing to find that we could not be distinguished from the bloodthirsty enemy, that to the soldiers with the gleaming rifles we might very well be the enemy.

Our identity cards became as much a part of our persons as our eyes or hands. We did not venture from home without it, for to be caught by the police without an identity card was already evidence of breaking the law. It wasn't enough that Chinese Communists had been driven out of certain "safe" areas of the peninsula, which therefore needed to be patrolled only by the Malay constabulary. By 1953, Malacca was declared the first "white area," officially free of the pollution of Communist insurgency, and all Emergency Regulations were lifted from the state. But large sections of "red areas" remained in the surrounding states. When I was twelve, I was still carrying the blue identity card wherever I went, still fearful of being stopped by a police check.
CHAPTER THREE

Geographies of Relocation

Strangers were in the house. They were moving furniture, snatching at our clothes in the almêira, cursing loudly. The entire kitchen was stripped. My father stood helplessly to one corner, watching the men at their work. My mother was somewhere packing, crying about her lost bangles. For as long as I could remember she had half a dozen or more elaborately wrought gold bangles on her wrists. They jingled like bells as she walked or waved her hands in conversation. She had had to give them up, and so her eyes were red, her hair unpinned.

In the afternoon the lorry was packed with a few pieces of the furniture that we were allowed to keep—the yellow painted iron bunk bed, the queen-sized wooden headboard and bed, the smaller almêira with the mirror insert—and with a few blankets and pillows, dishes and pots, our school uniforms and some clothes and towels, our school books and bags, my doll that closed and opened its tufted lids over plastic blue eyes. Everything else belonged to the creditors. I was eight years old, and even I could understand that, although I did not understand why it happened or what would happen to us next.

Finally, with all of us in it, the lorry drove us away from our house on Kampong Pantai. I sat on the mattress that had been secured by ropes on top of the possessions, feeling brave and lonely and strange. I promised myself that I would never forget this adventure. I watched the streets as the lorry drove on: the houses appeared already changed, as if in a foreign town.

We had been given the front room on the second floor, the dirty brown one facing the noisy street, of Grandfather’s house, now the property of all the sons. Between this front room and First Uncle’s rooms to the right was an open space, then the balustrades fencing the stairwell and the twisting wooden flight of stairs with its black polished carved spindles and the curving arm that reached like a flowing spiral of wood to the ground floor inner parlor. A large air-well filled the parlor with sunlight or damp night air, and a corridor on the left connected our room and First Uncle’s rooms to Third and Sixth Uncles’ rooms at the back of the house. The bunk bed had been placed in the open space, and Mother’s almêira, the bed, and mattresses for the children were arranged in the bedroom.

I lay on the lower level of the bunk bed in the brown evening. For the first time in my life I felt hunger. My stomach growled and I pressed back against the lumpy mattress with a lassitude that came from being alone and from not having eaten all day. What an odd sensation hunger was! An emptiness, it left me giddy and weak. Nothing mattered much. Time seemed to have slowed down, and I was sitting or lying somewhere outside it, watching its motions. I did not cry because there was no one to see me cry. I wondered if anyone would find me here. I was neither sad nor happy, merely conscious of breathing by myself with a faintness that was new to me.

After that evening I remained hungry for almost two years. Caught in a pyramid scam, Father owed large sums of money. He had lost his business and everything we possessed as a family, and forced to declare himself bankrupt. Even his future earnings belonged to his creditors; for a long while we lived on his very small salary—what didn’t go to the creditors—as a salesclerk for a new Bata shoes shop on Riverside Road. Destitute and homeless, we lived in that brown bedroom in Grandfather’s house for over a year.

For the first few months Mother appeared to manage. I walked two miles to school and nibbled at crackers for breakfast, not the fancy Huntley’s Biscuits that came crackling fresh from their green-papered tins, but hard soda biscuits from local factories. Five cents bought ten of them in the corner Chinese store that sold them separately out of tall, square-shouldered cans. There was no lunch, but at dinner we ate the broken rice that cost much less than the rounded, polished grains preferred by the Chinese. I never complained about the dishes—kangkong (swamp vegetables), ikan bilis (dried anchovies), kiam chye (salted cabbage)—that appeared on the round wooden table for barely a few minutes before vanishing into the bowls and mouths of my ravenous brothers.

We knew there was no money. No one needed to tell us this. We were reminded of it each time Mother gave us a five-cent coin for soda biscuits with a particular furtive glance so as to impress on us how difficult it was to arrive at that coin. When she gave us ten cents to buy the ikan bilis for dinner, we knew how far ten cents had to stretch and how precious that little coin was for all of us.

Yet I do not remember being deeply unhappy about my constant hunger...
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or about Mother’s anxious doling of coins. Returning to Heeren Street was entering another country, marking the conclusion of childhood and the growth of independence for me. Impoverished as we had suddenly become, my parents could not afford the luxury of a girl-child. The fancy clothes, the attention, the demands that I act like a girl were abandoned as poverty rolled its monolithic impression on them.

With poverty came space. I was no longer confined to a house and my mother’s company. Now I roamed the streets with my brothers and cousins. In packs of seven, eight, or nine we ran up Heeren Street, past the shuttered, respectable baba houses with their flowered tile walls and carved blackwood doors to the Chinese middle school whose playground was open to our forays. From there one could jump down to the beach, for the Straits of Malacca lay immediately behind Heeren Street. Running down the beach, we passed patches of wild grass to the left and the stinky outhouses of these same respectable homes, while to the right the sea wall kept the Straits away from us and fastened safely to the horizon. At some point the sandy tract met a macadam lane that brought us out to the lower end of Heeren Street, and we trailed home past the crenellated roofs and colourades of grand baba homes.

One afternoon we were wild with excitement. Someone had proposed that we walk along the sea wall and have a picnic out on its furthest point. My mother fried slices of ubi kayu, a gray spotted yam-like root, with batter, and we carried these slices with us like trophies. They vanished long before we clambered onto the wall, but the pride I felt at this festive production of family food at a time when hunger was continuous in our lives remains even today. The warm greasy delicious slices symbolized our access still to a condition above that of bare necessity. Malnourished as we were, food for play aroused a joy that food for survival alone never brought.

I balanced on the sea wall constructed of granite boulders; the huge mica-speckled blocks formed an uneven surface at least two feet across. The sun shone on the blue waves to the right, and on the left it burned and caked the mud that would later be reclaimed and built up into housing tracts dividing Heeren Street forever from the shore of the Malacca Straits. The water did not appear very deep to me, although the barrier wall was well above five feet high. My eldest brother gave a triumphant shout; he had caught a sea horse, an elegant head in the water that was fast running out of the holes in the tin. I felt the wealth of the world around me—the hard bright sun, my steady feet finding their footing on the hot boulders, the translucent blue water rippling quiescently along an entire half-sphere, and the womanly little creature puffing its chest and ruffling its tail in the little space of water.

The months in Heeren Street mingled plenitude of experience with greater and greater deprivations. I was a minor child in a large house filled with five households (Tua Peh’s or First Uncle’s, Sah Peh’s or Sixth Uncle’s, or Luc Chek’s First Wife and two sons made a space for me. Sixth Uncle’s Second Wife was mother who could speak English. When my eight-year-old self appeared like an apparition up the winding stairs, she smiled a gentle welcome, as between two equals. “Sit!” she said, motioning to some cushions, and I threw myself down to a hungry child. I basked in her attention and helped myself to her copies of magazines and romance novels. She was especially welcoming in her room, and closed the door. I was not allowed into Sah Ehm’s rooms again.

Desolate, I visited Luc Chek’s First Wife. Fair-complexioned and soft-spoken, she was taken up with the care of three children who were much younger than I. But directly behind Sah Ehm’s chambers, in the very last room on the second floor, with its own winding back staircase for entry, Luk Chek’s Second Wife and two sons made a space for me. Sixth Uncle’s Second Wife was like Mother, and the only auntie in the ancestral house besides my mother who could speak English. When my eight-year-old self appeared like an apparition up the winding stairs, she smiled a gentle welcome, as between two equals. “Sit!” she said, motioning to some cushions, and I threw myself down and stayed for the afternoon. Her nonya kindness was like a sun-warmed guava to a hungry child. I basked in her attention and helped myself to her copies of magazines and romance novels. She was especially welcoming after Mother left us, although by then I preferred running in the streets to sitting in her dimly-lit, closed-in room.

The rooms downstairs were larger, and we all shared them. Even with the numerous children the front parlor was almost always empty and quiet. Here
the heavy carved front door and decorative fence door—the pintu pagar—swung open onto a room flanked by two interior passageways. Between these entrances, directly facing the front door, a large altar fronted by a lower table was draped with a cloth embroidered with colorful fruit, birds, and personages. Peaches, phoenixes, the high bald forehead of the God of Longevity all called attention to the desire for long life that haunted the Chinese psyche, a psyche that had never quite discovered myths of immortality to still the fear of death.

Instead we many children were a testimony to our grandparents' afterlife. Their sepia-tinged portraits looked gloomily at us as we passed through the altar chamber to the bright noisy world outdoors or to the clamorous families secreted in the interior rooms. The altar held a brass urn filled with joss ash in which we casually stuck a few sticks of burning joss during special ancestral worship days. Bowls of oranges and tangerines, signifying wealth, offered to our grandparents' spirits remained untouched for months. In long days of desperate hunger it never occurred to me to take one of these offerings; except for special festivals, whatever was placed on the altar was beyond human desire, entering the boundary of ancestral ghosts.

When we were living on Kampong Pantai we had come to pray before this altar on Cheng Beng, for the Festival of the Hungry Ghosts. Mother stayed up late the night before, shaping squares of paper with gold or silver centers into bricks. In the morning she boiled chickens in soy, ginger, and rice wine and made stews of pork cuts ringed with inches of fat and thick fleshy skin. These she packed carefully into delicate porcelain bowls. We spent the day at Heeren Street, arranging the bricks into elaborate pyramids before setting them on fire. As they burned down into ashy mounds, we placed Mother's fragrant dishes on the altar together with dishes prepared by the other womenfolk. Later in the day someone would throw the spirit dice to ask the ancestors if they had finished their meal. If the two die fell either both closed or both open, we waited. If they fell with one closed and the other open, then the dishes were quickly removed from the altar and everyone, adults and children, feasted on the cold ash-sprinkled remains. Feeding our ancestors every Cheng Beng bonded us as one Lim family, springing from a common root and tied together in ways that could not be unknotted.

So when Mother disappeared, we suffered no sense of being undone. Father had been less and less in sight. One night he had come home late, they had had another screaming quarrel, only this time he had hit her and she wept for a long time, her eyes and one cheek swollen. In the morning she was gone. Much later, and with no clear recollection of who told me the tale—perhaps it was Uncle Ling or Uncle Charlie in Singapore trying to explain why she had left us—I understood that Father had taken Peng, the young daughter of our old servant, to the cinema. Fallen as he was, perhaps he had found comfort in the young girl's admiration of his past status. Or had he looked at his younger brother's two wives and longed for a fresh child-woman? Had my mother's frequent tears and sighs about the loss of her house, her furniture, and her gold bangles driven him away? Was he escaping his many-mouthed children and their skinny legs and arms?

Returning to the gloomy crowded bedroom, to an unkempt distraught Sister-in-Law, to his fists. Was this the first time he had hit her? I had never seen him raise his hand against her, and did not see that blow then.

Yet that moment was decisive for her. He had crossed the last boundary in marking her violently and in choosing a younger woman of an inadmissible class, the daughter of our servant. Breaking those taboos, he gave my mother permission to break that final social taboo for women, that of abandoning her children.

Perhaps it was fear for her physical self, the bitterness of broken teeth, to a woman who placed so much importance on appearance. Or was it his bankruptcy, the legal recognition of his inability to provide her with any form of security? Father could never repay those debts. When he died years later, he was still legally bankrupt, and all his possessions were in his children's and second wife's name. Was it the fear that all she could look forward to with him were years of hard labor, sexual betrayal, and violence? Or was it the immediate humiliation of living again in the culturally foreign Hokkien ancestral house, a lowly Fifth Sister-in-Law, after having had her own home? Sometimes I think she abandoned us because she did not want to see our many hungry faces. Or because of our childish neglect of her as we ran wild and wilder every day through the streets and out of her life.

I will never know. She was there and then she was no longer there. Who dressed me the next morning for school? In my royal blue pinafore and white blouse I walked the two miles to the convent. Just before the convent walls came into sight I passed by Mother's Second Aunt's house. Grandaunt was a nonya in the grand style, dressed in a meticulously ironed sarong and gleaming starched kebaya. The doors and windows of her house were always shut. The front porch was swept clean, its uneven red Mediterranean tiles sober and bare. This morning Mother sat by a window which was opened just a crack. She called to me and pulled me through the door. The front parlor smelled of old joss; the teak furniture was polished as if no one had ever used it. She took me by the arm into the second parlor and I sat at the marble-topped table while she spread a slice of bread with marmalade. I was absorbed by the sandwich;
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nothing had ever tasted so good to me. Greedily, she watched me eat, tears spilling from her eyes. I was uncomfortable; Why was she crying? I would be late for school.

I told no one about my mother’s treat or about her tears. I met her only in the mornings on my way to school, and each morning I looked forward to that slice of bread and marmalade. Sometimes Second Grandaunt was present, a severe woman with her hair up in a bun, stuck with a filigreed gold pin, who said nothing to me. I carried my mother’s tearful face with me all day. In the morning I wasn’t certain which I was looking forward to more, the bread and marmalade, my only food for the day until dinner, or her sad eyes fixed obsessively on me.

But in a week she was gone from that window.

Much later I learned that Mother had left for Singapore to join her brothers and sisters, those siblings she had cared for when she was herself a grand nonya.

Second Grandaunt never opened the door for me again. Each morning I walked slowly past the shut door, thinking of that slice of bread. I left for school without breakfast, hid through excess till all the girls had finished eating, and waited all afternoon for dinner when Third Aunt would give us each a plate of rice and some vegetables and sauce.

Did Third Aunt feed us out of charity or was Father paying her?

It felt like charity. We waited for her to feed her children first. When our turn came, most of the meat was gone. A few vegetables and some scraps of meat remained as leftovers, and this was what we wolfed down, the five of us, as quickly as we could before the plates were polished empty.

The hunger was a pain in my belly. I was conscious of it all through the day so that it became part of me and I forgot that it was something new and different. Instead I concentrated on the world that had become possible because Mother was no longer with us.

This world was free. Once home from school I was an unshackled animal and followed my brothers and cousins as they ran through the streets. I was always a little behind them; they were faster and impatient with me. But I was persistent. I trailed them and caught up as they stopped to climb a tree, threw stones at a dog, or clambered down from the back of the house to the sandy track and to the sea wall.

Sometimes they got away from me. I turned a corner and they had vanished, into a friend’s house, up an alley, or over a drop. I would find myself alone, streets away from Grandfather’s house, in the steamy afternoon, no one stirring except me. Every hawker stall, crowded with rubber thongs, plastic braided shopping baskets, goods I didn’t even look at because I knew we were destitute and could buy nothing in the world, was empty of customers. All Malacca except me had fallen to the somnambulant spell of the tropical heat.

Slowly I traced my way back to Heeren Street. How fine it was to be alone and unafraid. I was suddenly proud of myself. Nine years old, I walked confidently through the quiet streets I had just inherited; no bicycle or rickshaw disturbed my vagrancy. I was aggrieved that my brothers had successfully lost me, and I pained myself on being alone. The volatile mixture of sorrowful loneliness and proud independence nags me to this day.

A wild girl who ran around with boys and alone through the streets, I also discovered that crime paid. In a closed room behind the inner parlor Tia Peh, who was managing Grandfather’s hardware store, had stored boxes and barrels of goods. We found that by breaking open some of these boxes we could grope in the room’s darkness and come up with a handful of pipes, copper wires, shiny steel faucets, brass knobs, and iron hooks. These we carried away furtively to a store in the next street over where a barechested man weighed our offerings on his balance and gave us some coins in exchange. We knew we were stealing, although it did not occur to us that it was our own Lim family we were devastating with our thievery.

How rare were those ten- and twenty-cent coins! I held them tightly in my palm and considered everything I could buy with them—dried lemon skins, pickled plums, sugared cutdefish, preserved fruit. I longed for salty sweet tidbits that I nibbled slowly so that five-cents lasted and lasted all day. My thrift was that of the survivor who hoarded against starvation.

Of course, it did not occur to me then to complain that even as my brothers and I went to bed hungry every night, Tia Peh and Sah Peh were lying together in a middle room smoking their opium pipes. Our raids into the storeroom went undetected because the entire family was disintegrating. Tia Peh, the family patriarch, had become addicted to opium. A silent man, thin to the point of emaciation, he neglected the hardware store and instead spent recklessly on opium, which he smoked all day. The trishaw man who brought the opium into the house showed it to us one morning, wrapped in a dried leaf, a ball of tarry substance, smaller than a marble, like a mouse’s turd. “Ahpien sai,” First Aunt said, wrinkling her nose, “Opium shit.”

Sometimes, absolutely silent, I crept up to the middle room where First and Third Uncles lay on the smooth hardwood floors resting on bolsters and sharing a pipe. The pipe was a smooth wooden reed with an aperture in the middle that held a copper clip. The men imitated the opium ball on a long skewer and roasted it over a spirit lamp. When it sizzled and turned oily black it was carefully placed in the clip, and they took turns sucking in its smoke through the water pipe. After the ball had burned away, they fell back on their
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bolsters and lay dreaming for hours. The only sound during this ritual was the sound of the water pipe as they sucked on it—snorting snores that echoed in the room, repeated as the pipe went around their two pairs of hands. The smell of roasting opium was intense, like a combination of coffee grounds, burned soy sauce, and singed hair. The snores and the dark fumes penetrated every bedroom; the scent clung to my nostrils like a family taint.

This dark scent overlapped with the dark nights when I found myself mysteriously alone. My brothers were asleep in the front open space. I woke up in the bedroom and found Father was gone. Clok-clok-clok. The street below echoed with the bang of wood against wood, the noodle vendor's announcement of his itinerant presence to midnight hungry insomniacs. I stood by the glassless window whose wooden panels had been drawn shut and placed my eye against its crack. A street lamp cast its pale nimbus down the cross street, so dim that it turned the air brown and shadowless. The entire scene was empty, like my body which hummed its hunger in an underkey, and like the room in which I stood for long minutes, without Mother and Father. I was beyond crying, and leaned idly against the window panel, curious about who I was in this world where everything had shut down except me.

Soon even Grandfather's house was lost. We had become attached to Third Uncle's family, and we followed them as they settled into a three-room shack, the first house in a row of four. All four identical shacks shared the same long roof of zinc. Father, Beng, Chien, Jen, Hui, and I squeezed into the tiny back room, about eight by ten feet wide, next to the kitchen of Third Uncle's house, while our cousins, Sah Peh, and Sah Ehm shared the two larger rooms in the front.

Although the shack was almost five miles away, I loved walking to school each morning, away from the misery of cramped dislocation. The more crowded we were, the more distant I felt from everybody. Walking alone through unfamiliar streets returned an identity to me, and I felt myself as a human in a way that living in my cousins' back room did not allow.

Father gave me ten cents each morning for the bus, but I always walked the five miles to school. I spent the bus fare on food, a lentil cake from the Indian woman who also sold roasted peanuts and boiled chickpeas by the Bandar Hilir Primary School, or a day-old pastry from the Chinese bakery a mile down my route if I could not wait. I saved five cents for the hot walk home at two in the afternoon.

I varied my route so that I walked through different streets, and I peered into Chinese and Indian stores for riches which my five cents could purchase. A Chinese store on a side street near the Indian part of town displayed barrels of clumpy dates, sticky masses in which twigs, dried leaves, pebbles, and bits of insects were visible. These dates were the food with which the poorest Malays broke their fast at the sun set during the month of Ramadan. Five cents bought a fistful of solid sweetness and kept me active all day.

Our first meal of the day came at six in the evening. Eagerly we waited for Sah Ehm's family to finish eating; then we sat down to the cold rice and leftover dishes. We left nothing on our plates from Sah Ehm's servings—there was simply never enough for us. We never complained or talked about being hungry. A kind of pride had overtaken us, even as our skin pulled tighter and our bodies showed their bones.

Father worried more about me than the boys. I had headaches, and had grown silent and moody. I stared at a wall all evening and cried easily. He asked me to walk after school by the Bata shop on Riverside where he was a salesclerk. He placed me on his bicycle handlebar and biked me through the tedious hot streets home to the shack, then he biked all the way back to the store. I drooped over his bicycle, strangely comforted by the slow pedal of the wheels but unable to revive. He didn't say much as we traveled. Across these years I feel his tenderness and my uneasiness with it.

But Father did not understand my fears. One day I found a rash over my stomach, perhaps formed by heat and my absence of baths. I ran to my aunt and asked her to look at it. Looking glum she said in Hokkien that the rash was called a snake. Nothing could stop this disease once it took hold of you. The snake grew to encircle the waist, squeezing the intestines and stomach until the human host died painfully. "The gold earrings in your ears"—by some strange chance missed by Father's debtors a year ago—"must be removed immediately," she warned. One effect of this horrible disease was that any gold touching the afflicted person's body would become melded into the flesh. "I'll take the earrings out for you," she offered.

I was numbed with the news of my impending death. I imagined the snake twisting around my waist, growing larger every day and the pain that was inevitably approaching. The next morning I headed towards the convent chapel. Kneeling on the pew, I cried wretchedly. I felt the pain of the gold earrings stuck in my soft flesh. That evening I begged Auntie to take the earrings off. I never saw them again.

For the next few weeks I cried easily, withdrew into somber moods, and suffered headaches. Gradually, however, the image of my dying left me. One day the rash was gone and, except for an abiding morbidity, a fascination and belief in my early death, I had almost forgotten the entire incident.

After a few more months, Third Uncle and his family were also gone. In those few months also, Father found his lifelong occupation as a petition writer.
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It was 1954; the British had just negotiated with the United Malay National Organization (UMNO) for independence for the Federation of Malaya in 1957. Determined to maintain Malay ascendency, UMNO had resisted accepting the large Chinese population into the federation as citizens of the new state. Legislation controlling citizenship for Chinese residents was enacted, and suddenly millions of Chinese were legally enmeshed, their loyalties and identities suspended until certain forms, government stamps, notarized certificates, and fees were collected.

Father was trilingual. His Senior Cambridge education and Queen’s Scout training had made him comfortable with British regulations and procedures. His Straits-born Malay fluency added social amiability and grace; and his Hokkien descent gave him access to masses of illeterate Amoy kinmen fearful of British and Malay laws that had been crafted to make illegal immigrants out of them.

Wealthy Chinese had lawyers to do the paperwork for them. English-educated Chinese went through the Civil Service officers and completed the papers themselves. Father’s clients were working-class and poor Chinese, illiterate, some with no fixed address, all suspicious of government and fearful of detention and deportation.

Father, a Straits-born British subject, was securely of the place. But without a law degree, he could not practice immigration law, so he could not set a fee for his services. Instead his clients paid him whatever they could afford or thought was appropriate. Sometimes a farmer paid in baskets of fruit. On good days a grateful hawker paid a hundred dollars for a successful petition. Everyone gave something, even if it was only twenty dollars. For a period Father was so successful at writing petitions for citizenship status for China-born Malayans that he came home late each evening with a pocketful of ten- and twenty-dollar notes.

This unexpected and improvised career shift allowed us to move to our own shack next to Third Aunt’s house. Father made an attempt to persuade Mother to return from Singapore where she had gone to join her brothers and sisters. He sent an emissary, a mutual friend, who visited us one evening. It was already dark outside and Father went to the verandah in his pajamas to talk to the woman. I could see their two dim figures standing with the night drop behind them.

When Father came back into the house, he had a grim expression on his face. It was one of the few occasions he ever spoke about Mother to us. “Your mother doesn’t want to come back. Well, she’s not going to see any of you ever again. You will have nothing to do with her. She is out of our lives.”

Mother became a huge silence. We never spoke of her to Father, nor to each other. She was forbidden, someone who was not dead and also not alive.

But she tried to stay in touch with us. A few months after she’d rejected Father’s overtures, she sent a frock to me through another acquaintance. Furious, Father ripped the frock and returned it. “Tell her she can have nothing to do with her daughter. I will never let my daughter accept anything from that whore.” But later when Mother sent me a doll, a huge doll about two feet tall that walked stiffly when you held it by the hand and guided it, Father, by then settled with his second wife, kept it in the house. I was allowed to look at the doll and even to walk it on a few occasions; the rest of the time it was kept for safekeeping in its box on top of the almeeina. Soon I forgot to ask for it, and, as with my first doll and with Mother, it inexplicably disappeared.

When I was twelve and older, Mother wrote occasional short notes to me, enclosing a five- or ten-dollar bill. She included a return address, but her notes said very little, and the money gave me a tick in my side, like an ache, reminding me of something about my last few mornings with her at Second Grandaunt’s house.

The move to our own house was more immediate to me than the few reminders of Mother two hundred miles away in Singapore. At first we were ecstatic with the luxury of the move. Beng, Chien, and Jen slept in the back room, while Hui and I slept with Father in one large bed in the one real bedroom. With our own space, we became a family again, only this time we thought of ourselves as a clubhouse. Casual, unidy, loud with music, card games, and sports, the house attracted my brothers’ friends who were always welcomed by Father. The large laterite wasteland in front of the row of houses was commandeered by the boys who measured and chalked with lime the rectangles of a badminton court and set up two poles. Father bought a net, some rackets, and badminton birds, and every afternoon a string of boys rode up on their bicycles and played sets, indulging in flashy smashes and overheads. Father often beat the best of them, chasing after the bird more ardently than anyone. Watching on the sidelines, I was the only girl in these scenes, and, with my brothers, laughed at Father’s sweaty antics.

Father bought a radio cum record player, and while we could afford only a few records, we listened all day long to the radio which played British and U.S. pop songs aimed chiefly at the British forces stationed in Penang and Malacca. He found a mail-order catalog for musical instruments and sent for a guitar which arrived with an instructional book. We were stunned by its beauty, this gleaming curved body with its magic hole that hummed each time the tightly wound wires were struck. For weeks we gave up our wild play outdoors and bent together, watching Beng and Chien as they tried the different fingerings that produced those A, C, and D chords called music. In the evenings after our meal and Father’s shower, he took possession of the guitar. In his cotton
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Among the White Moon Faces, the oldest child among us, he embraced the guitar's roundness and strummed melodies that led us through rounds of loud singing. "She'll Be Coming 'Round the Mountain," "On Top of Old Smokey," "Oh Susannah," campfire songs that he had learned in his scouting days drew us in a circle that for a miraculous moment made us complete as a family.

Our weekdays, however, were a shambles. For a while, Third Aunt continued to feed us, and her older daughter, never sent to school and unmarried still, took care of our laundry. Then, Sah Peh, a minor civil servant, was transferred to Muar, a small town fifty miles south of Malacca.

Father contracted with a cheap coffee shop situated in the town market for our dinners. Every evening Beng or Chien set out on Father's bicycle to the coffee shop and returned with a chun cramming with food. The carrier held three containers set up in tiers. The first smaller container held meat or fish and vegetables; the second of the same size contained soup; and the bottom receptacle which was the tallest was filled with rice.

Father shared the food out among all six of us. Beng and Chien were given more rice for they were the oldest, but I received as much soup and meat and vegetables as they did. Jealously we eyed each other's portions; no one was permitted to have a larger or better helping. If it had happened that one child received a bigger piece of meat, then Father had to take some of that meat away for another child.

The food was always delicious because we were always hungry. If the soup had strips of salted cabbage and pork fat, it called for cries of appreciation. The meat was usually fatty pork, sometimes chicken, and sometimes ray whose fleshy fins were a special favorite since we could eat almost all of its cartilaginous bones. We all had different approaches to eating. Some mixed the small bits of meat and sauce with the rice; others ate the meat first, and lastly the rice flavored with the vegetables and sauce. I kept the best for last; filling up after our evening meals, we children; I had never been taught how to clean anything.

When we first moved to Mata Kuching, a Buddhist association, whose temple grounds stood a little way in from the main road, owned much of it. A narrow laterite lane ran past the temple, past other shabby attap-roofed shacks, and about two hundred yards into our row of shacks. The land was half rural; compounds ran into each other without fences and gates to mark private property, and we took shortcuts through gardens and backyards without any remonstrance.

Seeing so much garden fruit, my brothers and I formed a wild pack. A butterfruit tree in a neighbor's yard was a favorite target. The globular fruit was creamy flesh inside, but its skin was covered with numerous small needles like cactus spines that barbed our fingers and lips if we were careless. We ignored the pain of the needles as we picked the ripe purplish fruit and crammed the pulp into our mouths. We scanned the mango trees around and did not wait for the fruit to ripen but picked them as soon as they were of any size. We ate these green, puckery sour mangoes with relish. A short wayside tree grew right by our front yard. It bore continuously, small berries with a vapid sweet seedy flesh. Unripe, the berries were an inedible hard green. As they ripened they turned pink, then squishy red. We called it a cherry tree, and spent hours climbing its branches, combing them for a handful of pink and red cherries hidden among the fuzzy leaves.

Driven by hunger we clambered higher and higher, moving from one branch to another above it where cherries waved just out of our reach, till one afternoon Chien came crashing down and lay moaning on the ground. Someone must have gone to get his high-school teacher, Mr. Leong, who drove him to the hospital. Tormented by fear for his life, I walked the miles to the hospital and found him in the emergency room where his broken wrist was being bandaged. He never received medical attention again about his wrist. Perhaps no one thought it necessary; there was certainly no money for doctor's fees.

Like everything else about our childhood, that break in Chien's wrist did not set well. For years he wore a bandage around his wrist to hide the ugly angle of the bone. I ached for his private shame, for I understood how he had healed.

Despite our deprivations, we were never asked to help with the housework. After our evening meals, we children set our dishes on the floor next to the cement water tank for Father to wash up, and went off to do our homework.

I had never been taught how to clean anything, even myself. Up to the age of nine I had been bathed by one adult or another, first by Ah Chan, then by Mother, and finally Father tried to take over this chore. But he came home so tired and late that he often forgot.

I became grubbier every day. Surreptitiously I would rub one finger along the inner crease of my elbow; shreds of black dirt peeled off. I rubbed behind my ears and flicked off balls of dead skin. Running after my brothers all afternoon I frequently fell and skinned my knees. Small laterite shards stuck to the unwashed raw patches, the wounds turned sulfurous, yellow with pus. Even as a sore healed another formed. My legs and arms were pockmarked with scars and pus-filled sores.

During this period Father tried washing and ironing our laundry himself on weekends. His ironing was excellent; with a modern electric iron our clothes.
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were pressed smooth. But he could not get them clean. Yellow lines showed where dirt and sweat had settled on my white collars, and my white socks had large brown patches at their heels. I had no change of uniforms, so the one blouse and pinafore had to do for the week. Try as I did, by Friday my uniform was rumpled and stained. Every morning I pulled on the same pair of white socks, and set the heels lower into the shoes so that the spreading black soles would not show. I changed underwear infrequently; there wasn’t enough to go around until Father’s laundry day on Saturday.

One afternoon Auntie May—the nurse whom Father had met in the hospital—visited us. Together they got me into the bathroom, which was merely an unlighted walled and roofed enclosure at the back of the house, equipped with a tap, a large jar beneath it, and a kong, a tin scoop. I had a horror of that space, a kind of claustrophobia that included the darkness, the greenish moldy damp air, and the floods of water it took to get myself clean. To take a bath, I usually ran the tap water into the jar. Scooping the cold water with the kong I threw it over my body, pausing only to soap myself. A final rinse and I unfastened the zinc door to hurry out of that slippery moldy space with a sense of having escaped one more time from an unhealthy cage.

But that afternoon Father shampooed my hair while Auntie May soaped me thoroughly. I stood still in the middle of their ministering hands, feeling a quiet pleasure in her presence. She was serious where Father was light-hearted, absorbed in whatever she was doing where Father was distracted. I fell asleep early that evening—it was so peaceful to be clean.

During the school holidays that year, Auntie May invited me to stay with her in her quarters in the Malacca General Hospital. The nurses lived in a dormitory building by the entrance to the hospital road. These bare rooms with narrow single beds, uncurtained windows, and institutional chests of drawers were usually empty and quiet. The dining room, serving soft-boiled eggs, toast, black tea and sugar for breakfast, was also stark and antiseptic, with a long table and identical chairs. Most of the nurses preferred to live at home and stayed in these quarters only when they were on night duty and could not get away. But I was awed by the luxury of Auntie May’s world—its regularity, its cleanliness, its empty spaces unfilled by people, bedding, and old furniture! Compared to the nurses’ silent dormitories, I saw my home filled with brothers and their noises as intolerably irregular, a quarrelsome chaos.

Auntie May took me on her rounds during the few days I stayed with her. She was then on duty in the emergency room where poor Malaccans who could not afford a doctor came with their unexplained coughs and fevers. Perched to the side of the large room, I observed the orderlies and nurses at work. While nurses checked pulses and decided who should be seen by the doctors, the orderlies, all Tamil men, cleaned and bandaged wounds and led the most indisposed to doctors or to their hospital beds. The work was usually not dramatic, the cuts and wounds from various accidents being treated on the spot with iodine and gentian blue.

Bored, I roamed the hospital. I browsed through the varieties of Nestle and Cadbury chocolates and magazines from Hong Kong, Bombay, and London carried in the Indian sweetshop downstairs. Sitting on one of the benches set out among enclosed spaces on the grounds, I studied the small green yards planted with scraggy cannas, unvisited by anyone but bees and midges. The hospital hummed around me: nurses trotted down corridors, ayahs pushed trolleys smelling of steamed rice and cabbage towards the service elevators, and white-clad orderlies disappeared around corners bearing armfuls of bandages and mysterious supplies. The institutional order lulled me. I imagined longingly that the convent orphanage must be very much like this—a safe space achieved the ultimate promotion, to matron, supervising an entire hospital staff of nurses. Something about her briskness already indicated the career path she would take. I only wonder what youthful dreaminess led her to a relationship, no matter how tenuous and sedate, with my father. Perhaps she glimpsed in him the man he could have been under another sky, a gentle, thoughtful, and intelligent man uncrowded by his children, not brought down by the consequences of his body.

Ironically I struggle with the guilt of my father’s sexuality in a way I am sure he never did.

Father began to leave us after dinner with instructions to get ourselves to bed by nine. Some nights I kept myself awake waiting for him to come home. In the large queen-size bed, I slept on one side, and Hui, who was about six years old, slept in the middle while Father slept on the other side. Sleep was usually easy and pleasurable for me. My brothers had taken to yelling a chorus of good-nights, competing as to who would have the last word. They interspersed their good-nights with loud farts and rude armpit sounds and Father was sometimes the loudest and rudest of them all. These gales of laughter gradually ceased as one by one we drifted off to sleep. Whenever I tossed in the middle of the night, I snuggled my cheek against my bolster and listened for Father’s reassuring heavy breathing. Now his late nights meant we scrambled
into bed silent and anxious. Lying awake I would hold my breath and watch the
dark air before me which I fancied appeared to crawl slowly in a series of dots
in front of my eyes. As soon as I heard Father's bicycle clank against the
verandah wall, I would release my breath and sink into sleep.

One night I heard a strange voice with Father. He had brought someone
home with him who giggled and whispered. Overcome by guilt for being
awake, I lay with my eyes shut. I wanted desperately to be not there, to disappear
into the bedding the way Hui had disappeared. But fully awake, I felt the
motions of people rustling and breathing around me. They did not get into bed
but must have sat on the floor. The whispers and giggles continued, then faded
into other indistinct sounds. Slowly I lost consciousness, even as an anxious
turn in my chest strained to block out every silent sigh that seemed to fill the
minutes.

Father brought this woman home on many occasions. I learned to turn
over and enter my mind so that those sounds that had so startled me the first
night would become unmemorable. They were things of the night so separate
from the day's events that I could proceed undisturbed by them, as if they were
not true. I did not know who came home with Father although I knew the
whisper and giggle well.

One afternoon Father came home from work accompanied by a young
woman riding a bicycle. We recognized her immediately; she was our old family
servant, Ah Chan's daughter. Ah Peng was only seventeen, seven years older
than I. Fresh-faced and happy, she rode up to the house and left her bicycle on
our verandah. They had just "drunk tea" together, a Confucianist ritual that
conferred on her the customary status of second wife. Ah Chan had not
approved of her daughter's relationship with Father. Perhaps she hoped for
something better for her daughter than a liaison with a married man burdened
with five children at home and bankruptcy; perhaps she felt bound by past ties
to Mother and to class taboos. Ah Peng, however, was pregnant. Ah Chan had
no choice but to allow Peng to "marry" Father.

Standing by the front door gaping at the sudden presence of Peng in our
family, I did not understand how scandalous Father's actions were. "Peng is
going to be your stepmother," Father said, beaming with genuine happiness.

English-educated, I repeated the word "stepmother" to myself. Snow White and
the Seven Dwarfs, Cinderella, Red Rose and White Rose, Hansel and Gretel,
all the Western fairy tales in which wicked stepmothers and stepdaughters
battled in mortal conflict swam into mind. As Peng swept out the bedroom and
moved my clothes out of the almeira into the shelves in the back room, I sat on
the doorstep and looked out at the open space that Father and my brothers had
limed and netted into a badminton court. I knew Peng I acknowledged that Mother was never going to return and nothing was ever

Peng's place in our family was central and total. At the same time, we
children proceeded as if she were absent in our midst. Father never intervened
in our mutual neglect. I do not remember a conversation with her in all the
eight years I continued to live in the same house with her, although we
addressed each other occasionally and exchanged remarks. She spoke no
English and minimal Malay; I refused to speak Hokkien to her. We barricaded
ourselves behind our different languages. We lived together in the closest
quarters as linguistic strangers, our mutual hostility remaining unexpressed and
seemingly contained.

We always called her "Peng," the name by which we knew her when she
was the daughter to our mother's servant. Much later I learned she had
resented this callous noncompliance with proper Chinese familial custom. We
should have called her "Ma," Mother for, as Father's second wife, she was also
our second mother. Father, however, never requested this of us, perhaps out of
his own self-conscious embarrassment. We were Western-educated children; by
the time I was six, all five of us spoke English at home and with him. Our home
culture was altogether anglophone, including magazines, newspapers, music,
games, and sports. Peng was a thoroughly Chinese woman. Barely literate
in Mandarin, she had been raised by Ah Chan to do domestic work. She was
strong, skilled in needlework, a good cook, thrifty, and already practiced in all
the demanding chores of laundry, housecleaning, and child care. The daughter
of a servant, she suited our needs as if she had answered a personal ad. We did
not refuse to call her "Mother"; it never occurred to us that we should do so.

She was sullen and unsmiling toward me from the very beginning. She
lived for when Father came home. Sitting beside him at the kitchen table, she
picked the best pieces of meat or fish from a dish with her chopsticks and placed
them on his plate. While Father still shared the food out among us, we were less
jealously watchful. For the first time in two years, we had as much rice as we
could eat, and often even leftovers. Peng and Father washed the dishes together,
she giggling and chattering to him in Hokkien. Later when we were in our
cots, they continued their conversations in the bedroom. I would hear their
murmurs late into the night, pillow-talk that filled me with restlessness and
misery.
PART TWO
A pomegranate tree grew in a pot on the open-air balcony at the back of the second floor. It was a small skinny tree, even to a small skinny child like me. It had many fruits, marble-sized, dark green, shiny like overwaxed coats. Few grew to any size. The branches were sparse and graceful, as were the tear-shaped leaves that fluttered in the slightest breeze. Once a fruit grew round and large, we watched it every day. It grew lighter, then streaked with yellow and red. Finally we ate it, the purple and crimson seeds bursting with a tart liquid as we cracked the dry tough skin into segments to be shared by our many hands and mouths.

We were many. Looking back it seems to me that we had always been many. Beng was the fierce brother, the growly eldest son. Chien was the gentle second brother, born with a squint eye. Seven other children followed after me: Jen, Wun, Wilson, Hui, Lui, Seng, and Marie, the last four my half-siblings. I was third, the only daughter through a succession of eight boys and, as far as real life goes, measured in rice bowls and in the bones of morning, I have remained an only daughter in my memory.

We were as many as the blood-seeds we chewed, sucked, and spat out, the indigestible cores pulped and gray while their juice ran down our chins and stained our mouths with triumphant color. I still hold that crimson in memory, the original color of Chinese prosperity and health, now transformed to the berry shine of wine, the pump of blood in test tubes and smeared on glass plates to prophesy one’s future from the wriggles of a virus. My Chinese life in Malaysia up to 1969 was a pomegranate, thickly seeded.

When Beng and Chien began attending the Bandar Hilir Primary School,
they brought home textbooks, British readers with thick linen-rag covers, strong slick paper, and lots of short stories and poems accompanied by colorful pictures in the style of Aubrey Beardsley. The story of the three Billy Goats Gruff' who killed the Troll under the bridge was stark and compressed, illustrated by golden kids daintily trotting over a rope bridge and a dark squat figure peering from the ravine below. Wee Willie Winkie ran through a starry night wearing only a white night cap and gown. The goats, the troll, and Willie Winkie were equally phantasms to me, for whoever saw anything like a flowing white gown on a boy or a pointy night cap in Malaya?

How to explain the disorienting power of story and picture? Things never seen or thought of in Malayan experience took on a vividness that ordinary life could not possess. These British childhood texts materialized for me, a five- and six-year-old child, the kind of hyper-reality that television images hold for a later generation, a reality, moreover, that was consolidated by colonial education.

At five, I memorized the melody and lyrics to “The Jolly Miller” from my brother’s school rendition:

There lived a jolly miller once
Along the River Dee.
He worked and sang from morn till night,
No lark more blithe than he.
And this the burden of his song
As always used to be,
I care for nobody, no not I,
And nobody cares for me.

It was my first English poem, my first English song, and my first English lesson. The song ran through my head mutely, obsessively, on hundreds of occasions. What catechism did I learn as I sang the words aloud? I knew nothing of millers or of larks. As a preschool child, I ate bread, that exotic food; only on rare and anwELCOME occasions. The miller working alone had no analogue in the Malayan world. In Malacca, everyone was surrounded by everyone else. A hawker needed his regular customers, a storefront the stream of pedestrians who shopped on the move. Caring was not a concept that signified. Necessity, the relations between and among many and diverse people, composed the bonds of Malaccan society. Caring denoted a field of choice, of individual voluntary action, that was foreign to family, the place of compulsory relations. Western ideological subversion, cultural colonialism, whatever we call those forces that have changed societies under forced political domination, for me began with something as simple as an old English folk song.

The pomegranate is a fruit of the East, coming originally from Persia. The language of the West, English, and all its many manifestations in stories, songs, illustrations, films, school, and government, does not teach the lesson of the pomegranate. English taught me the lesson of the individual, the miller who is happy alone, and who affirms the principle of not caring for community. Why was it so easy for me to learn that lesson? Was it because within the pomegranate's hundreds of seeds is also contained the drive for singularity that will finally produce one tree from one seed? Or was it because my grandparents’ Hokkien and nonya societies had become irremediably damaged by British colonial domination, their cultural confidence never to be recovered intact, so that Western notions of the individual took over collective imaginations, making of us, as V. S. Naipaul has coined it, “mimic” people?

But I resist this reading of colonialist corruption of an original pure culture. Corruption is inherent in every culture, if we think of corruption as a will to break out, to rupture, to break down, to decay, and thus to change. We are all mimic people, born to cultures that push us, shape us, and pummel us; and we are all agents, with the power of the subject, no matter how puny or inarticulate, to push back and to struggle against such shaping. So I have seen myself not so much sucking at the teat of British colonial culture as actively appropriating those aspects of it that I needed to escape that other familial/gender/native culture that violently hammered out only one shape for self. I actively sought corruption to break out of the pomegranate shell of being Chinese and girl.

It was the convent school that gave me the first weapons with which to wreck my familial culture. On the first day, Ah Chan took me, a six-year-old, in a trishaw to the Convent of the Holy Infant Jesus. She waited outside the classroom the entire day with a chuti, soup, and meat, fed me this lunch at eleven-thirty, then took me home in a trishaw at two. I wore a starched blue pinafore over a white cotton blouse and stared at the words, See Jane run. Can Jane run? Jane can run. After the first week, I begged to attend school without Ah Chan present. Baba drove me to school after he dropped my older brothers at their school a mile before the convent; I was now, like my brothers, free of domestic female attachment.

The convent school stood quiet and still behind thick cement walls that hid the buildings and its inhabitants from the road and muffled the sounds of passing traffic. The high walls also served to snuff out the world once you entered the gates, which were always kept shut except at the opening and closing of the school day. Shards of broken bottles embedded in the top of the walls glinted in the hot tropical sunshine, a provocative signal that the convent women were daily conscious of dangers intruding on their seclusion. For the eleven years that I entered through those gates, I seldom met a man on the grounds, except for the Jesuit brought to officiate at the annual retreat. A shared
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public area was the chapel, a small low dark structure made sacred by stained glass windows, hard wooden benches, and the sacristy oil lamp whose light was never allowed to go out. The community was allowed into the chapel every Sunday to attend the masses held for the nuns and the orphans who lived in the convent.

But if the convent closed its face to the town of men and unbelievers, it lay open at the back to the Malacca Straits. Every recess I joined hundreds of girls milling at the canteen counters for little plates of noodles, curry puffs stuffed with potatoes, peas and traces of meat, and vile orange-colored sugared drinks. The food never held me for long. Instead I spent recess by the sea wall, a stone barrier free of bristling glass. Standing before the sandy ground that separated the field and summer house from the water, I gazed at high tide as the waves threw themselves against the wall with the peculiar repeated whoosh and sigh that I never weared of hearing. Until I saw the huge pounding surf of the Atlantic Ocean, I believed all the world's water to be dancing, diamond-bright surfaced, a hypnotic meditative space in which shallow and deep seemed one and the same. Once inside the convent gates, one was overtaken by a similar sense of an overwhelming becalmness, as if one had fallen asleep, out of worldliness, and entered the security of a busy dream.

During recess the little girls sang, “In and out the window, in and out the window, as we have done before,” and skipped in and out of arching linked hands, in a mindless pleasure of repeated movement, repeating the desire for safety, for routine, and for the linked circular enclosure of the women's community that would take me in from six to seventeen.

I also learned to write the alphabet. At first, the gray pencil wouldn't obey my fingers. When the little orange nub at the end of the pencil couldn't erase the badly made letter, I wetted a finger with spit, rubbed hard, and then blubbered at the hole I had made in the paper. Writing was fraught with fear. I cried silently as I wrestled with the fragile paper that wouldn't sit still and that crushed and tore under my palm.

My teacher was an elderly nun of uncertain European nationality, perhaps French, who didn't speak English well. She spoke with a lisp, mispronounced my name, calling me “chérie” instead of “Shirley,” and, perhaps accordingly, showed more affection to me than to the other children in her class. Sister Josie was the first European I knew. Even in her voluminous black robes and hood, she was an image of powder-white and pink smiles. Bending over my small desk to guide my fingers, and peering into my teary eyes, she spoke my name with a tender concern. She was my first experience of an enveloping, unconditional, and safe physical affection. She smelled sweet, like fresh yeast, and as I grew braver each day and stayed from my desk, she would upbraid me in the most remorseful of tones, “Chérie,” which carried with it an approving smile.

In return I applied myself to Jane and Dick and Spot and to copying the alphabet letter by letter repeatedly. Sister Josie couldn't teach anything beyond the alphabet and simple vocabulary. In a few years, she was retired to the position of gatekeeper at the chapel annexe. When I visited her six years later, as a child of twelve, at the small annexe in which a store of holy pictures, medals, and lace veils were displayed for sale, Sister Josie's smile was still as fond. But to my mature ears, her English speech was halting, her grammar and vocabulary fractured. It was only to a six-year-old new to English that dear Sister Josie could have appeared as a native speaker of the English language.

It was my extreme good fortune to have this early missionary mother. Her gentle, underdancing care remains memorialized as a type of human relation not found in the fierce self-involvements of my family. My narrowly sensory world broadened not only with the magical letters she taught that spelled lives beyond what my single dreaming could imagine, but differently with her gentle greetings, in her palpable affection.

Nurturing is a human act that overleaps categories; but it is not free of history. It is not innocent. For the next eleven years nuns like Sister Josie broke down the domain of my infancy. Leaving the Bata shop and entering the jagged-glass-edged walls of the convent, I entered a society far removed from routine, and for the linked circular enclosure of the community that would take me in from six to seventeen.

The nuns wore the heavy wool habit of the missionary, full black blouses with wide sleeves like bat wings, long voluminous black skirts, black stockings, and shoes. Deep white hoods covered their heads and fell over their shoulders, and a white skull cap came down over their brows. Inexplicably they were collectively named “the French Convent,” like a French colony or the foreign legion, but they were not chiefly white or European. Even in the early 1950s, some were Chinese and Eurasian “sisters.”

Yet, despite their uniform habits and sisterly titles, a ranking regulated by race was obvious, even to the youngest Malayan child. Mother Superior was always white. A few white sisters, Sister Sean, Sister Patricia, and Sister Peter, taught the upper grades; or they performed special duties, like Sister Maria who gave singing lessons, or Sister Bernadette, who taught cooking and controlled the kitchen and the canteen.

Sister Maria was the only woman who was recognizably French. Her accent was itself music to us as she led us through years of Scottish and Irish ballads. No one asked why “Ye Banks and Braes of Bonnie Doon” or “The Minstrel Boy” formed our music curriculum, why Indian, Eurasian, Malay, and Chinese children should be singing, off-key, week after week in a faintly
French-accented manner the melancholic attitudes of Celtic gloom. What was the place of Celt ballads in a Malayan future? What did they instruct of a history of feelings, of British bloodshed and patriotism? Or were the curriculum setters in the Colonial Office in London reproducing in fortissimo an imperial narrative—the tragedy of failed Scottish and Irish nationalism, the first of England's colonies—in the physical pulses of the newly colonized?

Of the nonmissionary teachers from Malacca, many were Eurasian, and a few were Indian, and Chinese. The sole Malay teacher appeared only after the British ceded independence to the Federation of Malaya in 1957. Chik Guru taught us the Malay language in my last two years at the convent, just as now in the United States in many colleges and universities, the only African-American or Latino or Asian-American professor a student may meet teaches African-American or Latino or Asian-American studies. Up to the end of the 1950s, and perhaps right up to the violence of the May 13 race riots in 1969, the educational structure in Malaya was British colonial.

My first inking of race preference was formed by these earliest teachers. In primary school, my teachers were almost all European expatriates—or native-born Eurasian Catholics bearing such Hispanic and Dutch names as De Souza, De Witt, Minjooet, Aerea, and De Costa. They were the descendants of Portuguese soldiers and sailors who had captured Malacca from the Malay Sultanate in 1511, when Portugal was a small, poorly populated state. Expanding into the Spice Islands in the East, the Governor-Generals of the Indies encouraged intermarriage between Portuguese males and native women, thus seeding the loyal settler population with Portuguese mestizos. The Portuguese governed Malacca for 130 years. When the forces of the Dutch East India Company captured the port and its fortress in 1641, they found a garrison there of some 260 Portuguese soldiers, reinforced with a mestizo population of about two to three thousand fighting men. For over four hundred years, the mestizos of Malacca had identified themselves as Portuguese.

The Eurasian teachers were physically distinguished from me. I learned this in Primary Two with Mrs. Damien, a white-haired, very large woman whose fat dimpled arms fascinated me. While she demonstrated how to embroider a daisy stitch as we crowded around her chair, I poked my finger into the dimples and creases that formed in the pale flesh that flowed over her shoulders and sagged in her upper arms. She was a fair Eurasian who dressed as a British matron, in sleeveless flowered print frocks with square-cut collars for coolness. Her exposed arms and chest presented dazzling mounds of white flesh that aroused my ardent admiration. I do not remember learning anything else in her class.

A few Eurasian girls were among my classmates. While they were not as coddled as the white daughters of plantation managers, they had an air of ease and inclusion that I envied. Their hair, which often had a copper sheen to it, was braided, while we Chinese girls had black, pudding-bowl cropped hair. By the time we were twelve and thirteen, and still flatchested, they had budded into bosomy women whose presence in Sunday masses attracted the attention of young Catholic males. The royal blue pleated pinafores that covered our prim skinny bodies like cardboard folded teasingly over their chests and hips. The difference between us and the early maturity of Eurasian girls was a symptom of the difference between our Chinese Malaccan culture and that dangerous Western culture made visible in their lushness. They were overtly religious, controlled by their strict mothers and the Ten Commandments that we had all learned by heart. But their breasts and hips that made swing skirts swing pronounced them ready for that unspoken but pervasive excitement we knew simply as "boys."

The convent held a number of orphans, girls abandoned as babies on the convent doorsteps, or given over to the nuns to raise by relatives too poor to pay for their upkeep. During school hours these "orphaned" girls were indistinguishable from the rest of us. They wore the school uniforms, white short-sleeved blouses under sleeveless blue linen smocks that were fashioned with triple overpleats on both sides so that burgeoning breasts were multiply overlayered with folds of starched fabric. But once school hours were over they changed into pink or blue gingham dresses that buttoned right up to the narrow Peter Pan collars. Those loose shapeless dresses, worn by sullen girls who earned their keep by helping in the kitchen and laundry, formed some of my early images of a class to be shunned.

Instead I longed to be like the privileged boarders, almost all of whom were British, whose parents lived in remote and dangerous plantations or administrative outposts in the interior. These girls wore polished black leather shoes and fashionable skirts and blouses after school. In our classes, they sang unfamiliar songs, showed us how to dance, jerking their necks like hieroglyphic Egyptians. In the convent classroom where silence and stillness were enforced as standard behavior, they giggled and joked, shifting beams of sunshine, and were never reprimanded. To every schoolgirl it was obvious that something about a white child made the good nuns benevolent.

The Chinese nuns and teachers looked like us, yet they had social status and power.

Even as some teachers acted badly, in ways that suggested they were not infallible, we were told that teachers were objects of reverence: they could do no wrong. Many teachers were openly unfair and harsh, yet at the same time
we were ceaselessly indoctrinated with their moral superiority.

My lessons in the pedagogy of terror began in Primary Three, when our teacher, Mrs. Voon, asked if any of us had played the Ouija board. Ignorant of the game we all answered in the negative. She chose two of us, her best pupils, to report this to Sister Arthur who was investigating the matter. Pleated at being let out of the classroom even for a short errand, we ran to the Primary Five classroom, where Sister Arthur, a dark-complexioned Chinese nun with pronounced flat cheekbones and owlish glasses, was teaching. When I announced that no one in our class had ever played with a Ouija board, Sister Arthur's gaze bored down on me. "No, no," she exclaimed, "your teacher sent you here because you-oo are the one who has played the game!" I protested that it was not so; she only had to ask Mrs. Voon herself. "No, no, I know how wicked you are, I can see it for myself. You-oo are the one who has been playing this devil's board." I burst into tears, but Sister Arthur held firm. "You are not getting out of my class. You are a liar and you'll stay here until I decide what to do with you." She sent my companion to report to Mrs. Voon that I was detained, and I stood sobbing in front of the older children for the rest of the school day. It was only later in the afternoon that Sister Arthur sent me away. "I hope you have learned your lesson now," she said, and I worried for weeks about what that lesson could be.

Mrs. Voon never explained what had happened, and it seemed to me that only I knew that a horrible injustice had occurred. I hated Sister Arthur from then on, and remember hardening myself for years as her pupil. She taught art for all classes from Primary Four upwards, and there was no way convent girls could have avoided being in Sister Arthur's class at least once a week until they left the school.

Sister Arthur was vigilant against any form of talk during her class hours, and irrepressible child that I was, I could not help occasionally whispering words to the girls around me. Turning around quick as a gekko from the blackboard where she was writing directions, she would command me to stand up on the desk chair. Then, selecting a stick of chalk, she strolled up to me and asked me to place the chalk upright in my mouth. While the jaws ached from the forced open position, my saliva flowed copiously. To avoid the humiliation of slopping over my pinafore, I worked my throat and kept swallowing my own bodily fluid. As the minutes changed into hours, the chalk disintegrated with the saliva and I kept choking down this foul combination of spit and gritty chalk, until such time as she allowed me down from my public perch.

My first meeting with Sister Arthur coincided with the year that my father lost his shop on Kampong Pantai, we lost our home, and my mother left us for Singapore. In a year of such misery, I turned Sister Arthur into a joke, Old Battle-ax. Her

penetrating voice was to be immediately exorcised with ridicule. Her myopic gaze allegedly unearthing evil thoughts in our faces taught me that the convent, like my own disintegrated family, held no certainty of trust or goodness.

In one sense Sister Arthur was correct. Though I had not used a Ouija board, I was full of questions that no known spirits in my family or in the convent could answer. I talked back to my teachers not because I was defiant but because my thoughts in response to their actions and statements appeared irresistibly logical. It always surprised me when teachers were offended by my answers and remarks, though they were frequently, it is true, unsolicited. I did not understand why they were angry, even inflamed, when I said something that appeared to me obviously correct. This pattern of punishment in the convent school for speaking what appeared transparently true continued for years.

The first time I understood fully that, unlike other children, I lacked the self-protective skill of silence, I had just turned fourteen. Until then I believed what the good nuns had repeated often, that I was a "naughty" child. The many disciplinary occasions that saw me standing for hours outside a classroom door or writing hundreds of lines of what I should or should not do, I believed, were directly related to my "stubborn" spirit. Although Sister Arthur was wrong to punish me for something I hadn't done, her act did not signify that I had not deserved punishment, since I was in any case a "naughty" child.

But at fourteen, one could become a "bad" girl. Mrs. Ladd, who was held in greater awe as one of the few British teachers in the secondary school, was upset because none of us had completed the class assignment. She was especially provoked by Millie, a timid Chinese orphan boarder, whom she accused of talking, and therefore not paying attention in her English-language class. Mrs. Ladd became so incensed that she left the classroom to call Mother Superior to speak to us, a terrifying prospect.

In Mrs. Ladd's absence, a hubbub ensued. She had never assigned us the exercise she was now accusing us of not completing. Also, poor Millie, who was crying furiously, had not been talking. Too timid ever to break rules, she had been hushing us just as Mrs. Ladd had stalked through the door. We decided that we had to tell Mrs. Ladd the truth; she had made a mistake, and we all knew it. I asked for a show of hands of those who would stand up with me to offer this information to Mrs. Ladd when she returned with the Mother Superior, and every hand went up.

When Mother Superior walked in with Mrs. Ladd, whose square Irish jaw was set hard, I sprang to my feet and brightly made my little speech. Mrs. Ladd glared at the class and asked how many of the girls agreed with me. I was amazed when no one stood up.

"How dare you call your teacher a liar!" Mother Superior said, her face
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ruddy with rage. “What shall we do with her?”

The two white women talked above my head as if I were no longer present. I was banished from Form Two A to Form Two B, the second-rank class for weaker performing students.

I knew no one in Form Two B. For a whole month I kept my silence before the new teacher who treated me with disdain, and with my new and former classmates for whom my disgrace had made me an untouchable. I was certain I would stay in the B class the rest of my life, but one day without any explanation I was asked to gather my books and to return to Form Two A where I picked up my position as class leader and scholar as if the entire episode had never happened.

This incident with its month-long banishment taught me again what I was learning at every stage of my life, that speaking what is evident to my senses as plain common sense can bring swift punishment. I was confused by the difference between what appeared manifestly correct to me and what adults with power—my parents and teachers—insisted on asserting or denying, and I was infused with outrage by this difference. As my teachers punished me daily for my brashness, what they called my talking back, the burn of defiance in my chest became a familiar sensation. My defiance made me an outcast and a social leader at the same time, and my clashes with authority became a source of amusement for my classmates.

These conflicts with teachers and reverend sisters continued throughout my years at the convent. With Sister Sean, Sister Patricia, and Sister Peter, my Form One, Form Four, and Form Five teachers, I enjoyed the most intense relationships and at the same time suffered the most abject treatment. All three responded to me with an affection, pride, and tenderness that I assumed I deserved because I was the funny student, the quick and bright one. All teachers loved bright students; that was a law of nature. Everything about my life testified to the fact that my value to the world lay in my demonstrated intelligence, and I took their keen interest as natural.

As with Sister Josie, I was Sister Sean and Sister Patricia’s pet. “Shirley!” they would call out confidently each time a student answered a question incorrectly or floundered for a date. And so, when the sisters secretly punished me, I believed that they were simply participating in my secret life of the imagination.

I believed my mind held depths of associations, feelings, and understanding that effortlessly distinguished me from my peers. The one subject I could not or would not master was math. Because my math scores were a dismal D or C at best, I needed to compensate for its drag on the annual averaging of grade points that ranked us from first to last girl in the class. Thus I endeavored to score perfect hundreds on every other subject. History, geography, and scripture were study subjects in which my mathematically talented competitors could also achieve. But it was with English, a subject every Malayan student believed was mysteriously beyond mere study but was achieved as innate talent, that I hoped to overcome my self-imposed handicap. I marked myself as different from the brilliant math students whose scores I scorned with my contemptuous Cs and Ds: what I lacked in math I would make up for in imagination, the gift which is endowed neither by race, class, or religion.

One afternoon, Sister Sean, exasperated with something I had said, asked me to stay behind in the room after the rest of the girls had left for physical education class. There, her face contorted with passion, she slapped me hard across my face. I was astonished and dry-eyed. She was doing this for my own good, she said, blinking hard behind her thick glasses. I was never, never to talk back to her like that again.

So when Sister Patricia asked me two years later to follow her to an empty classroom and shut the door behind me, I knew what to expect. Sister Patricia had been called to a meeting just before our English period with her. I said “Hooray!” in what I thought was an imitation of British comic book characters. I only meant that her absence would relieve us of tedious English parsing, but her angry glare in response to my remark prepared me for the worst. Once in the classroom she spun around, her face a scowl of pain. I was rude, I didn’t care for her feelings, how dare I suggest that we didn’t care to have her as our teacher. She struck me hard on my right cheek, then told me to wait till the physical education period was over before joining my classmates.

After she’d hurried out, I wondered what it was about my mouth that always got me into trouble.

My badness, evident at every turn, seemed to be produced by my intelligence, which I also believed would have to save me from myself.

The next year with Sister Peter I was determined not to give her cause for grief; I would watch my mouth and concentrate on preparing for the O levels, the Overseas Senior Cambridge Examinations. The results of the exams would determine whether I would be accepted for the pre-university classes.

By then I was reading T. S. Eliot’s After Strange Gods, D. H. Lawrence’s Sons and Lovers and Lady Chatterley’s Lover, Erskine Caldwell’s Tobacco Road, even Henry Miller’s Tropic of Cancer, banned volumes that my older brothers smuggled home, but which they discarded once they found their reputation as pornographic literature overrated. One hot afternoon while Sister Peter read us Henry V’s stirring address, “Once more unto the breach, dear friends, once more,” I pondered the vast gap between Shakespeare’s language and that in the clandestine publications with their chatter of private organs, illicit sensations, and hidden and dangerous thoughts. Idly I wrote at the back of an exercise book.
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book all the dangerous words I had learned just that year: “cock,” “fuck,” “penis,” “cunt.” They formed a neat list of about seventeen words: then I forgot about them.

Two days later, Sister Peter asked me to remain behind after class: I had handed in an English essay in the same exercise book. Her long face paler than usual, she berated me for my wicked ways. Her disappointment was horrible to me. Among all the sisters who’d taught me, she was the one I wanted most to please. She was graceful, grave, reserved; the simple twinkle in her green-blue eyes was large reward for any witticism or eloquence, and I had striven to please her by flaying my mind to a high pitch in completing every writing assignment. Now she withdrew any warmth of approval, and for the rest of the year, her anger laid a cold glance on me. I would rather she had slapped me and forgiven me, like Sisters Sean and Patricia.

My sense of possessing a reservoir of feelings and associations had everything to do with the misery of my everyday life and my withdrawal from it into books. At ten I learned to ride my father’s discarded bicycle. Since its bar was too high to straddle, I rode it sideways by placing one foot under the bar, as if it were a pedicab. I must have looked a comic and awkward figure, but the bicycle permitted me an expansion of physical mobility that spelled greater freedom.

With my second brother I bicycled to the Malacca Library about five miles from our home. Within the thick red-colored walls built by the Dutch in the 1640s, a room lined with shelves of children’s books welcomed me. Behind this front room was a larger chamber filled with shelves that narrowly divided the old red clay floor. This adult section was filled with hard-cover romances, detective thrillers, and books simply categorized “fiction.” The librarian, perhaps out of boredom, for we never met more than another occasional visitor to the library, allowed us to sign up for a children’s card, good for a book each time, and for an adult’s card, which extended borrowing privileges to three books. Imagine the immediate riches that fell into our hands! Four books a day, no questions asked, and another four the next day when we returned the first four. The world around me vanished into the voices, the colors, and the dance of language. I gazed, dazzled, into interiors that Malacca never held.

Even the external world became bathed in the language of imagination. Books in arms, I took to climbing a mango tree that grew a little ways up the lane to get away from my father’s wife, Peng, and from the trapped sticky afternoon heat in our three-roomed shack. Leaning against the trunk with my feet securely hooked around a branch, I studied the resin oozing from a cut as tiny black ants trailed evenly up and down the grainy bark. The dark green leaves waved a cooling presence around and above me. In the distance, through the dust of the red laterite that separated me from my home, I could hear my brothers’ shouts. This world, I understood dimly, was somehow connected to that world which I clutched in my hands. It had little taste of adventure, unlike the wars, princes, murders, and balls that took place regularly in books. But it was my world, red soil, green leaves, hot sun, cool shade, sturdy body, distant noises. What connected the two was myself, and I knew I would someday write this world down, finding a language that would do justice to it.

Discovering in books how large the world was outside of Malacca, I also began to see how large my own world was. As reader, I never surrendered my freedom to an author but always asked how what I was reading related to my observations, the people around me, and my surroundings. Knowing that children elsewhere read these books, I assumed that they would also want to know about someone like me. It was in this way that I took up pen-pal writing. The children’s comics that Father bought as treats for us carried personal letters from children in Scotland or Wales or Exeter, who wished to correspond with children from other countries of the Commonwealth. I could not afford the stamps to take up these offers, but for a time I wrote letters to imaginary pen pals, writing details of my life and stories of school plays and exhibitions, and expressing a desire to hear from them.

In these letters, like children all over the world tracing home as the center of all arrivals, I sent the following address: Mata Kuching, Malacca, The Straits Settlements, Malaya, Asia, The Earth, The Milky Way, The Universe. Malacca was at the center of everything. It was what made the universe imaginable, the address which brought all the letters home.

Pumping my Schaeffer pen full of ink from an inkwell that winked a copper-green eye, I also considered writing a history of the world. It was convenient for me that Malacca was at the center of that crooked hunchbacked peninsula that filled an entire page, just as Australia or North America each filled a page. Malaya was in the middle of the earth, and everybody else fell out over the edges—China, cramped like a squeezed orange half, India, an inverted pyramid, leaking Ceylon as a teardrop.

This geography, placing me at the hub of the universe, was more than childish egocentrism. I felt the depth of my existence, and accepted that it was full of meaning. Meaning radiated from me, the subject on whom experience fell and the potential author on whom experience was dependent for sense. At the center of the world, of color, sound, sensation, touch, taste, movement, feeling, the shapes and forces of people and actions around me, I knew myself to be the agent of my world, my life, and the meanings that infuse both.

I was a child who never saw the universe as outside myself, but when I read Blake’s line, “to see the universe in a grain of sand,” I understood myself to be
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both that marvelous grain of sand and the speaker who made that image visible. Life's miseries dissipated into the sharp fertility of sense through my fixed idea that all I saw and felt would become words one day. The ambition for poetry, a belief in the vital connection between language and my specific local existence, was clearly irrational, even perhaps a symptom of small madness. By eleven I knew I wanted to be a poet, and nothing has changed that desire for me since.

My convent teachers had little directly to do with my emergent sense of self as a poet. After Sister Josie, every teacher-nun bore down on me with an attention as painful as the stinging red ants that overran Malacca. Their crushing devotion to my behavior, my misdeeds, and my psychology, as well as their occasional malevolence provided a counteruniverse for the diminishment of my family. Still, it was their domineering secretive discipline, together with the unspoken disintegration of my family, that brought me to rebellion and to literature.

CHAPTER FIVE

Dancing Girl Scholar

My brothers and Daryl, their schoolmate, were chasing each other on the second-floor balcony. A small but tough five-year-old, I chased them even as they ignored me. Suddenly Daryl ran after me. Delighted with fear, I ran into the room where he caught me. We tumbled onto the floor. For a moment his muscular body squirmed on top of my back as he pinned me down. A new sensation tickled between my legs; I didn't push him away. He was up and out on the balcony in a minute, but I never forgot that sharp pang of physical pleasure associated with a male body.

Some hot afternoons I lay on the cool wood floor of the bedroom and stroked my legs, enjoying the feel of fingers on my skin, enjoying the feel of skin on my fingers. This autoeroticism was bound up with the long boredom of being alone after my brothers had successfully shaken me off to maraud through the streets. But Feng, Mother's cousin who had just come to stay with us, was too old to play in the streets. As I lay vaguely discontented and concentrating on the tactile zones of my senses, a warm body pressed on mine.

Disgust and revulsion stir my memories now. I see the child safe and alone in an autoerotic half-sleep, then a sudden weight of an older body, a wet kiss on the lips. I did not open my eyes or cry out. As quickly as that physical intrusion had made itself felt, I understood that I should continue to lie still, eyes closed, that pretended sleep was necessary to ward off a dangerous knowledge I was not supposed to have. An unfamiliar mixture of sensations swarmed within me. As long as I was asleep, I did not know what was happening. As long as I did not know what was happening, it was not happening. But of course I felt that
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The body as it shifted and rubbed against me. I willed myself not to feel, for then I would have to wake up. But I felt I don't know what. It was secret, not to be shared even with the person who was doing this to me. I could not say it, think it. The kiss was unpleasant, but as that weight moved on me, an odd surge went out of my cot and carried her from the open-air interior yard into my bed.

As soon as I believed Father and Peng were asleep, I sneaked through my body that was not unpleasurable. Later I saw Peng looking at me secretly, but I did not look back. It was important he receive no sign that I knew what he had done.

Another hot afternoon. I lay again on the cool floor, half-fearful of what would happen. I wished for that new physical sensation, and at the same time I was steering myself to endure those horrible lips. I kept my eyes shut tight. This time I felt his breath on my face, the insistent flesh. But he must have heard somebody coming up the stairs, and the weight was removed hurriedly. I never attempted sleeping in the afternoons again. Even today, whenever I meet this cousin, I feel a looming void of contempt for him and for that little girl who could feel pleasure in his abuse.

I was afraid of the male body in a way that I wasn’t afraid of mine. My body was not a secret to me, but my childhood sexual confusion led for a long time to resistance and shame about what it might become with a male. Father’s and Peng’s late-night murmurs, audible through their thin bedroom walls, became part of this shame.

During the weekends I sat listlessly by the doorstep, unwilling to play badminton or hide-and-seek outdoors with my brothers and unwilling to enter the house where Peng was cooking, washing, sewing, or talking with Father in their bedroom. Gloomily I suffered the tropical heat and retold the story of Snow White to myself. I was determined to cast Peng as the wicked stepmother with the poison apple and myself as the much hated stepdaughter. All her pillow-talk, I was convinced, were complaints to Father about my behavior, and explained Father’s increasing aloofness and coldness.

One Saturday, steeped in self-pity, I saw Bak Lye walk down the lane with a bundle in his arms. Bak Lye was a vegetable trader, traveling by lorry to bring in fresh bok choi, long beans, cabbages, chilies, lady’s fingers, and brinjals from the farms to the Malacca Central Market. A large, strong man with a missing eye lost in a fight, he was also gentle and sincerely attached to Father for saving him from deportation to China during the citizenship legalization movement. Years after his papers had been successfully filed, he continued to visit our home with gifts of cabbages and bok choi. That morning he brought a puppy he’d found wandering in the market.

Gone were my brooding fantasies of wicked stepmothers. I immediately claimed the puppy as mine. She was a dirty white mongrel, a no-breed, what Malaysians called a pariah, with small brown patches like muddy stains on her head and sides. She was smaller and skinnier than myself. I loved Pongo because she was so weak. She could hardly stand on her wobbly legs and she whimpered through the night. As soon as I believed Father and Peng were asleep, I sneaked out of my cot and carried her from the open-air interior yard into my bed. Each afternoon, instead of wandering through the Malacca streets, I hurried home to release her from a rope tied to a post in the front verandah. She was soft, warm, a trembling tiny body which I hugged to me the rest of the day.

Unhousebroken, she left wet messes throughout the house, and I cheerfully mopped up after her.

A month or so later, arriving home from school, I did not see Pongo wagging her tail by the verandah. Second Brother came out of the house to say, “Pongo’s lost.” I burst into tears. Together we searched the wasteland behind our row of houses, dank and overgrown with bamboo and secondary vegetation, buzzing with mosquitoes. Right by the outskirts giant blue bottle flies circled. We paced up and down the lane, calling and peering into the thick lallang. As the afternoon drew on I borrowed Peng’s bicycle and rode with Second Brother Chien to the Central Market, the stalls all shut after the day’s sales. Calling her name over and over again, we poked through the empty reed baskets and mounds of garbage before mournfully returning home.

Father was already home, and he and Peng were shouting at each other, so I took refuge in Mrs. Lee’s house, two doors from ours. “Your mother threw the puppy into the Malacca River,” she said. Unbelieving, I sat listening to Father and Peng quarrel. Through my silence I understood Peng loudly declaring in Hokkien that Father’s attachment to me was unnatural. What does “unnatural” mean? As I cried, I watched plump good-natured Mrs. Lee look at me sympathetically. “This is what a wicked stepmother is,” I thought, filling up with satisfied self-pity at the same time that the image of Pongo floating dead on the river ran through my mind. Loud crashes came from our home; Father was throwing dishes on the floor in his fury. I never wanted to go home.

A half-hour after the house grew quiet I did go home; I could not sit in Mrs. Lee’s front room all night. Sullen, tears rising involuntarily, I sat wordlessly by myself in our front room. Father and Peng were in their bedroom. Through the walls I could hear them whispering in Hokkien. He had forgiven her.

Nothing was ever said about the incident. No one, not even Second Brother, talked about Pongo again. I wept at home for weeks, it seemed, almost continuously. I had not cried so much when Mother left. Years later, I could not recall the puppy without tears springing up. The unassuaged grief perhaps had as much to do with Father’s betrayal as with the actual loss of a pup. After Peng’s accusation I never felt the same way about Father. I was afraid of touching him. I could not bear to be near him. His body which I had loved as a child seemed
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possessed with a power of revulsion instead. He became a fully recognized sexual creature to me, and I abhorred his sexuality. The father I had trusted to bathe my young body was as lost to me as poor sick Pongo, who may have been tied in a sack and drowned in the Malacca River, or who may have been abandoned in the Central Market. Every time I passed by the market I looked for dirty white pariahs with brown spots.

Father's relationship with me grew more strained. When I needed money for school books or school trips, he asked me not to tell Peng about it. At home, he seldom spoke to me except on those occasions when he was driven to fury by some horrible thing I'd done. Then, as he beat me with the rattan or slapped me, he would complain that I was a bad girl, and more trouble than all my brothers put together.

Through this turmoil I persisted in believing that Father loved me. When I was thirteen he bought me a Raleigh bicycle which opened Malacca to me even more. Now I could bike miles up to Klebang or all the way to St. John's Fort and the far reaches of Bandar Hilir, places I had visited as a child when Father had his Morris Minor but which had remained inaccessible to a mere walker. Some afternoons after school, instead of returning home for lunch, I biked to the coffee shop where Father consulted with his clients. He worked on his Royal typewriter in the back room, and his clients bought drinks and food from the coffee shop, an ideal arrangement for everyone. The noodle-stall cook liked me, and each time I came by, Father bought a bowl of fat noodle soup for me which the cook lavished with slivers of chicken and roast pork and fishballs. Eating this delicious lunch in the coffee shop, I felt almost as if Father and I were alone in the world. He gave me his large happy-go-lucky grin and slipped me some coins, which we both knew I was not to tell Peng about. I could count on Father's affection, but only in secret.

During that year between twelve and thirteen, I found something else to make me happy. At a school concert I had been fired by a ballet performance, by the transformation of sloppy mass into lightness. Ethereal girls in tutus and delicate slippers glided effortlessly on stage. The droop of a neck and its long line with the trunk, arms arching like tender branches, and feet that jettison shapes: as I viewed these arabesques for the first time, I wanted to dance more than anything in my life. Visiting Father in his coffee shop, I begged for ballet lessons, classes of one-hour weekly sessions that cost five dollars a month. "All right," he said, "just don't tell Peng about the money."

I borrowed the tunic—a sleeveless, square-cut white linen frock with a short gathered skirt—from a classmate, and asked Peng to make me a copy. It was for school, I lied. I wrote to Mother for a pair of ballet slippers, the first thing I had asked of her from Singapore. For almost two years these weekly classes were the center of my life. At night, while my brothers played Monopoly, I set out a kitchen chair and using its back as a barre did my plisés, jetés, and exercises.

Something about the discipline of the body enmeshed my imagination. The barre enacted an exercise of will over body which served as a physical meditation. I approached every class as if holding my breath to discover how much more I could will my legs and arms to pain and grace. The slightest fraction of an inch, the mere shift of the head, signified the difference between awkwardness and beauty. I was gripped by that difference and commanding my body to perform it.

My first ballet teacher was the wife of a planter. Mrs. Stead, a classicist who concentrated meticulously on barre work and a few exercises in improvisational dance movements. Each hour was a marvel of total control on her part. The hall held no mirrors to allow us to observe and correct our postures and movements; her eyes were the mirrors for the twenty girls in the Grade One class, catching our mistakes and authorizing our form. It seemed as if no degree of an out-turned ankle, half-inch push into a plié, or a slight diversion of a shoulder escaped her reproval. A newcomer, I did my barre exercises behind the best students, using their bodies and stretches as models.

When Mrs. Stead's husband was transferred, another teacher took her place, a redhead who was more interested in jazz dance. It was said that she had been a chorus girl in a cabaret somewhere in the West. Although determined to continue, I lost my pure pleasure in the discipline of the barre, for she paid little attention to our form. Without those authorizing mirrors of discipline, I could flop my knees and sit down into a plié, and it didn't matter. She set us skipping and swirling in gay gypsy dances. We were supposed to invent different combinations of jetés and pas-de-deux. When she left a few months later, Malacca was without a ballet teacher for a couple of years and that ended my ballet passion.

After Peng came to live with us, Father was pleased with me only when my report card indicated that I had come out first in the class. Like all English-language schools in Malaya, the convent ranked its pupils by exam performance. Of two hundred girls in Standard Five, the top fifty were grouped in Five A and had the best teachers, the second tier in Five B, and so forth. In this hierarchy, the lowest achieving girls in the A class were already judged as weak. At the end of the school year, an A class girl could be demoted to B class, or a B class girl could move up. Generally, however, pupils
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remained tracked at the same level. Father's joy came in my achieving first in class. Even if I had received seven out of eight possible A's, coming in second brought a frown, and it was unthinkable I should rank lower than second. When my report card showed me as first in class, the smile he gave was rare and uniquely mine. I longed desperately to make him happy with me, and I dreaded his disapproval.

Gradually, even as I began to find classes dreary, examinations became more and more important. In Mrs. Tan's Standard Five geography exam, I stared at the question, What is the name for large sand hills? I knew the answer, it was at the edge of my consciousness, but a sudden freeze had stalled all my resources. In my desk, however, I had a novel about a shipwreck in Tunisia, where the young heroine was kidnapped by her Tuareg knight. In that novel, I knew, the word for those sand hills had appeared. But I could not recall the word, although I knew the plot so well. Cautionly, I pulled the novel from the desk and turned its pages. But Mrs. Tan, with the peculiar alertness of the convent teachers to any form of cheating, reached for the novel from behind me.

Sleepless weeks followed when I worried about how to explain to Father the zero I had received for cheating in geography. I envisioned the mad red flash in his eye, the cane's swish, and particularly my grief at his disappointment. Worrying, I plotted a way to deceive Father. Going without food during recess, I saved enough money to buy another report card, as the grade books that tracked our triannual academic results were called. When Mrs. Tan gave me the little red booklet with its shameful zero, I carefully traced into the new report card every subject and numerical date in the old one. Then, copying Mrs. Tan's inscriptions, I added a four before the zero, giving myself a forty out of fifty. Fortunately, even with the zero for geography I was ranked second in the class, and did not have to lie about that.

Father signed my counterfeit with a frown because I had not been ranked first. Later that night I carefully traced his signature into the real report card and returned it to Mrs. Tan. I trusted my instincts that when Father signed the report card the next year, he would not recheck the past grades. Father, after all, lived only in the present. Regrets were unknown to him, and such a man would never turn back a page to read what was past. As for me, I kept the counterfeit tablet concealed among my books and papers, and it has followed me to the United States, a concrete sign of my precocious and desperate cunning in trading for my father's love.

Those anxious weeks showed me that cheating was not a successful way to achieve the results that would win me Father's love. Yet I could not study the way that my classmates did. The daily schoolwork was too dreadful, the store of library books too enticing, the noisy play of my brothers and their friends too distracting, and my misery with Peng too insistent. Instead, I developed a method of preparing for exams that saw me into the university.

While I did the minimum homework to avoid my teachers' ire, I took the time to collect diverse, curious materials on the class topics. Because there was no money for supplementary texts, study resources, exam guides, and other aids which my classmates depended on, I borrowed these books. Proudly I rationalized that no one would mind loaning her book for a short time; thus, it became a fixed point with me to borrow each book, I stayed up all night transcribing it into note form, and returned it promptly the next morning, confident that I had extracted from it every idea that was useful. I went through the shelves of libraries looking for sources on the Ottoman Empire, for example, or the Great Continental Rift Valley. Pieces of information surfaced everywhere, in newspapers, magazines, encyclopedias, and heavy tomes with titles like The Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire, The Wonder That Was India, and Chinese Civilization. At the end of the school year, I had gathered stacks of notes on each exam subject. By the time I was taking the O and A level exams, I had perfected this system of solitary study, which later threatened to harden into autodidactism.

All this knowledge-gathering was interspersed through the years with the drift of pleasurable reading, late weekend dances, the delirium of motorbikes, and continuous poverty, the last of which gave particular practical urgency to my studies. By the time I was eleven, a dreadful sense of disaster would come over me a week before every examination period. I saw the cheapness of my home most keenly then: the vulgar linoleum that covered the living-room floor instead of the cheap patterned floral linoleum that appeared. But I could not recall the word, although I knew the plot so well. I went through the shelves of libraries looking for sources on the Great Continental Rift Valley. Pieces of information surfaced everywhere, in newspapers, magazines, encyclopedias, and heavy tomes with titles like The Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire, The Wonder That Was India, and Chinese Civilization. At the end of the school year, I had gathered stacks of notes on each exam subject. By the time I was taking the O and A level exams, I had perfected this system of solitary study, which later threatened to harden into autodidactism.

All this knowledge-gathering was interspersed through the years with the drift of pleasurable reading, late weekend dances, the delirium of motorbikes, and continuous poverty, the last of which gave particular practical urgency to my studies. By the time I was eleven, a dreadful sense of disaster would come over me a week before every examination period. I saw the cheapness of my home most keenly then: the vulgar linoleum that covered the living-room floor instead of the cheap patterned floral linoleum that appeared. But I could not recall the word, although I knew the plot so well. I went through the shelves of libraries looking for sources on the Great Continental Rift Valley. Pieces of information surfaced everywhere, in newspapers, magazines, encyclopedias, and heavy tomes with titles like The Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire, The Wonder That Was India, and Chinese Civilization. At the end of the school year, I had gathered stacks of notes on each exam subject. By the time I was taking the O and A level exams, I had perfected this system of solitary study, which later threatened to harden into autodidactism.

All this knowledge-gathering was interspersed through the years with the drift of pleasurable reading, late weekend dances, the delirium of motorbikes, and continuous poverty, the last of which gave particular practical urgency to my studies. By the time I was eleven, a dreadful sense of disaster would come over me a week before every examination period. I saw the cheapness of my home most keenly then: the vulgar linoleum that covered the living-room floor instead of the cheap patterned floral linoleum that appeared. But I could not recall the word, although I knew the plot so well. I went through the shelves of libraries looking for sources on the Great Continental Rift Valley. Pieces of information surfaced everywhere, in newspapers, magazines, encyclopedias, and heavy tomes with titles like The Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire, The Wonder That Was India, and Chinese Civilization. At the end of the school year, I had gathered stacks of notes on each exam subject. By the time I was taking the O and A level exams, I had perfected this system of solitary study, which later threatened to harden into autodidactism.
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A week's worth of all-night study was usually sufficient to earn me A's.

The truly brilliant students, it was rumored, were bad exam takers. Children of wealthy or professional parents, they were chauffeured to piano classes, sheltered, and so painfully shy that they could only peep from the fringes at our manic games and sparring. Teachers boasted of these students' sensitivity, but faced with the pressure of regurgitating information in the form of five essay responses per three hours to an unexpected battery of questions, they froze like mousedeer in the headlights of killing cars.

I could not understand their failure. My own necessity—to move out of the range of the grinding millstone of poverty—was like a miniaturized engine implanted in my body, that I was fearless in the face of exams. What I feared was poverty. Exams were a challenge I enjoyed, and that this challenge could lead me out of hunger, shame, ugliness, and deprivation was a wonderful mystery to me.

The national standard examinations were set by British teachers and professors and administered from Cambridge University. Even the University of Malaya exams, which were graded by local lecturers, were scrutinized by famous Oxford or Cambridge dons. The state apparatus that administered these examinations globally operated through the threat and process of mass extinction of subjects. With so many thousands seeking “distinctions,” the British term for A grades, only a few could be admitted into the elite circle of the distinctive. Beginning with the Standard Six exam at age eleven, continuing with the Lower Certificate Exam at fourteen, proceeding to the Senior Cambridge Exam at age sixteen, and concluding with the Higher Senior Cambridge exam at eighteen, masses of schoolchildren in the British empire faced a uniform life story composed of acronyms—LCE, SCE, HSC—that would be comic in a Swiftian satire if it hadn't been so violently oppressive to our childhood.

One could easily read the damage of colonial education in the children, for failures dropped out of school at each gated moat. At eleven, some girls returned to the rubber estates to help their parents. Others left at fourteen to train as nurses’ aides or to work as salesclerks. At sixteen and seventeen, many went to teachers' training colleges to staff the elementary schools. Many more married or stayed home waiting for marriage. From all the state schools, from the cohort of thousands living in Malacca who were six going on seven or already seven in the year 1951, only about sixty students remained from the years of exam slaughter to enter the Arts and Science Lower Sixth Form. And from that sixty, perhaps only fifteen entered the University of Malaya in 1964.

Unlike my classmates, I never thought of exams as mere regurgitation of information. I imagined a long table of examiners, neither men nor women, but all English, reading these hundreds of thousands of essays pouring in from the British Empire. It wouldn’t matter to them which essay was written by a headmaster's son in Ireland, a washerwoman's daughter in Hong Kong, a goat herder's child from the Kenyan mountains, or a bankrupt petition writer’s daughter in Malacca. These readers formed a formidable audience, for, reading as fast and tediously as they had to, only a different voice could reach them through those fortress walls of exam booklets.

I thought of that voice as the voice of the mind, but a distinct mind, one at ease with information but not burdened by it, a mind that worked with rules and patterns but that manipulated them playfully or deviously or adroitly rather than repeating them. It was a mind that collected and arranged. Sometimes the collection was impressive enough; sometimes the arrangement was surprising or fresh. Because the mind was full and confident, it could suggest that what it said was inadequate, that something else eluded it. The memorization of information was never mere data collection, as many of my classmates believed. The selection of “facts” to memorize was itself a painstaking, necessary, and formative preparation for the final task of analysis and presentation.

Entering the exam hall, my mind overflowed with dates, names, maps, diagrams, statistics, titles, quotations, citations, all those unarguable details, discreet pieces of knowledge that together construct academic fictivity. Students had been known to copy these information tags onto their shirt cuffs or their palms, on tiny torn pieces of paper slipped into their socks. The hundreds of memorized items that zipped about in my head as the proctor placed the exam question sheet on my desk could not be put down on such imperfect receivers. From one or more nights of cramming I was confident that I held as much data as I would need for three hours of essay writing. What preoccupied me instead was how to shape my answers so that the long table of bored cynical superior readers would sit up a little straighter and say with a sigh, “Well, here's someone who's interesting.”

Being interesting was the difficult part. These readers were not to be condescended to, like my neighbors who loved an easy laugh. I hoped that if I could write my essay as a singular subject, then my faceless nameless paper would rise to claim that it—signified. At the same time, every one of my classmates also wanted desperately to claim a subject status; and read individually, with care, their essays could be seen to speak eloquently. The misspellings, ungrammatical syntax, labor sentences, and dull prose testified not to a lack of schooling but to lives and experiences mismatched to the well-oiled machinery of the English-language essay. The irony was not that my companions were uninteresting or unlearned, but that what they learned was
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so far removed from their senses that the learning remained separate, unvivified, and undigested; many of them did regurgitate class notes, lectures, and globs of memorized passages for the exams, an undifferentiated vomit of words, dates, ideas, and scrambled facts.

As I grew older, the exams became more onerous, requiring more and more all-night study sessions. When I was fourteen, a classmate boasted of pills that her older brother took to keep him awake for cramming sessions and agreed to get me a supply. The bottle held a warning that the pills shouldn’t be taken if one suffered from heart palpitations, goiter, and a host of other ailments. The medical name of the drug made no impression on me; only the claims that the drug led to alertness and energy. Later I knew that these were amphetamines that kept me buzzing from 10 P.M. to seven in the morning. I took these pills only for all-night study sessions for the major exams, and the one bottle lasted me until I entered the university. Then, in Kuala Lumpur, I entered a Chinese pharmacy with the mystery bottle in hand, and discovered that the pills, imported from a busy pharmaceutical trade with Thailand, were inexpensively available without a doctor’s prescription.

Through these exam-haunted years, we frequently heard rumors of students dying of heart failure or “brain fever” but it did not occur to me that the amphetamines I swallowed were related to these fatalities. I finally understood how physically damaging my study habits were when, in my final year, in my push to be the first student to achieve a First Class in English in the university, I set out to study a full five weeks before the exams. Staying up with friends in the English seminar room from 8 P.M. to 7 A.M., like them, I took an amphetamine pill each night. After one grueling night of studying the Augustans and attempting to figure out how Jane Austen was and was not an Augustan, I surreptitiously took during the exam cramming period; thus the amphetamines that my classmates and I surreptitiously took during the exam cramming period; thus the parents’ unquestioning silence as their children studied all night, grew wan, lost weight, threw up, died of “brain fever,” or hanged themselves. In my years maneuvering through the maze of exam requirements, despite the frequent incidents of mental breakdowns, heart failures, suicides, and other calamities due to exam stress, I never heard a complaint uttered against the educational system itself. The lost children and their bereaved parents entered a dimension of nonimagination. The hegemony of British colonial education was so total that even those who questioned it as advocates of Chinese-language and Malay-Islam-centered education, were not heard by the general population.

The Malaysian Chinese adapted to colonial education with a ferocious ease that speaks for its historical affinity with the Imperial Examinations in China and for the community’s ambition to self-rule. Rather than being money-grubbing sojourners with no attachment to the country to which they had immigrated, a stereotype that British administrators fostered about the Malaysian Chinese, these Malaysians invested their desire for country affiliation in their children’s English education. From these cohorts were to come the teachers, nurses, doctors, dentists, court clerks, and officials who would assume the underlying governance of the country. Exam success was therefore not merely a matter of material and professional mobility. In a colonized setting it was one of the few routes to civic power that the British permitted. While one might not necessarily become rich through gathering

what Pope had learned from Dryden’s Dunciad; why Jane Austen should not be read as an Augustan.

What did all these arguments prove beyond getting me a First Class Honors? Thinking back through the cultural imperialism of British colonial education, I regret the loss of the potential Malaysian intellectual in that precocious child and young adult. Of all the essays I wrote through my years as a child and student in Malaysia, only that one question on the alienation of the Malaysian writer remains resonant, communally embedded, and historically useful. Everything else had been desiderata, lavishly, excessively non sequiturs.

My classmates were perhaps even more ground down than I. For ten or eleven months of the year, I wandered, strayed, malingered, daydreamed, read novels, danced, ran around, got into trouble, climbed trees, biked, followed boys furtively with my eyes, gossipied and screamed with my girlfriends. Others, the studious students—pale girls with watery spirits who stood helplessly on the sidelines while the game was played—stayed home after school. In a dim although overpowering way, we all understood our families’ and communities’ hopes. Thus those wretched grinds whose childhoods were lost to school texts; thus the amphetamines that my classmates and I surreptitiously took during the exam cramming period; thus the parents’ unquestioning silence as their children studied all night, grew wan, lost weight, threw up, died of “brain fever,” or hanged themselves. In my years maneuvering through the maze of exam requirements, despite the frequent incidents of mental breakdowns, heart failures, suicides, and other calamities due to exam stress, I never heard a complaint uttered against the educational system itself. The lost children and their bereaved parents entered a dimension of nonimagination. The hegemony of British colonial education was so total that even those who questioned it as advocates of Chinese-language and Malay-Islam-centered education, were not heard by the general population.

The Malaysian Chinese adapted to colonial education with a ferocious ease that speaks for its historical affinity with the Imperial Examinations in China and for the community’s ambition to self-rule. Rather than being money-grubbing sojourners with no attachment to the country to which they had immigrated, a stereotype that British administrators fostered about the Malaysian Chinese, these Malaysians invested their desire for country affiliation in their children’s English education. From these cohorts were to come the teachers, nurses, doctors, dentists, court clerks, and officials who would assume the underlying governance of the country. Exam success was therefore not merely a matter of material and professional mobility. In a colonized setting it was one of the few routes to civic power that the British permitted. While one might not necessarily become rich through gathering
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A’s, one would be admitted higher and higher up the ascending spiral of elite training, into the outer reception room of administrative servitude. At the same time, the inevitable grind of the process usually resulted in obedient administrators, dogmatists of the objective and impersonal through whom the Colonial Office would speak transparently. Colonial education set out to produce not leaders but intermediaries, those strange people who are both good order-takers and good order-givers. It set out to teach assent, not dissidence. It would work well were everyone to agree on what laws and orders to submit to.

But Malaysia was never a homogenous society, and colonial education failed in preparing Malay Muslim royalty and peasants—the raja—Chinese miners and Confucianist urban tradespeople, Pakistani merchants, Eurasian Catholic fishermen and lower-level functionaries, and diverse people and occupations in between, for democratic self-governance. Or rather, the elite it trained was irrelevant to the new and contingent circumstances of independence, in which race, religion, language, and gender—four glaring sites totally ignored in British colonial education—shaped the emergence of the Malaysian nation-state.

Most of the time I was not a scholar but a willful child for whom rock-and-roll was an introduction to teenage sexuality. After the solipsistic body that ballet affirmed, I found a small pleasure in the church socials to which my Catholic neighbors brought me. There, on Saturday evenings, in the public room attached to Saint Peter’s Church, boys and girls fox-trotted and quick-stepped to such lugubrious American music as “A Summer Place” and “Red Sails in the Sunset.” Rosie, three years older than I, took me with her to these socials. I was a naive chaperone who, admiring the circle of her boyfriends, hardly understood the nuances of her flirtations. Sometimes, a beat waiting in line for Rosie would take pity on me and swing me onto the dance floor. But later that year, after I had seen Elvis Presley in the movie Jailhouse Rock, the fox trot was no longer a pleasure. I practiced jitter-bugging to my brothers’ amusement, and he was overcome with gratitude when Byron, a Eurasian acquaintance, taught me the simple two-step hip-swaying swing that is still popular today.

Rock-and-roll made public and almost respectable a kind of abandon forbidden to good Malaysian daughters. Westerners who cannot understand why rock-and-roll would have been banned in Maoist China have not lived in a non-Western body. While sex as intercourse may or may not be repressed in many Asian societies, the body itself, especially the female body, is socialized to be nonexpressive of its sexuality. In Malacca in the 1950s, this deliberate non-expressiveness, valued as “modesty” and inculcated through humiliation and familial and public shame, was so naturalized that minor transgressions like a short skirt or a glimpse of breasts could damage a girl’s reputation. Even today, especially in Muslim-dominated Malaysia, the muscular male body may be revealed shirtless on the beach or on a construction site; tawny male legs may stride everywhere, clad in khaki school-shorts. But the woman covers herself and moves demurely, so that her body will not speak before the male voyeur.

At fourteen and fifteen, I moved easily from wearing my brothers’ shorts and shirts—chiefly because I had so few clothes (Peng sewed about three skirt and blouse sets for me for Chinese New Year to last the year)—to the open physicality of rock-and-roll. For other Malaysians too, Elvis in a black-and-white striped prison uniform snaking down the jailhouse stairs was an instant icon, not to independence but to freedom. Independence, we British colonized subjects knew, meant responsibility; you had to be taught to be independent. Freedom, our bodies discovered, signified pleasure, a forgetting of social responsibility in the irruption of the sensuous to the surface. Of course there is something ludicrous about nice well-behaved Asian children suddenly twitching skinny hips and jiggling absent breasts. The percussive drums and orgasmic rocking and rolling, the suggestive lyrics and gestures of Bill Haley and His Comets, Chubby Checker, and similar American pop singers effected a visceral Westernization of Asia that years of reading Shakespeare’s plays had not achieved.

Every cultural change is signified through and on the body. Involuntarily the body displays, like a multidimensional, multisensory screen, the effects of complicated movements across the social keyboard. And, conversely, bodies are players, passionate amateurs, mobile, and nubile, and culture is the scene in which their continuous, promiscuous, nervous performances unfold. My Westernization took place in my body. As a young woman I wanted movement: the freedom of the traveler, the solipsism of the engine, the frenzy of speed, that visceral Westernization of Asia that years of reading Shakespeare’s plays had not achieved.

Victor’s Suzuki 250 was the newest and newest. Setting into the passenger seat, I felt the engine kick off between my thighs. Its steady throb changed to a scream as Victor pumped the gas pedal. The air streamed past and, as Victor, the Suzuki, and I leaned into a turn, I whispered into Victor’s ear, “Faster, faster!” The dark night rushed past, howling, and we were perfectly still, perfectly quiet, before the power of an enormous world speeding through space, with something very dark just below us, tracking us. Then we burst into noise, and
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Victor throttled the engine, and we slowed down, stunned by the force of the wind and that sickening darkness that was just beginning to dissipate.

Night after night, I visited the street where the boys and their motorbikes congregated. Robert's Norton 500 was my favorite machine. Built like a patriarch, it was twice as fast as Victor's Japanese motorbike. It rode like a house, steady, heavy, and stable, its engine pounding in a low bass. In my memory, it sounds nothing so much as Sarastro invoking Isis and Osiris, rumbling, deep, wholly male and priestly. Mounted behind Robert, who was years older than Victor and not given to steep corner maneuvers, my teenage feet dangling many inches off the ground, I knew the Norton was the undisputed prince among the Hondas, Suzukis, and Vespa. But safe mature Robert would never race. I caressed the Norton's curved belly, admired its high handles, and laughed at Robert's caution.

Soon, even the Suzuki boys found me too wild. After a while they refused to race their motorbikes faster. Bored, I returned to rock-and-roll. At least there I could tell my body how fast to move.

CHAPTER SIX

Turning Woman

I learned how to be a woman from watching other girls. One afternoon, dark-skinned Rosie took me on a bus ride to visit her Malay friend, Ismail, in his bungalow at Klebang. A radio broadcaster, Ismail was a lean brown man with a smile that made his good looks even more seductive. They encouraged me to cross the road to where the warm placid water of the Straits of Malacca lapped gently over a shell-encrusted beach. Immersed in the wash of waves that lifted strands of palm fronds and sea-almond nuts to my feet, I picked handfuls of salt-bleached cowries until Rosie fetched me back to the house where Ismail was knotting a fresh sarong around his waist. “Aiii! My sarong got wet,” he said to me, his eyes twinkling, and I was pleased I had managed to keep my shoes dry even as I treaded between the waves' rhythms.

As a child I had no clear models of womanhood. My stepmother was repugnant, while my missionary teachers represented themselves as unsexed humans: the very notion of a nun using a bathroom reduced schoolgirls to convulsive laughter. I outgrew Rosie and the boring dances organized by the Catholic parish in the airless anteroom. My Indian and Malay classmates matured early, and I anxiously, unavailingly compared their burgeoning breasts with my own flat chest. At thirteen, I picked up a rumor that older girls bled monthly, and that that blood was secretive, shameful, but also a matter of pride. Although no one explained why girls took pride in first menstruation, I took it to signal entry into a different society, out of ignorant childhood and into the world of powerful adults. I checked my body for these signs of passage—breasts and blood. Within my body I was a fully sexual human; my dreams and fantasies...
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were often about or gave rise to erotic pleasure. But my body was late in
maturer. I didn’t menstruate until I was past fifteen and didn’t receive my first
kiss till my sixteenth birthday.

Together with most of my friends, I was convinced that becoming a
woman signified losing my virginity. No one ever talked about this experience,
yet so much of what we said circled obsessively around it. Through the
walls of our convent school and our homes, we absorbed the unspoken yet
ubiquitous lesson that we should be virgins when we married. Virginity was
the secure barrier between ourselves and prostitutes. Unmarried women lost
their reputations when they lost their virginity, as if reputation and virginity
meant the same thing. Or they received a reputation. It seemed that sexual
notoriety was the only means by which a woman could become noteworthy
in Malaccan society. Of course, without her reputation, or with such a
reputation, a woman would never find a man to marry.

Despite the everyday presence of the nuns in our lives, I did not question
that women should want boyfriends and marriage. Nor did I question the
contradictions between my romantic fantasies and the ground-down realities of
life in Malacca. The marriages my thirteen-year-old eye observed appeared sad,
loveless, sordid, demeaning, or empty. My friends’ parents were distant fathers
and distracted or dull mothers. Susan’s parents, despite four children, were
publicly mocked as sexless: the mother was rail-thin and sharp-tongued, and the
father with a bad heart was pallid, permanently bedridden, and terrified of his
wife. Anna’s Catholic parents lived apart most of the year: the father worked in
a different town, and the mother was bent on getting her five daughters well
married. My only paternal aunt, childless, kept house for her bullying mother-
in-law in a molding ancestral shop-home, while her husband lived with his
second wife in a comfortable semi-detached bungalow in a new housing estate
outside of town. My friend Biddy’s mother, a second wife, waited for her
husband to drive up from Singapore to spend the weekends in the neat airy
home she maintained for him.

Married women were almost always home when I visited their
dughters. I saw them cleaning the kitchens, reading magazines under the
living-room ceiling fans, or waking up from naps. Even at an early age,
despite my raggedy clothes and the constant hunger that dogged me then, I
had felt no shred of envy for their comfortable furniture or their positions.
Their reality was a glue into which they were stuck. Perversely I began to
value my absence of social respectability, my home which was not a home,
my family which was not a family. My parents’ outrageous marital behavior
left me unprotected and without social standing. As an outsider, I was not
confined to an interior of domestic regulation. No mother lectured me on
female morality. No aunts warned me of unfeminine ways.

Surrounded by my four brothers and their chums, I learned something about being a girl from boys. My brothers
sneered whenever I cried. A girl was a crybaby. I learned to swallow hard and
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that I associated with being a girl. When I came home with A’s on my report
card, my brothers mocked me, “Boys can see better than they can think!”

A serious thirteen-year-old, I stood before the small discolored mirror

and worried about their meaning. I looked at the inflamed acne on my

inflamed acne appeared even more swollen.

the acne appeared even more swollen.

The next day I begged Father for some money. With my head buzzing,

despite my raggedy clothes and the constant hunger that dogged me then, I

had felt no shred of envy for their comfortable furniture or their positions.

Their reality was a glue into which they were stuck. Perversely I began to
value my absence of social respectability, my home which was not a home,
my family which was not a family. My parents’ outrageous marital behavior
left me unprotected and without social standing. As an outsider, I was not
confined to an interior of domestic regulation. No mother lectured me on
female morality. No aunts warned me of unfeminine ways.

At fifteen I met a pair of sisters whose reputations as run-around girls were
so notorious that my oldest brother, usually taciturn, called me aside: “I don’t
want you to run around with Mandy and her sister,” Beng glowered at me.

“They’re bad girls and you’ll get into trouble with them.”

But that was exactly what I wanted. Aside from the daily grind of school
and the annual pressure of examinations, Malaccan life was a stagnant round of
sweaty afternoons and lingering steamy evenings followed by long dull nights.
I looked at each sunset with disappointment. The sulfurous orange and purple
fires that burned the tropical days away were like death by drowning in gula
malacca, that brown coconut syrup that enterprising Chinese neighbors down
the lane stirred in four-foot wide vats and poured into recycled condensed milk cans for sale in the local market. Every day biking home from school I passed the steaming vats and the pallets of cooling cans.

"Sleepy Hollow," Miss Lee, the Fourth Form English teacher, called the town scornfully. She was newly graduated from the University of Malaya and noted for her shades of lipstick and the ruffled petticoats that kept her skirts permanently afloat around her skinny legs. Her dissatisfaction with finding herself in Malacca was audible as she rustled by the school corridors. But Miss Lee was not available to me as a model.

Instead, Kim, a year older than I, and her younger sister, Mandy, became my co-harridans. They were singing sisters who imitated the Every Brothers in the talent contests organized by the radio station, and their American-style behavior attracted a host of teenage boys, chiefly Eurasian. They were fast in a slow town: they stayed out late, danced close, dressed in tight clothes, and didn't mind what people said. Kim was the sister I had always wanted. She laughed easily and shared her clothes and make-up with me, Mandy was the sister I would never want. She did figure-shaping exercises every morning, and her knitted jerseys and jeans fitted her burgeoning breasts and hips like an advertisement. She kept her hair silken-shampooed and Nancy Kwan-long and tossed the mane freely as she talked. She had a habit of opening her lips as she listened and sticking the tip of her tongue out mischievously. Kim and I suspected that all the boys desired Mandy, not us, but that didn't prevent us from having a good time. Mere excitement was what I craved, for I would not have known then what to do with a "boyfriend."

A few months after we met, the boys we knew drove me in a borrowed car on Chinese New Year's Day to the sisters' home, a series of small rooms next to a commercial garage. I climbed out of the car, happy in my Chinese New Year finery, and ran towards the door hung with traditional red cloth, when Mandy rushed out.

"How dare you steal my boyfriends!" she flamed at me.

Kim came out with apologies, but with Mandy pouting indoors, the boys drove me back home. I spent the rest of the day alone, cracking melon seeds, acutely conscious that somewhere in Malacca, Mandy and Kim were partying with Angus, Junior, Jimmy, Larry, and Donald.

Mandy was usually occupied with one boyfriend or another. I learned to stay out of her way, and spent most of my time with Kim. Unmoored to men, Kim and I shared a different sense of adventure. Often in the company of boys, we went biking to Muar and camping by the Tanjong Bidarah beach. We were both crazy about rock-and-roll and found different groups of boys to go dancing with, none of whom we considered "boyfriends" in the way the word was used in Malacca with its particularly salacious association.
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condensed milk, warned solemnly, "You shouldn't spend time with Kim and Mandy. They're bad girls, and you'll lose your reputation with them." I sipped the caramel-colored coffee and stared at his handsome head, dazed that he wanted me. Under the whir of the fly-specked ceiling fan in the tiny coffee shop, the air between us felt as thick as the liquid I was sucking in. I couldn't speak, and as he walked away, I was aware only of a sense of elasticity that seemed to stretch in the distance between our bodies.

Back home I wrote pages in a journal rhapsodizing his finely etched jawbone and thick eyelashes, the curious Adam's apple that bobbed up and down his skinny neck each time he spoke. My first sexual love was experienced alone, in the lush descriptions of his body I scribbled each afternoon at home after school.

But barely two weeks later, Mandy dropped Junior. Mysteriously, with nothing said to me, she and Angus became a serious couple. The Friday night I saw them disappear into the dark Malacca streets together I felt my chest close up as with the phlegm of a high fever. The next morning, I stayed home re-reading my pitiful love journal and tearing the pages into shreds. Then ritualistically I took the thick fragments outdoors and put a match to them.

As a senior student at the Convent of the Holy Infant Jesus, I had been elected a prefect, an honorary position derived from British public school traditions, which entailed helping to maintain discipline in the school. It was rumored that I had received the most votes, which should have resulted in my election as Head Prefect, but that the nuns were divided on whether I should even be appointed a prefect. It would be easy for me to keep up the expected good behavior, I thought; that year, grieving over Angus's unexplained rejection and preparing for the important Senior Cambridge Exams, I planned to avoid boys and to stay home reading.

I was extraordinarily proud of the school honor, conscious as I was of my many past misdemeanors which included antidness, truancy, smoking cigarettes, rock-and-rolling, motorbike racing, and other evils hidden from the nuns. The yellow tie that prefects wore came to symbolize for me my new social respectability. It was the only item of clothing I kept clean and ironed at all times, and I took numerous lessons from my brothers in tying it properly. Wearing it, I felt distinguished from my female classmates, as if I were putting on the power of a boy.

Toward the end of the year, my cousin, Heng Soon, invited me to join a group of his friends for a party at the nightclub on the beach to celebrate his departure for Australia. He was a serious science student two years my senior, and he had received a Colombo Plan scholarship to study at the University of Adelaide. A convert to the Bahá'í faith, he had never been to a dance, and had invited me as a safe partner.

The Saturday night was a usual dark sultry evening, and the open-air nightclub, an ugly concrete floor in daylight, was suffused with vague colors from a few strings of fairy lights. The soft woosh of waves curling up by the sea wall played in syncopation with the local band's plodding versions of the Hawaiian Wedding Song and Pat Boone's "April Love" as couples jogged in clumsy two-step together. We drank Coca-Cola and orange squash and danced all evening. As Heng Soon talked excitedly about his departure, I felt a stab of regret that I might never see him again and planted a good-bye kiss on his cheek. The evening was more sedate than even those church socials held in the small shadow of St. Peter's steeple.

But next Monday afternoon, I was told that Mother Superior wanted to see me. Wondering what I could possibly have done wrong, I went up to her as she waited by an isolated spot on the stairs.

"You were seen kissing a boy at a nightclub on Saturday."

"The question is whether to expel you from the school."

"But that was my cousin I was with. We were celebrating his leaving for Australia, and I only kissed him on the cheek!"

Mother Superior ignored my explanation. Instead she listened to Sister Peter who spoke with finality, her face sad rather than stern, "Shirley has many gifts, but she is emotionally immature." It did not occur to me to speak again. I felt only a crushing pressure, as if a pattern were being repeated from which there was no escaping. I felt the inevitability of Mother Superior and Sister Peter's judgments. They never seemed more white to me than at that moment, in their starched cream gowns and bright metallic glasses, and I was deeply conscious of my own brown-edged socks, my dark sallow skin, and flyaway black hair. There was no one to appeal to above them, and they were already gazing at each other in perfect understanding, like two avenging angels with arms locked above my head.
“We’ve decided not to expel you. But you are stripped of your prefectship, and you will have to stay behind every afternoon in the classroom till five, until the year is over.” Mother Superior reached over and unknotted the yellow tie that identified me as a prefect.

A tide of nausea rose from my stomach. I left them standing there, as I rushed off to the toilets and stood heaving over the soiled tin sink. The toilets, always wet, cluttered with litter and smelling of urine, were not a place for refuge.

Reluctantly I returned to face Mother Superior and Sister Peter, my head seeming to balloon with the unreality of the scene. I knew they were wrong, as they had always been wrong about me, and I knew I could do nothing to persuade them otherwise. I felt myself move inwards, as when my father beat me for the first time. As the inner room thickened, inside it I watched the melodrama Mother Superior and Sister Peter performed as they waited on the stairs: I saw that they were foolish, but also that they were frighteningly out of scale.

I hung my head as they spoke words I didn’t hear. Instead, I wondered what to tell Father, how to face my classmates, and what shame my brothers would feel because of me.

I felt shame at the thought that I would be riding my bicycle each morning and afternoon shorn of the yellow tie, its absence a notorious statement of my disgrace made visible to the judgment of the small town community. At the same time I felt anger—again—at the nuns’ injustice. I would never become like them or like my petty, finger-pointing, gossiping Malacca acquaintances. My loyalty would be to the small, the lowly, the bullied, the rebellious, the poor. But my anger was mixed with despair: it would take years before I could begin to shake off this overpowering passivity before the experience of injustice, to believe that one could struggle for a countersociety where justice might overrule the tyranny of judges.

For weeks, every afternoon from 2 to 5 P.M., I stayed behind alone in the sun-baked concrete classroom on the second floor. The building stood across the road from the refectory, and no one ever came by to check on my penance; still, I was too afraid of expulsion to leave. I read my schoolbooks, but they were straw to the mind. Chiefly I looked out of the door to the cloudless blazing sky outside and checked my solitude as if it were a temperature. Most afternoons were quiet and still; sometimes, from the playing field below I heard girls at extramural sports. By the time I walked down the stairs to the bicycle rack, no one was in sight. Yet I was not unhappy, for I knew I had only to endure until the exams at the end of the year, after which I would be sprung from the stone and blue confinements of the classroom and glaring sky outside the doorway.
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My brothers and their friends had attended Malacca High School, an elite British-style all-boys’ school that took on girls at the Sixth Form level. Beginning Sixth Form in the Malacca High School, I gradually picked up earlier friendships formed at the convent school. Classes became hugely enjoyable for all of us, for the first time in the company of the other sex. Released from the nuns’ good-girls’ regulations, I was comfortable with the masculine behavior that pervaded the high school, drawn from notions of the good sport, the jape, and the wit that were current in British popular literature. Second Brother had resigned himself to my reputation as a madcap sportsman, clearly frightened by it, but certain moments revealed the fractures unspoken in my usual comic surface.

I was openly contemptuous of classmates who dressed up and flirted with the boys. Ostentatiously feminine, Nan was a favorite opponent. We argued incessantly. Unthreatened and with good humor, she would rebut my untidy personage with a swing of her hips. Mandy had also entered Sixth Form with me, but we hardly spoke to each other. Although she had long ago dropped Angus for another man, our earlier intimacies had vanished.

One Friday afternoon, returning papers for Mr. Moe, our history teacher, I made a comic comment on Nan’s make-up. “Don’t you dare say that about Nan!” Mandy flashed from her seat by the windows. “I dare you to repeat that!”

Everyone looked up as surprised as myself, Mandy not being Nan’s particular friend. Her hot challenge frightened me, but a stubbornness against humiliation asserted itself. As I repeated whatever unmemorable remark I had made, she hurled herself at me.

Mr. Moe, a small, mild man, danced up and down the front of the class. “Babies, babies,” he cried out, “don’t fight!”

I would not give Mandy the satisfaction of a fight. With the entire class watching, I packed my books, left the class, and went home in a fury, wondering what it was now that had set her off against me.

That Saturday she came to the house with a bunch of yellow chrysanthemums. “I’m sorry,” she said, giving me a hug. “I was angry because you had won the Herald Tribune essay contest. You know I have always wanted to go to the United States. And you told everybody you entered the contest just so you could get to Kuala Lumpur. I would have paid for you to go to Kuala Lumpur. Why should you have stopped me from winning if you didn’t want to go to America anyway?”

I was too surprised to tell her that her essay might not have been the state prize-winner, even if I hadn’t submitted an essay for the competition. Nor was it certain that I would be selected as the United Nations youth representative. In fact, when the state essay winners were interviewed in Kuala Lumpur, I was placed as the alternate, the judges declaring that a male should represent the country in the United Nations youth gathering in New York.

It is too easy to cast Kim and Mandy in the good sister/bad sister dichotomy; jealousy between women is a dynamic for which there is not yet an iconic representation, in the way that the figures of Oedipus, Lear, or Othello clarify specific complexes. While some sisters admit to rivalry, female competition is usually ignored or evaded. Mandy’s adolescent slaps that set my ears buzzing were not as dangerous as knives and guns but no less violent in intention. Indeed, its rancor, coming from a woman, appeared to me more sharply deviant and terrifying.

For years I continued to believe that there was a kind of woman I wanted to be. But not my absent mother or silent stepmother, nor the punitive nuns or my friends’ sad mothers, nor the rubber woman my brothers laughed hysterically at, not jealous Mandy or acquiescent Kim. The problem that confused me for years, until the years themselves shaped their own ironic answer, was what to do with my life as a woman: not simply, what kind of work I wanted, but how to grow up as a woman. That problem kept bringing together what are usually mandated as separate—sexuality and career, emotion and intellect, the personal and the professional.

Father had been so harsh about Mother that I had stopped thinking of her as someone I could ever possibly meet, even though I had never stopped longing for her. One hot miserable evening, after Father had scolded me for something Peng had complained about, I stood in the dark behind the door of the back room, holding back the furious tears. “Mother,” I said aloud, for the first time since she had left, “Mother.” If Mother were with me, I thought, I would not be so angry and sad. The darkness hid my hatred for Peng, and it promised solace and love from my missing mother.

When I was seventeen, after the Fifth Form examinations, Father inexplicably said that I could visit her in Singapore for a week. On this first visit, I took the bus with Kim. Although I wasn’t sure what Mother looked like or even that she would welcome me, I was certain that she was better than Peng. I sat through the eight hours on the bus with a mixture of intense longing for what I had promised myself Mother would bring to my life, and fear that she would not want me. Bringing Kim along was my defense against disappointment.

Mother met us at the bus station at Bras Bersah, appearing anxious, proud, happy, and very pleased that I was there. We stayed only four days, all of us sleeping in a room she was sharing with Auntie Amy and Amy’s little girl, Elizabeth. The room was in an apartment building of single-room residences, with all the tenants sharing a common kitchen and bathroom on
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would be banished. On our last day in Singapore, Kim and I visited Dan at his cramped home in the Keppel shipyard compound. From my newly bedecked position, he appeared awkward, merely an acned teenager with no money. We didn’t stay long and spent the last evening by ourselves shopping at Change Alley.

This first introduction to Mother and her world made me long to visit her again. Returning to Malacca with more clothes than were in the almeara, I would take out the high heels, the belts, the compact, and recall the happy evenings shopping with Mother.

During the next long school holidays early in 1963, a year older and with such good exam results that I was confident I would win a scholarship to the university, I took the hot tedious bus trip to Singapore alone. Father gave me twenty dollars, barely enough to pay for the return ticket. I hoped to stay with Mother for a month, but when she met me late that evening at the shabby bus terminal, she said I could stay with her for only a few days. She had perm ed her hair short, she wore thick pancake make-up with bright lipstick, and she was living in a different part of the city.

“I’m going to introduce you to my friend. He doesn’t know I have any children, especially such grown children, so I want you to call me Auntie.”

The man she was living with was a tall lean Chinese of middle age; with an angular face and menacing smile. He spoke no English and barely glanced at Mother. Instead I watched her as unobtrusively as possible. The gay flirtatious laugh with which she greeted his return to the apartment sickened me. She cleaned, washed, massaged his back, chatted with his visitors, and cooked special dishes for him, massaged his back, chatted with his visitors, and was subdued only when she was alone with me, as she feared being caught in our mutual deception. As she sat beside his reclining body, gendy fanning the air above him with the palm-leaf fan, I silently repeated her request, “You must call me Auntie.” The hope I had held against my stepmother all those years, that I would find my mother some day, slipped away that January. I had found a stranger instead, a woman called “Auntie.”

One Saturday a year later, having won a federal scholarship to the university that covered tuition and living expenses, I visited my classmate, Biddy, in even higher spirits than usual. Biddy’s father, a stern man old enough to have been her grandfather, was up from Singapore to spend the weekend with his second
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wife and family. He glowered at us as we chatted over the glossy pages of 
*Seventeen, Vogue,* and *Her World,* expensive women’s magazines that Biddy, with 
more pocket money than most, subscribed to. I envied Biddy her glamour, 
copied straight from the advertisements, which a tomboy like me could barely 
comprehend.

“Let’s take the car for a ride!” Biddy impulsively offered. She had just passed 
her driving test, and her father had given her a lumbering black Hudson. It was 
already past six and completely dark. As we sang our favorite pop songs, she 
drove around for a little before coming to a secluded area outside the town 
where the road wound past quiet fields dark with tall rice stalks. A short way 
in, she stopped the car and we sat talking about our plans for the university.

I leaned idly against the car door when unexpectedly Biddy shrieked, and 
I saw two masked faces by her window. Her door was wrenched open. Her 
mouth muffled by large hands, she was dragged out of the car. As she struggled 
I pushed the lock button on my door. Another masked figure dragged at my 
feet from the other side of the car, but leaning hard against my door, I jammed 
a foot against the car horn which blasted violently. I was more frightened for 
Biddy than for myself.

From my frantic position, I saw the bicycle headlight of a cyclist passing by. 
“Help, help!” I screamed. He didn’t stop. Ringing his bicycle bell furiously, he 
passed in a flash. Then as if by miracle Biddy appeared at the door. The men had 
been scared away by the horn and the passing cyclist and had let her go. 
Terrified we locked the car doors and she drove home. As soon as she saw her 
father, she broke into hysterical sobs.

He glared even more fiercely at me. “Why did you bring her to the paddy 
fields?” he demanded.

“We wanted to talk and sing,” I explained weakly.

“You could have talked and sung in the house.” He spoke more gently to 
Biddy. “Where did this happen? I want you to ake me there.”

I was horrified at the thought of returning to those dark rice fields, and sat 
silent with fear and shame in the back seat as he drove quickly back to the 
paddy fields.

“Is this where it happened?” he wanted to know, and stopped the car by 
the same road. As he got out and walked about, peering around him at the dim 
lights of houses just off the road, I knew I would never possess his physical 
courage. I cowered as he lectured me on the way back. “I don’t want you being 
a bad influence on my daughter.” Biddy continued to cry hysterically as he 
scoiled. “I’m taking you to a doctor to check if they have raped you.”

“But they didn’t have time, Apah!” she pleaded. “They ran away when they 
heard the bicycle bell and horn!”

Trembling, I got on my bicycle to ride the four miles from Biddy’s house 
to mine. It was a tropical pitch dark. I biked as fast as I could, my heart pounding 
at the approach of every shadow. Then on the lane toward home, I slowed 
down and pretended calm. Unlike Biddy, I could not tell my father about what 
had happened. As soon as everyone was in bed I wept, shaking with terror. I 
covered my face with the pillow as I cried: I was afraid someone would hear 
me in the crowded house.

Believing that her parents would refuse me entry into their house, I did not 
visit Biddy again. Months later, at the university, she told me her father had 
taken her to a doctor the next morning to check that she was still a virgin. By 
then she was occupied with a steady boyfriend, and we spoke only in most 
casual terms.

The assault left me timid in a new irreversible way. The pleasure I felt in 
the world became haunted by uneasiness, and I could no longer hike on a quiet 
trail or consider attending an evening concert without fearing the isolation and 
the approaching dark. Confused I began to doubt my ability to live alone in the 
world.

At the same time, I couldn’t wait to say good-bye to everything my life had 
held—my father, stepmother, brothers and stepbrothers, the shabby house more 
crowded each year, the teachers with their arbitrary tyranny, the town whose 
streets I knew by heart and which yielded only boredom, the small circle of 
friends whose same-same jokes wearied me. My weeks of cramming had 
resulted in Distinction in all parts of the Higher Certificate Examination, a rare 
achievement in the Arts stream, and I received sufficient awards and scholarships 
so that I would be financially independent of Father.

He was full of glee and smiles. “Well,” he said, “I have to wait a few more 
years for you and Chien to begin earning any money.” Second Brother Chien 
had received a scholarship the year before and was already in his first year at the 
university. “But don’t forget, as soon as you get your first salary, you give me 50 
percent of it.”

“Fifty percent is a lot! How about one-third?” I thought about the cost of 
rent, clothes, and food. Fifty percent of seven hundred Malaysian dollars would 
barely cover it.

“But you know I have to wait for you to begin earning. You could start 
working now and I could have the money sooner.”

“She isn’t out of the house yet and already she is arguing with you about 
how much to give,” Peng whispered that night, loud enough for me to hear.

I didn’t care because I knew Father would have to accept my offer—I was 
no longer dependent on them. Still, I knew that Father had been counting on 
Chien and me to begin contributing to the family, and guilt nagged at me that 
night. Jen and Wun had a few more years of school ahead, and even after three
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boy it was clear that Peng would continue to have babies.

Years ago, when she was pregnant with her third, I asked Father, "Why
don't you stop having children?"

They were sleeping with two babies in their bed, and with only one other
small bedroom which I, as the only girl, occupied, my brothers were crammed
in cots and on mats in the living room at night. Convent-restricted as I was,
even I knew that there were ways not to have babies.

Embarrassed, Father laughed. "I'm trying to get a sister for you," he replied.
I felt infinitely older and wiser than he.

Sex was not forbidden, but it greatly complicated what we young women
could plan of our lives. We were scared in the uncertainty of male desire on
which our social status depended, and in the unexplored territory of our own
sexuality. By seventeen we were joking nervously about losing our virginity.
Those of us who went on to pre-university classes, with years of university
education ahead of us, understood that, despite what our mothers and the
convent teachers repeated, we would not remain virgins till our wedding night.
Our repeated joshing over at least seven to eight years as to who would take
away our virginity signaled our fears not so much about illicit sex as about what
was to become of us. The older we grew, unmarried and career-bound, the
clearer it became that sex was not forbidden. Too many people were doing it
and getting caught, like Gina who became pregnant in her final year at the
university and was married just before the final exams. Or doing it and not
getting caught, like Tsing-Tsing whose faithful naval officer waited six years for
her to complete university studies, only for her to run off with a visiting student
from the United States.

Whatever the reason, until I was twenty-one I did not take men seriously,
even though I knew enough to take sex seriously. I did not wish for marriage
with anyone I met. Each man seemed desirable only for a limited time—an
evening at the movies, a night of dancing, a drive to the beach. In those long
nights of slow sticky fox trots and sweat-pouring rock-and-roll frenzies, my
partners were simply bodies to dance with, and their-sometimes unmistakable
hardness as we pressed together to the oompah-pah of the local bands
was a mere nuisance. We never went beyond a wet-lipped kiss—there never seemed enough
private space for anything else in Malacca—and the most intense of my crushes
for moon-eyed visiting university men never lasted more than a couple of
weeks, by which time fantasy had changed to even more intense revulsion.

For a few months before I left Malacca for the university in Kuala Lumpur
in May 1964, Ian took me to the movies on Saturday and for drives to the
beach. A tall handsome Eurasian from Johore, Ian was older and more polished
than Angus, Dan, or any of the other Eurasians I had met. He spoke wistfully
about the university, but worked in the immigration office, filing forms and
interviewing petitioners. Although Father was acquainted with him, Ian never
came into the house to meet my family; he honked and waited in his car for
me.

Ian kissed violently. I came home from an evening in his car at the Bidarah
Beach with neck blisters I was careful to hide from my brothers and father. But
his passion was a curiosity to me, for I felt no impulse to move beyond kisses,
which seemed like the mere pressure of alien lips against each other. I thought
my problem was fear of sex and that perhaps once no longer a virgin, I would
be done with the awkward frigidity of adolescence.

One evening Ian took me home to his apartment and introduced me to
his roommates, young Chinese men who examined me oddly as we were
introduced, and left soon afterwards for dinner. We went to his bedroom.
Once
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between innocence and signals of availability: these had been features of my social world from when I turned thirteen. It was inconceivably deflating that these same features controlled university life seven years later. Although we attended hours of lectures and tutorials weekly, and daily studied the library reserve books, we never discussed ideas among ourselves—ideas were saved for papers and exams.

In contrast to the boredom of academic life, the vividness of the present pressed in from the university’s pastoral isolation. With two guarded entries, the sprawling campus represented a protected playground. The entire country looked towards its only university as the hallowed site for training its elite. Every student was conscious of her envied place in a hierarchy, a hierarchy that, so recently achieved after Malaysia’s independence from Britain just seven years earlier, was more fragile than we or our professors suspected.

A few older undergraduates, active in the Student Union, were rumored to have placed their futures at risk. As a loud-talking and noted debater, I had been invited to stand for elections in the Union, but Second Brother warned me against such distractions. “You be careful!” he said darkly. “So many smart students come to the university and get in the Union. They don’t have time to study and flunk out or get a Third Class—the lowest pass possible for a degree!”

I had a vision of these student leaders arguing among themselves late into the night at the Student Center and the meeting being broken up by the Internal Security Officers with arrest warrants, but I had no vision of the substance of their meetings.

Tied to the residence hall by the exigencies of my limited scholarship funds, I had simply moved to a larger confinement. Malacca, with all it offered of the familiar, suddenly appeared appealing, and when June, a Malacca student driving home for a weekend, offered me a ride, I went along. Alone in town, I called Ian who took me out for dinner and a movie. Back once more at the university, the conversation was all about the Freshie Ball, the annual dance to welcome the freshmen. The women who already had partners lined up were smugly victorious. Many kept silent, for they had no hope of attending, while a flurry of anxious flirtations netted partners for others. I saw it was ludicrous to assume Second Brother Chien would accompany me to the ball; he would be attending it with five of his friends to check out the women.

I began to see Ian through a sentimental haze and invited him up to the university. Noticeably handsome, more graceful than the undergraduates, he wheeled me around the open-air concourse, transformed with fairy lights, bunting, and balloons into a juvenile fantasy ballroom. I wore an expensive tight cheongsam that Mother had had tailored for me on my now-annual visit to Singapore, and I gathered numerous envious glances as so many bouquets.

Under the strings of dim twinkling lights, embraced by a tall attentive man who waltzed me among other beautifully dressed young people, I was going through the motions of a fantasy; but my delight, like everything else about university life it seemed, was shallow.

I hated the dining-hall teasing about rich boyfriends with sports cars, the lounge evenings when pale men, newly showered, avoiding the avaricious stares of other College women, waited for the women they were calling on. Residence life was a marriage market, more respectable than prostitution, and the only alternative to this society was the mockery of the ugly unwanted woman. Ian with his gentlemanly pursuit of my body appeared from that distance refreshingly different from the voyeuristic boys who stood in the shadows of the library building each night watching the Third College women walk back to the dormitories.

In the middle of the second semester, I decided I would give up my virginity to Ian. Again I got a ride to Malacca from June. As her sporty car careened past rubber plantations, flashing past sunny village compounds bright with crimson hibiscus and slower Mercedes taxis loaded with passengers and goods, we giggled and gossiped. My excitement was nervous rather than sexual, but I was determined that the weekend would see the end of my fears and the beginning of a new maturity.

Ian sounded pleased when I called him, and again we ended up in his bedroom. Timidly, feeling curious and curiously removed from the scene, I allowed his hands to move over my body. Again he rose from the bed with a baffled and patient look. "Look," he said, "let’s just go out for drinks."

He drove to a friend’s house outside of Malacca and we sat on rattan couches drinking beer. For once appearing grim and angry, he drank two beers in quick succession, then decided to drive to town for food. The narrow country road was unlighted and winding. A car honked behind us, its headlights flashing as it screeched past. Ian pressed down on the accelerator, chased it briefly, and passed it. The two men laughed; it was a triumph for Ian.

But the headlights continued to flare behind us, and in a few minutes the car cut us on screeching wheels. Uneasily I watched Ian’s hands wrench the wheel as he pressed on the gas. The Renault jumped forward, there was a screech, and I lost consciousness.

It was freezing cold. I heard voices, then lost consciousness again. Later there were men and women, then much later I found myself in bed unable to move. I had been in a coma, no one told me for how long. I was aware that my left foot was bandaged and raised, and vaguely I heard the nurses talk about blood poisoning and gangrene. My head was swathed in bandages and a large plaster was taped to one cheek where apparently I had received a number of
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stitches. The car had spun out of control and wrapped itself around a telephone pole. Ian and his friend were unhurt, but I had been thrown out of the door, my body had scraped across the tarmac, and my back was lacerated with what the doctors said were the equivalent of third-degree burns.

Because of the concern about gangrene and the loss of my leg, I had to lie on my back with the leg raised, although this meant that the lacerations on my back could not heal. Every morning the nurses came by, peeled the bandages off my back, applied more antibiotic ointment, and pasted more bandages so I could lie on the bed. Each time I screamed through the hour it took them to delicately rip the cloth off the raw flesh to which it had melded. I screamed for Mother because I couldn’t think of anyone else.

The first evening I regained conscious, my father and brothers hovered wordlessly by my bedside. When they left, Eldest Brother Beng lingered at the door. Scowling he said, “I told you never to go out with Eurasians!” He never came back to visit during the month I remained in the hospital. Nor did Father.

Peng rode on her bicycle every evening with a chum of food—liver for cleaning the blood, watercress soup for cooling the body, egg custard for easy digestion. She brought the same dinner every night, till I was hopelessly sickened by the meals and large salty tears slid into my mouth as I tried to eat.

Father got Mother’s telephone number from Grand aunt and called her. During the second week after I had come out of the coma, Mother came in the afternoon with a transistor radio. We cried together as she sat on my bed.

“I asked a fortuneteller about you,” she said. “The fortuneteller wanted to know the time of your birth. You will cross water, and your life will be better after this.”

I was glad Mother had come all the way from Singapore to see me in the hospital; despite everything, I knew she loved me. She left after the second day, but I kept the small radio by my side day and night, its continuous murmuring music like a mechanical reproduction of her presence.

Later, however, I am not sure precisely when, the pleasure in her solitary visit became entangled with discomfort. I grew to resent not so much her absence as the gifts she gave me—the pearl ring which was stolen when I was unconscious, the jade pendants which I never wore, the platinum cross and chain that I eventually pawned and didn’t reclaim, the gold-inlaid compact I gave away to Kim. I saw these presents as guilt-tainted, cold objects reminding me of her abandonment. Eventually I forgot that the transistor radio was her gift and have no memory of what happened to that once consoling object.

Ian came to visit me the first week. “You know you can sue my insurance for the accident,” he had said with no particular emphasis. Father reminded me of this after the month in the hospital when I returned home to recuperate, but I believed a suit would mean criminal charges against Ian and refused to do so. Instead I plotted to avenge myself on Ian. After the long tedious exams, I returned to Malacca and called Rajan, an officemate of Ian, to whom he had introduced me a few months ago. Ian had joked about Rajan’s marital status; he had married young, to a Chinese girl whom he’d gotten pregnant, and was pining for the kind of license he fancied Ian enjoyed with free university women like me. Rajan had looked at me with lascivious envy and respect. I knew he would tell Ian everything about me.
Rajan was surprised when I called. “I’ll be in Singapore this week visiting my mother,” I told him. “Do you ever come to Singapore?”
“Can you get a room there?”
“Are you sure?” he asked.
“It’ll be my first time. You’ll have to be careful.”
“I’ll take care of everything. I promise you, you will be fine with me.”
I imagined the glisten in his eyes. He had stared at me all evening when we first met.
“Give me your mother’s telephone number. I’ll call you on Saturday.”
Mother had separated from the mysterious Chinese lover and had moved in with Uncle Charlie and his family who had made the down payment on an apartment with a loan from her. She had the best room in the apartment which appeared newly middle-class after Auntie Amy’s tenement room. In the evenings during my week’s stay I waited on the tiny balcony, watching for her plump figure to get out of a taxi.
She never talked about her job the way she had talked about being a saleswoman at Robinson’s. Each night she came home with her black handbag full of small change, and she kept two or three Horlick jars full of ten- and twenty-cent coins in her almeira. Exhausted she asked me to pound her shoulders and back. With her face washed and smoothed with cold cream she sat cross-legged by the balcony, dreamily fanning herself with the same straw fan she had waved at her lover just two years ago. She was no longer a nervous chatty woman. Instead she seemed to have aged in a sullen manner. Her lips pouting unconsciously, she stared for long minutes at me, as if I held a secret to her life. She was respectable in her brother’s house even if whatever she did outside was unmentionable.
Like Mother, I kept my secret. On Saturday evening, I bathed carefully. Mother boiled hot water for my bath, but when the hot water ran out, I continued throwing the tap water over myself, dumbly lost in the cold fluid flow over my body. Alert to the texture and shape of my limbs and breasts and the smoothness of my skin, I was keenly ashamed of the ridged keloid roughness on my back. I sprinkled Mother’s eau de cologne under my armpits and behind my ears, put on the Janzten shirt and dark green ski pants that Mother had just bought for me, and a pair of five-inch stiletto heels, and waited for Rajan. Mother peered over the balcony to spy on him as he parked his car below. In crisp white shirt and a tie, he shook Uncle’s hand, and we left for the movies.
At a quiet residential lane away from the city center, we took the elevator up an apartment building, to where an old woman in a black samfoo was sitting outside a door. Silently she handed him a key. The apartment was clean, sparsely furnished, with no sign of domesticity, and in the bedroom the air conditioning was already humming. Using an elaborate system of pillows, Rajan tried not to crush me. Still, in the dim light, glimpsing his tense dark countenance, I was aware only of pain. His tenderness was almost clinical, my acquiescence sacrificial. I was grateful that he was helping me overcome the taboo of sex; finally, I thought, I could get on with finding a relationship with a man without the begrudgingness of the fearful virgin.
We didn’t linger in the apartment. Rajan brought me back to Uncle’s apartment well before the movies could have ended. “We decided to have a drink instead,” I said in response to Mother’s surprised inquiry. The pain of penetration remained with me for the next few days, but even in the skintight ski pants no one could tell that my body was no longer intact.
Shirley Lim, circa 1950.
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For almost two decades, politicians had argued first for home rule, then for nationhood, and finally Tengku Abdul Rahman, a Malay prince, presided over the separation of the Federation of Malaya from the British empire. In 1957, when I was twelve, the Federation of Malaya received its independence—Merdeka—and joined the Commonwealth of Nations as its eleventh sovereign member-state. Throughout the peninsula thousands of people cheered, had dark thoughts, prepared their passports for departure, sighed, felt relief that they were finally able to protect their rights from alien newcomers, checked their identity cards and citizenship papers. Thousands others never knew it was happening, made love to someone of a different race, brought a pagan to mass, washed their feet at the water tank before entering the mosque for prayers of thanks, held meetings to secure financial holdings, checked their identity cards and citizenship papers, talked about multiracialism, wondered about the status of the English language, ate chapatis and mutton curry for lunch and rendang for dinner, proclaimed the Chinese would own the country, worried about the departure of the British Army, checked their identity cards and citizenship papers. Thousands argued about the rights of the sultans, and assumed everything would remain the same, only better. The terms of the debate for those in English education were rhetorically reassuring—a constitution, national identity, citizenship rights, a parliament, a judiciary, free elections. The British Empire was dead. The British Commonwealth was alive. The new university graduates, setting the course for a multiracial, multicultural, pluralistic democracy, set bold topics for our English papers and our debating teams—What is a democracy? Who should run the country, the army or the civilians?
Which should we value more, the individual or society? Is free speech ever wrong?

A young student, I was not so much apathetic as complacent. British education had trained me for the privileged ranks of the Civil Service. Hungry and ragged or socially disgraced, I never doubted that my talents placed me in a meritocracy. The empire promised impartial evaluation under the socialist standards of the civil bureaucracy that the British prime minister, Harold Wilson, had established in defense against communist criticism of capitalism and entrenched class interests. With high grades validated from Britain, earning me respect where none else existed, I believed that scholarly excellence alone would decide my professional life.

I was a resident in that sheltered elite village, the University of Malaya, from 1964 to 1969. But the changes taking place in the political and social fabric of the new nation were causing rifts even inside the campus gates. Little was expected of the undergraduate except sally, frolic, and academic obedience. Lecturers were lofty men, chiefly white, to whom we were uninteresting children of the Asian masses. I signed up for history, geography, and English in the first year, but all that remains vivid are the weekly English tutorials, composed of five randomly selected freshmen, to whom were assigned a young lecturer newly arrived from Cambridge.

Tall, gangly, and awkward, as if his arms and legs had grown too remote from a center of command, Mr. Preston was shy about women but voluble concerning Shelley, Byron, Keats, Yeats, and other assorted English poets. At our first meeting, he handed us a mimeographed booklet for the Practical Criticism course and asked us to analyze an anonymous poem, “Ode to Limestone.” I recognized the style as Auden's. Unriddling the poem's structure and intertwined themes was the kind of thing I did when I had turned to poetry for consolation during my years in the cramped Malacca house. At the end of the third meeting, Mr. Preston returned my essay without a grade. “You are supposed to write this without any help,” he admonished me. “Which reference did you use in the library?”

“I wrote this myself,” I protested, alarmed and flattered that I had cribbed my essay. But he ushered me out of his office disapprovingly. The rest of the tutorials, however, went by without a fuss. They were returned with comments and grades, and I looked forward eagerly to the weekly meetings when, for the first time, it seemed to me, I was able to talk freely about language and ideas with someone who understood and shared my pleasure in both.

Academic standards for the bachelor's degree in English literature were ensured by a form of quality control, with the English department operating under the anxiety of Britain's shadow. Back issues of Scrutiny were required reading; external examiners from Cambridge and Oxford scrutinized our exam papers for softening of intellectual rigor in the department's offerings. The English department was notorious for its emphasis on standards, a term which seemed synonymous with British upper-class culture, and the university, which, had separated from Singapore University in 1965, had never awarded a First Class in English.

During the mandatory Chaucer, Shakespeare, Augustan, Romantics, and other traditional survey courses, listening hard but not hearing, students diligently copied every word the lecturer uttered. In my three years as an undergraduate, I had only one woman lecturer, a British medievalist who taught the great mysteries of Middle English. All my tutors were male. Mr. Lark crammed his hands in his pockets and jingled the coins throughout his hour-long peroration. Mr. Hughes prowled from microphone to blackboard to locked door before taking off his shoes and sitting on the desk. Dr. Wismal stood very straight and lectured from note cards which he turned over meticulously.

Children of the Asian masses. I signed up for history, geography, and English in the first year, but all that remains vivid are the weekly English tutorials, composed of five randomly selected freshmen, to whom were assigned a young lecturer newly arrived from Cambridge.

Tall, gangly, and awkward, as if his arms and legs had grown too remote from a center of command, Mr. Preston was shy about women but voluble concerning Shelley, Byron, Keats, Yeats, and other assorted English poets. At our first meeting, he handed us a mimeographed booklet for the Practical Criticism course and asked us to analyze an anonymous poem, “Ode to Limestone.” I recognized the style as Auden's. Unriddling the poem's structure and intertwined themes was the kind of thing I did when I had turned to poetry for consolation during my years in the cramped Malacca house. At the end of the third meeting, Mr. Preston returned my essay without a grade. “You are supposed to write this without any help,” he admonished me. “Which reference did you use in the library?”

“I wrote this myself,” I protested, alarmed and flattered that I had cribbed my essay. But he ushered me out of his office disapprovingly. The rest of the tutorials, however, went by without a fuss. They were returned with comments and grades, and I looked forward eagerly to the weekly meetings when, for the first time, it seemed to me, I was able to talk freely about language and ideas with someone who understood and shared my pleasure in both.

Academic standards for the bachelor's degree in English literature were ensured by a form of quality control, with the English department operating under the anxiety of Britain's shadow. Back issues of Scrutiny were required reading; external examiners from Cambridge and Oxford scrutinized our exam
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time.” The British lecturers consistently warned me against studies in English literature. Even as I fervently memorized “Tintern Abbey” and long passages from *The Prelude*, they shook their heads and advised, “You cannot hope to understand Wordsworth unless you’ve been to the Lake District.”

This British superiority had always grated on me. I wondered why they were teaching us what they believed we who were not English could never possibly appreciate. Besides, I didn’t believe them. The physical sensation of expansion in the chest, even in the head, as I read a profoundly beautiful or mindful poem was conclusively and possessively subjective. The literature may have been of Britain, but my love of literature was outside the empire.

A Malayan professor, a dark Eurasian of Sri Lankan descent, offered us as countercurriculum a course on “Commonwealth Literature.” Undergraduates were intimidated by Dr. Wismal’s air of stern reserve, perhaps a mask for his struggles against both British and Asian racism. From Singapore University Dr. Wismal had gone on to receive a Ph.D. from Leeds University. His ascendency to head of the English department appeared as a triumph of local merit against British expatriate snobbery, for it was generally agreed that his publications in Victorian literature had gained him the position. But we knew also that the new government had determined to replace Britons in positions of power with local professors. His appointment, therefore, mirrored the shift in Malayan society, from colonized to national culture.

Together with Amos Tutuola’s and Chinua Achebe’s novels from Africa and the works of West Indian writers, including V.S. Naipaul and George Lamming, we finally read a few Malayan writers in Dr. Wismal’s course. Studying the poems of Ee Tiang Hong and Wong Phui Nam, many of which lamented an alienation from Malayan society, I saw the contrast between their concerns and those in Wordsworth’s poetry. From my position of undergraduate superiority, I was pitiless in my criticism of these poets’ separation from their national landscape. While their simple act of writing against colonial disparagement was to be admired, I puzzled over their images of displacement. Truly I loved the hibiscus bushes that bloomed all over the campus; I never tired of the delicious foods sold in the night food stalls all over Petaling Jaya, the suburb that had sprouted around the university, and even the steamy afternoons brought their own keen sensations of tropical languor and heightened sensuality. In contrast, in the poems of these pioneer English-language writers, Malayan identity was of something absent. I wanted to write a literature like Wordsworth’s *Prelude*, but overflowing with native presence: writing should be an act of dis-alienation, of sensory claims. If we were not Malaysians, who could we be?

As a concluding paper, Dr. Wismal asked that we each write a short story. The night before it was due, I wrote my first short story, a brooding imagining of an abortion witnessed and abetted by the young unknowing daughter. The pleasure in writing the story, which flowed unforced, confirmed my belief in the vital connection between the English language and the breathing emotions that ran through my body. Dr. Wismal later included it in the first published collection of English-language Malayan short stories, many of which had been written as assignments for him.

Dr. Wismal’s readings directly contradicted the exclusive claims on English that British lecturers like Preston and Hughes had repeated. His course was part of a struggle to extricate a valuable sense of self-in-language from the colonialis’s etymological grip. We had grown up in a compulsory language system, but, as if to strip us of all language, we were constantly reminded that this language did not belong to us. Depriving us of Chinese or Malay or Hindi, British teachers reminded us nonetheless that English was only on loan, a borrowed tongue which we could only garble.

Closeted within my love of the English language, I did not hear the increasingly hostile language debates breaking out all over Malaya till it was too late. In 1967 my joy at being admitted into the circle of English literature was pure, naive, and tainted at the source, for, of course, there could be no easy future for “Englit”—Britain’s canon of great English works—in the context of postcolonial politics.

In 1964, in my first year as an undergraduate, many university students were heady with optimism toward a new kind of human, the Malaysian. Meeting on the common ground of multiracialism and multiculturalism, politicians of all races had seemed to agree to the formation of a new political unit, composed of island pieces colonized by Britain in Southeast Asia: the Federation of Malaya, Sarawak, and Singapore. One evening I followed the crowds in Malacca to Coronation Park, now renamed Merdeka Park. A lean Chinese man dressed simply in a short-sleeved white shirt and khaki pants addressed the milling audience from a plain unadorned platform. “We have to make sure everyone has something,” he shouted into a microphone. “When people own things, they don’t riot. When they see a riot forming, they run home and they take their cuc bushes that bloomed all over the campus; I never tired of the delicious foods sold in the night food stalls all over Petaling Jaya, the suburb that had sprouted around the university, and even the steamy afternoons brought their own keen sensations of tropical languor and heightened sensuality. In contrast, in the poems of these pioneer English-language writers, Malayan identity was of something absent. I wanted to write a literature like Wordsworth’s *Prelude*, but overflowing with native presence: writing should be an act of dis-alienation, of sensory claims. If we were not Malaysians, who could we be?

As a concluding paper, Dr. Wismal asked that we each write a short story. The night before it was due, I wrote my first short story, a brooding imagining of an abortion witnessed and abetted by the young unknowing daughter. The
of finding a separate destiny for Singapore. The Malaysian prime minister, Tengku Abdul Rahman, perhaps acutely accepting the increasing electoral tensions between Chinese-dominant Singapore and Malay-dominant Malaya, had summarily expelled Singapore from the union. Jostling the lines at Customs as I crossed the border at the Johore Causeway, I felt fearfully sad. The meaningfulness of my sexual encounter—the physical rupture in my body—with Rajan, the stranger I had chosen to initiate me in bed, appeared enlarged by the violent meaningfulness of the political split between Singapore, the city I was just beginning to know through my mother’s residence, and Malaya, the country I implicitly loved.

My second year at the university was filled with continuous debates on the cultural future of the country. More and more, the term “Malay” appeared where “British” once stood. The “Malayman,” that new promise of citizenship composed of the best traditions from among Malays, Chinese, Tamils, Eurasians, Dayaks, and so forth, seemed more and more to be a vacuous political fiction, a public relations performance like those put on for Western tourists at state-run cultural centers: a little Wayang—traditional theater and puppetry—some Malay candle dances, a Chinese ribbon dance, Tamil dramatizations of the Ramayana, and the national anthem concluding the evening. One group’s empowerment appeared to lead to another’s oppression. As a thoroughly English-educated mind, emptied of Chinese racialized sentiments, I was a mold into which the idealism of a progressive multiracial identity could be poured. Chinese chauvinism offended me as much as other racisms, for, although of Chinese descent, I was usually treated by Malayan Chinese speakers as foreign, alien, and worse, decadent, an unspeakable because unspeaking, degenerate descendent of pathetic forebears. But Malay chauvinism was no better.

In the face of competition for dominance between Chinese and Malay elites, I was attracted contrarily to Eurasians and Indians, a romance of minoritism, as a way out of the fixedness of race identity. Tentative about my social position, I was most comfortable with those who were on the outside. Frequently mocked as different, they did not suggest there was something wrong with you simply because you were different. To many xenophobic Malays and Chinese, Eurasians and Indians were always the wrong race. Eurasians were jibbed at as “half-breeds,” “mongrels,” white-lovers, loose, unambitious, the disintegrating fragments of a dying race. Indians were mocked as the wrong color, communalistic, quarrelsome: they smelled, used coconut oil, and worshipped strange gods. Chinese and Malays were equally dogged by negative stereotypes, but, larger in numbers, many of them also asserted a palpably contemptuous superiority from which I cringed.

In my second year, I refused to return to Third College. Its regime of gossip, regulated hours, and enforced women’s company was, after all, only an adult version of what I had thought I had escaped in leaving the convent school—the pettiness of schoolgirls. I bought a Honda motorbike, rented a room in Petaling Jaya with another defiant undergraduate woman, and became engaged to Ben, a Eurasian student a year my senior.

“Going steady” had seemed the only alternative to risky independence, and Ben’s devotion was balm to my sense of physical damage. He was more than devoted; he was sentinel and guard, for I was in his company every evening. I was always a little bored and a little flattered in his company: half-asleep by eleven or midnight, I would beg him to leave, then watch his slow retreating back with confused emotions, not quite able to figure whether the slight depression I felt was remorse at my relief that I was finally alone or regret at his leaving me alone. Nagged by a sense that there was something more important than simply walking or making love, I had no idea what this more important thing could be.

Being without him was grievously lonely. In my small sad room my roommate, whose boyfriend had just broken up with her, sulked because I wouldn’t stay still. Attending lectures, going to the library, and returning to the room was an intolerable routine which I could only escape with Ben’s help. As a thoroughly English-educated mind, I was attracted contrarily to Eurasians and Indians, a romance of minoritism, as a way out of the fixedness of race identity. Tentative about my social position, I was most comfortable with those who were on the outside. Frequently mocked as different, they did not suggest there was something wrong with you simply because you were different. To many xenophobic Malays and Chinese, Eurasians and Indians were always the wrong race. Eurasians were jibbed at as “half-breeds,” “mongrels,” white-lovers, loose, unambitious, the disintegrating fragments of a dying race. Indians were mocked as the wrong color, communalistic, quarrelsome: they smelled, used coconut oil, and worshipped strange gods. Chinese and Malays were equally dogged by negative stereotypes, but, larger in numbers, many of them also asserted a palpably contemptuous superiority from which I cringed.

Although he was a geography student, Ben wanted to paint. In his home, his doting mother had set aside a room for his studio. Through the university breaks I sat in the airless room reading aloud from the Encyclopedia of World Art while he painted. In between passages on the pointillists, Duchamp, Matisse, and Chagall, we discussed my supporting him. With Ben I could stay out late; I could avoid the endless small talk of university women. With Ben, I needed never to return to Malacca; instead I stayed in his parents’ home in Penang at every university break. There I shared a room with his sister, and his mother politely ignored me.

I was always braver with him, even at night, even riding without a license, even when a sudden police block stopped us on the Federal Highway. Tall, brown, and gentle-spoken, Ben repelled unwanted male attention either with a twenty-dollar bribe to the police or with an aggressive stare at jostling strangers. I was secure with him, and he played on that, calling me his lamb, his little one.

Although he was a geography student, Ben wanted to paint. In his home, his doting mother had set aside a room for his studio. Through the university breaks I sat in the airless room reading aloud from the Encyclopedia of World Art while he painted. In between passages on the pointillists, Duchamp, Matisse, and Chagall, we discussed my supporting him. As we stretched his canvases together, I thought I would be muse to his talent. His canvases showed a facility with figures and landscapes, a restlessness with colors, and growing obsession with abstraction. He was sure he had talent and could become a famous painter, given money for canvas and oils and time. He spent his money on expensive magazines like Artforum and introduced me to Penang artists whose batik-style paintings that sold well to tourists he excoriated. It was true that he could
Hughes, he of the prowling peregrinations during the lecture hour. He had just returned from sabbatical in England, wore black turtlenecks, and smoked a pipe which entailed a great deal of fusing—unscrewing a tin of tobacco, knocking off the ash and cleaning the bowl, stuffing it with a careful measure of the brown shredded leaves, striking a match and holding it to the bowl while clamping strong white teeth on the stem, sucking on it attentively, and finally succeeding in blowing clouds of smoke over the head of the person before him. I was attracted to such little-known women poets as Edna St. Vincent Millay, Elizabeth Jennings, and Laura Riding, and wanted to write my thesis on selected women poets. Mr. Hughes frowned on the proposal. "You have a problem with being scattered," he said, "and should work on fiction which will provide you with external structure." I had just read *The Lord of the Flies* and was drawn to its gloomy Christian aesthetics, so much like my own experience with colonial Catholicism; it was simpler to acquiesce and to turn to William Golding's novels for my master's thesis.

We met a couple of times to discuss my progress. Materials had to be specially ordered by the library or requested through international interlibrary loan. Everything took at least three months to arrive. Researching the history of allegories and Augustinian theological treatises on free will and determinism, I was pleased to be learning curious things, the way a hermitic scholar hidden away in a cell was supposed to do.

During the same period, as I teetered between an idea of adulthood that appeared ever more removed from myself and the passive sexualized adolescence that I was locked into with Ben, a group of fellow tutors began gathering in the Senior Common Room in the afternoons, smoking furiously and drinking beer. Mr. Hughes came to sit with us for hours, smoking his pipe, his long legs pulled in along the low rattan chair. No longer a remote lecturer, he reveled in our excessive drinking and frivolous talk.

A few months later, he asked me to his office to discuss my work. The English lecturers' offices on the fifth floor were little visited except during tutorial sessions. "Come in," he said when I knocked, his voice calm and professional. The usual cloud of pipe smoke filled the small room. Through the windows tinted for privacy, one saw only empty sky.

As I shut the door, he put down his pipe and came up to me. "I love you, I love you." He was trembling and very warm in the air-conditioned chill. His words ricocheted in my mind, shocking because of their seeming finality. He had always appeared so much older and superior. An English man, married with two children, he had never entered my imagination as a sexual person. In that brief moment, he had moved, flatteringly, from teacher to lover.

Speaking with lowered voice, he said, "I have to see you alone. Will you
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come? I'll get a room at the Station Hotel for Saturday. Please come at eight. I'll be waiting for you." Through his thick turtleneck sweater I could feel his heart pounding. His face was distraught, and he clutched at me almost impersonally, as if with despair.

What should I have done on this occasion? Sometimes, reminded by debates on sexual harassment in the universities, I ask this question. I did not think of him then as a harasser, although his actions then and later clearly had the effect of harassing me. I should have refused his request and discreetly asked for a different adviser, so ending the matter right there. But in the dim tobacco-scented room crowded with books and papers, I was intrigued by his passionate clumsiness and the dangerous secrecy of the encounter. Above all, I felt a sense of power, that unwittingly I had been able to reduce this superior man to frantic begging.

Telling Ben I was ill and had to stay in bed, I rode on my Honda to the Station Hotel. The hotel was a Victorian fantasy of Indian Islamic architecture that the British had constructed early in the twentieth century to mask the bleak functionality of the railroad tracks that carried them, imperial transients, up and down the peninsula. It was not a place I had ever visited. I was grateful it was not a place I had ever visited. I was grateful for the tropical dark. The Moorish-style towers and arabesque porticos deepened my mood of fatal romance. James, for that was how I was beginning to think of Mr. Hughes, had placed a note with simply the room number written on it in my mailbox. Avoiding the front desk, I kept to the far walls of the cavernous reception room, took the elevator, and rode to the fourth floor.

James had brought a bottle of red wine. Light from a street lamp below the window steeped the room in shade and shadow. He was jubilant, moody, depressed, and talkative. I reminded him of his first love, another high-strung graduate woman who had died in an accident after an argument. He was in pain in my presence. As he made love to me on the stark white hotel bed, I wasn't sure he was aware of me or of that long-lost spirit. Even his endearments sounded like a soundtrack from a British film. I left the hotel room as dumbly as I had entered.

James was dazzled by my personality and completely uninterested in me as a person. I had no history for him before the moment he fell in love with me. Immediately I regretted the affair. When we met at the Senior Common Room, which was almost daily, he threw quick significant glances at me, and paused extravagantly as he uttered philosophical abstractions that the other tutors listened to with awe. Enmeshed in his melodrama, however, I was conscious only of paranoia. I was afraid Ben would suspect James's feelings and that James's wife would discover our night at the hotel. Fleetingly, I imagined marrying James and running off to England, but I dreaded a future in the company of his academicism, in a cold country I didn't wish to live in, saddled with his history, the dead woman, the abandoned middle-aged wife and sweet children. After a few more clammy embraces in his office, I warned him of Ben's suspicions and asked that we stop meeting before Ben confronted his wife.

It was true that, as I grew more unhappy, Ben became more jealous. When I house-sat for a German professor and would not tell him where I was, he went to James's home to find me. Later, he followed me to the house. Finding it locked, he broke in through the bathroom louvers. He refused to accept my need to be alone. Since I didn't have another boyfriend, he argued, I was merely confused. That Christmas break, according to his demands, I accompanied him to Penang, where I slept for more than fifteen hours each day. Groggy and depressed, I woke up in the afternoons, took slow subdued walks with him, then fell into bed exhausted.

Back in Petaling Jaya, living in a spartan room intended for servants which I rented from a wealthy Malay family, I received no visitors except Ben. His overpowering daily presence constricted me. I felt I could not live without him and yet I did not want to live with him. In a poem I described the position of Daphne as she attempted to escape Apollo: dreading him and yet unable to win the race, she metamorphoses into an olive tree, a bitter ruckle, whose leaves the god ironically takes as the symbol of victory. One night, I took out the bottles of tranquilizers prescribed after my accident which I had saved for just such a moment. I closed the door and swallowed all the little white pills, then fell asleep.

I slept for more than twenty-four hours; but when Ben finally succeeded in rousing me, I had suffered no more than a bad headache. Remorseful, he promised that he would accept my wish for more privacy and my desire to be with other people. We would remain engaged, but he would stop hounding me. Feeling I could breathe again, I moved to a married tutor's house, where I spent evenings washing my hair and discussing literature with her. Ben stopped by only on some evenings.

One afternoon, while I was buying cigarettes at the Senior Common Room, Iqbal, my brother's colleague in the history department, came up from behind and commented on my taste for mentholated cigarettes. Iqbal had just returned from a five-year fellowship at the University of California in Berkeley, bringing with him a veneer of American sophistication. He was casual in the company of his academicism, in a cold country I didn't wish to live
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That last afternoon with Ben was also my last afternoon with the friends we had made together as undergraduates. None of our mutual friends, who usually gathered at Chee’s home for dinner, appeared surprised at the news, although I knew they blamed me for the break. Leaving Ben was leaving the community I had known for the last three years. I went home to Malacca to gather my thoughts and called Iqbal from the Arts Concourse public telephone as soon as I returned to Kuala Lumpur. “Wait there,” he said, and came in a taxi to fetch me to his unfurnished, waiting apartment.

What I loved first about Iqbal was the openness of movement he offered. For the first few months he spoke continuously of Berkeley and the United States: the Indian student naked under her wrapped sari; the hundred-dollar steak dinner his adviser had bought him; driving over the Golden Gate Bridge and seeing San Francisco from the hills; the secondhand bookstores and the good cold beer. Chain-smoking, with my long unkempt hair, faded dungarees, myopic popped-up glaze of a goldfish in a small bowl, Iqbal charmed by more tenacious routes than the body. Fresh from the Berkeley Free Speech Movement, he brought to the decaying British tradition of the university an irreverent intelligence and institutional skepticism that caught me completely.

For a month, over afternoon tea, he listened to me talk about my confusion over Ben. When he first asked me to leave Ben, I refused. Then he invited me to a party. I was intrigued as the taxi drove through an expensive Kuala Lumpur suburb that I had never visited. Patting my hand confidently, Iqbal said, “Just stick around, baby!” The evening was full of older professional people whose interests I didn’t share; someone remarked snidely that Iqbal was drivel-snatching. As the taxi took us back to my rented room, Iqbal’s flippancy, his American past, even his older Malaysian professional circle, seemed desirable, an alternative to Ben’s emotional dead-end.

Ben was waiting in my room when I came upstairs. “You were with another man, weren’t you?” His anger was blazing even as I was unable to feel anything except weariness. I could no longer ignore the contrast between Iqbal’s intimate liveliness and Ben’s stultifying rage. “I won’t let you leave me, I’ll kill myself first!”

The threat usually brought on a rush of guilt and pity. I would find myself anxiously smoothing his hair, consoling him, with tears of frustration in my eyes. Tonight, Iqbal’s casual offer, “Just stick around, baby!” played jazily against Ben’s words. “I don’t care,” I murmured, amazed I was actually saying it. Suddenly it was clear to me that I really didn’t care. I wouldn’t miss Ben if I never saw him again.

“I’ll kill you before I let you leave me!”

I felt strangely calm, immutable: I couldn’t bear to be with him, my unhappiness was intolerable. “I’d rather be dead than be with you.”

“All right,” he said. His voice was stricken. “I want you to keep the ring. Tomorrow, we go to Chee’s house and tell all our friends our engagement’s off.”

That last afternoon with Ben was also my last afternoon with the friends we had made together as undergraduates. None of our mutual friends, who usually gathered at Chee’s home for dinner, appeared surprised at the news, although I knew they blamed me for the break. Leaving Ben was leaving the community I had known for the last three years. I went home to Malacca to gather my thoughts and called Iqbal from the Arts Concourse public telephone as soon as I returned to Kuala Lumpur. “Wait there,” he said, and came in a taxi to fetch me to his unfurnished, waiting apartment.

What I loved first about Iqbal was the openness of movement he offered. For the first few months he spoke continuously of Berkeley and the United States: the Indian student naked under her wrapped sari; the hundred-dollar steak dinner his adviser had bought him; driving over the Golden Gate Bridge and seeing San Francisco from the hills; the secondhand bookstores and the good cold beer. Chain-smoking, with my long unkempt hair, faded dungarees, motorcycle, and obsession with literature, I was like a fragment of Berkeley he had dislodged from the backwaters of Kuala Lumpur.

However, except for the straight-arrow American literature course a year ago, I had no interest in the United States. I was ambitious about my writing; I wanted to be a Malayan writer, and walked around somewhat askew, looking for materials. I began a novel, wrote poems, completed a few more short stories, and worked on my thesis on Golding.

I thought Iqbal’s simplicity ravishing. He refused to have a telephone or a television in the apartment, and would not learn to drive. Living with him held a lightness of being, an improvisational spontaneity that made each day fresh and mobile.

After a month of eating muesli and milk, Iqbal bought me a copy of The Joy of Cooking. We shopped together for a roast beef, and with extreme anxiety I found myself alone among the gleaming untouched kitchen counters. I had never cooked in my life. I had never faced such a large mass of beef. The roast had shrunk to a dark brown butt by the time I served it. Sitting in solitary grandeur at the dining table, Iqbal cut into it. “You will have to learn to cook if you want to live with me,” he said as I stood, crushed, by the kitchen door. Resentfully I returned to the kitchen to wash the dishes. Why was he smiling and why wasn’t I, I wondered. The kitchen door between us seemed to me an ominous sign of something already wrong with our relationship.

But I applied myself to learning to cook. It was a new challenge. Besides, Iqbal began throwing elaborate dinner parties. On my Honda I carried home bunches of orchids, fresh plucked chickens, yogurt, anchovies, pineapples, spinach, garam marsala, bottles of red wine. I worked all Saturday arranging a bountiful display, then slipped in and out of the kitchen door serving the
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Our first week together, he gave me Kahlil Gibran's *The Prophet* and asked me to read it. I was amused by its pretentious profundity. It wasn't as good as Fitzgerald's translation of the *Rubb'iyyat*, and I told him so. His vast look of approval signaled that I had passed some kind of test. On weekends he read Wallace Stevens and William Carlos Williams aloud to me. He had a caressing deep voice which made "Sunday Morning" sound gorgeously musical.

He was the first person to convince me he was intellectually superior. He publicly corrected my pronunciation, visiting the father of his ex-girlfriend, he was angry that I had mispronounced "pediatrician." Together we had unpacked his boxes of books from Berkeley. In the yellow highlighted pages of Theodore Dreiser's *Sister Carrie*, Henry James's *The Golden Bowl*, and dozens of other college paperbacks, I glimpsed a different kind of mind from the *Semitism* essays that I had so scrupulously copied.

He took me to an expensive French boutique in a new shopping mall full of Western stores. Choosing a white pleated skirt and emerald green knitted top, he told me I had to stop dressing like a shop girl when he took me to social events like play openings and embassy parties. At these gatherings everyone had just come from Europe or the United States. They talked about how difficult it was to find graham crackers in Kuala Lumpur, how hot Washington D.C. got in August, and how cheap wine was in California. I was Iqbal's girlfriend, and they talked to him around me as if I were only a penumbra of his body.

Before Professor Farley returned to New England, he asked me to apply for a Fulbright scholarship, "The university needs someone permanent to teach American literature," he told the head of the department. He had met both Ben and Iqbal and had been attentive and kind equally to both, but unlike the other Americans Iqbal and I knew, he was chiefly concerned about my future. "Be sure to take the GREs," he had told me. "Massachusetts is a lovely state with a wealth of resources. You will be able to visit Harvard." Each time he met me on the campus, he would lean down with twinkling eyes and say, "I hope you are considering going ahead with your Ph.D."

Iqbal didn't like Professor Farley, but he said nothing as I sat for the General Record Examinations (GREs), then was interviewed for the Fulbright fellowship, dressed in the sedate white and green outfit from Paris that he had chosen for me. Of course, my first choice of graduate school was the University of California at Berkeley. Then, checking the college guides at the United States Information Service Library, I read about Irving Howe at Brandeis University and put Brandeis down as my second choice.

I was perversely persuaded in this choice by the first open disagreement I had with Iqbal. In June, soon after we began living together, we argued about the significance of the Seven Days' War. I was convinced that the efforts to destroy the Jewish state were anti-Semitic and historically related to the
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Holocaust. Iqbal, arguing that Israel was a territorial aggressor, rebuked me for my position. For once I refused to back down. The hostility I felt at his criticism of Israel was strangely personal, as if it threatened my own being. The prospect of studying with Irving Howe at Brandeis appealed to me as a strenuous counter-Americanism to Iqbal’s Berkeley laissez faire.

The GREs were amazingly easy. They were my first multiple-choice exams, and I was surprised to find that the answers were provided on the question sheets. You merely had to identify the correct answers. Compared to the onerous strategies of arranging masses of memorized information to shape comprehensive yet original thought, these pencil-dot responses were nonintellectual exercises.

The interview for the fellowship seemed similarly undemanding. With the local Fulbright director, a visiting neurosurgeon, and Professor Farley, on hand, I assured them that besides reading I enjoyed cooking and long walks, and that if there were no publication resources in Malaysia after I returned from the United States, I would begin my own journal. The Fulbright director was very excited at my GRE results which had impressed even Iqbal.

Soon after I was offered both a Fulbright and a Wien International fellowship at Brandeis.

Iqbal said nothing as I went through the application processes. Since he had said nothing about marriage, we were both silent about my future.

At university parties, acquaintances began to have conversations with me. In winning these fellowships I had become visible, a person separate from Iqbal. But my public excitement about leaving for Massachusetts was forced. I had not yet accepted the fellowships because I was wretched at the prospect of leaving Iqbal.

As unhappy as I was, my attachment to him was total. In the apartment I sat quietly beside him while he smoked, read, and listened to music, observing the fine black hairs on the backs of his hands or his small fingers tapping with the hypnotic tabala accompaniment to Ravi Shankar’s sitar. He had put on weight. I loved the little brown roll of fat around his waist. When we walked together, I felt an emotion of completion akin to bliss. Alone, I suffered keenly from a sense of emptiness. With him, the present was vivid.

When the English department placed an advertisement for a local lecturer, my relief was enormous. With the best academic record among the tutors, I was certain I would get the position, and then Iqbal and I would manage together as we had been doing for over a year. But the university administrator was cold and contemptuous as he interviewed me, and Dr. Wismal was quiet. The position was offered to Karmal, a Muslim male colleague.

The official rumor alleged that the selection committee believed I would accept the fellowships and leave the country. Months later a visiting professor at a party said that the university administrator had described me as an opinionated woman. I believed that the university preferred a male and a Muslim over a Chinese woman. For the first time I saw that the prejudices I had believed the product of small-town religious bigotry were systemic in Malaysian society. Worse, it became clear to me that merit was not the main criterion for professional status. In Malaysia, I would always be of the wrong gender and the wrong race.

Still pressing was the unavoidable moment of choice between accepting the fellowships or staying with Iqbal and leaving the academic world forever. Professor Farley was leaving Kuala Lumpur in February. Seeing me with Iqbal in the Senior Common Room, he spoke with concern about my delay in accepting the fellowships. “You’ll have to decide soon,” he warned. “Brandeis has to hear from you before March. Otherwise, the university will give the fellowship to someone else.”

Iqbal and I were both silent as we walked back to the apartment. The late afternoon was warm. With the academic year over, the road was empty. Plodding along the dull road, I felt the heavy tropical foliage recede, as if we were already hovering over the scene, looking back on it as past.

Glancing at my pensive expression, Iqbal said, “Let’s get married! I don’t want you to leave.” Whimsically, he added, “I’ll buy you a washing machine!”

I knew I should have been glad; I did not want to leave him. But I also knew I wanted to continue with graduate studies. I wanted to teach at the university.

Married to Iqbal I would be a faculty wife, one of those women on the outer circle of every university party I had attended, who sat with folded hands, like low fires banked for the night. Their demeanor was, in fact, even less open than the convent nuns who had tried to train me, as if I were a vine to be contained by wire and clipped. I could not bear the prospect of sitting in that domestic outer circle, excluded from the interesting talk, the arguments and exchanges, loud interruptions.

At faculty parties, men abandoned their wives to cluster with each other, forming inner circles, tight groups sharing beers and Tom Collinses. Their company was charged; explosive laughter ripped through them, and low associations, loud interruptions.

I wanted to circulate in this talk, not circle outside it. I wanted not only Iqbal, but also myself.

When we arrived at the apartment, I sat on the bed and said miserably, “I can’t marry you. I need to grow.” More than my present misery, I saw that I would be infinitely more unhappy sitting in Iqbal’s shadow. Giving up the fellowships, I would be giving up my hopes to write, to learn more, to spend
my life with books. I would be only Iqbal's wife. I passionately wanted to be both, but felt offered only one or the other.

I was even more devastated than Iqbal by my decision. For weeks, hating to have him out of my sight, I intensely and tensely negotiated each moment. Counting the days till the flight to Boston, I begged him to spend more time with me, but he subtly withdrew. In the apartment he became morosely preoccupied. When he found me close to tears, he was impatient. "I can't live at this level of intensity that you want me to," he said, and turned to his books. He accompanied me to farewell parties and glumly denounced my friends as immature or as windbags and bores.

I was frantic as he pulled further and further away from me. He began to play mah-jongg all weekend and stayed out till late at night with different groups of people. At first I went with him, and sat beside him as he played. One evening, after he had been playing at a friend's house for hours, I walked out of the pleasant suburban home into the cool walled garden. The sun was close to setting. Impulsively I climbed a low branching tree. Perched on a fork I looked out at the green watered lawns and red tiled roofs of the exclusive housing estate. I was twenty-four, but finding myself in a stranger's home, waiting for Iqbal as he gambled with his friends, I remembered the Malacca childhood hours hidden in the mango tree branches. I was still waiting, still dreaming, still unhappy.

Once the decision was made to leave, events rushed onward as if without my volition. To pay for warm clothes, I taught evening courses at a private school which offered tutorials to students preparing for the A-level exams. I hated teaching the class. We were reading Shakespeare, and the students sat dazed through the hour, understanding nothing in the text and very little of my explication. Macbeth meant nothing to them, and their blank gazes forcefully conveyed to me the truth that English literature was meaningless in Malaysia except to anglophile freaks like myself.

On Friday May 13, we read the witches’ scene, which in demon-haunted Malaysian society reads like a child's caricature of evil. "Tail of newt" and "eye of toad" were comic trivia beside what Malaysians whisper of blood-sucking pontianak and entrails-flying hantu. Doubly disturbed by this vision of my future career in English literature in Malaysia and by my confusion about leaving Iqbal, I stopped at the corner gas station. As I was pumping gas into the Honda tank, the attendant came up to me. "You better hurry home," he said.

All the street lamps were going out. I sped up the hill, wondering about the uncanny darkness that had fallen over Petaling Jaya. Iqbal hugged me as I came through the door. "I was so worried about you," he said. "Didn't you hear? There's a curfew on."

Outside the Empire

All we had was the radio; without a telephone, we were cut off from news for the five days of the curfew. Over the radio, we heard that Malay counter-demonstrators, brought in from the kampongs—their rural villages—to protest against a Chinese postelection victory march, and armed with panangs and knives, the report said, to defend themselves, had turned violent. Much later, first through rumors and then through foreign news reports, we learned that streets of Chinese shophouses in Kuala Lumpur had been burned down and hundreds of Chinese killed. Later estimates placed the number at about two thousand massacred. The army was called in, but the Malay soldiers had been slow to stop the race riots and had allegedly shot at Chinese instead.

During the next few volatile days, to offer us some protection should the murderous attacks ten miles away move closer, a Malay professor and his white wife in the apartment below invited us to stay with them. She spoke passable English with a broad Irish accent, and among his small-boned mother and sisters shyly hanging back in the kitchen, she carried her fair babies like a Nordic giant. No one discussed the curfew. "Aish, the soldiers! They'll take care of things," she said carelessly as she brought out the domino set. I wondered at her concentration on the game and her lack of self-consciousness among her nervous sisters-in-law.

Two days later, the curfew was lifted for a few hours. Iqbal refused to leave the apartment building, but I was worried about Second Brother and insisted on riding to Chien's rented bungalow. He was safe with his wife and baby girl. He was safe with his wife and baby girl and scolded me for taking risks. Speeding back through the deserted streets, however, I knew that hiding out was not security. No place in Malaysia was a refuge as long as racial extremists were free to massacre and burn.

A palpable tension hung over the university community. The Chinese students and lecturers who usually did not mix with the Malays were even more visibly segregated. Miriam, the daughter of a Scots mother and Malay aristocrat, who was also completing her master's degree in the English department, said exultantly in one of those moments. I carried with me for years like a scriptural passage, "We Malays would rather return Malaysia to the jungle than live with Chinese domination." She was simply expressing the strong racial antipathy to the economic success of Chinese Malaysians that was suddenly orthodox among Malays. To the question, how will Malaysia succeed without Chinese industry and labor, she replied, "We don't need the Chinese. We will succeed without the Chinese!"

I looked at her angular features, surely inherited from her Celtic ancestors, and marveled at the ironies in her position. A tough, hard-working woman who was outspoken about her social snobbery and wealthy background, she appeared an unlikely voice for those protesting Malay poverty and dispossession; indeed, in an earlier age her aristocratic connections would have
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Outside the Empire

that I should be writing, he maintained little contact with me.

A few weeks before my departure, he sat across from me in the Senior Common Room. Tamping tobacco into his pipe, he said, “Your thesis is very good!” A grateful relief washed over me. The anxiety of writing the master’s thesis together with the messiness of leaving Iqbal had been dreadful.

“It’s really quite brilliant,” he continued. “In fact, it is publishable.” I did not process this statement; all I could think was that he would approve the thesis and I would leave for the United States with the degree completed.

“Of course,” he added, “it should be published in both our names, as I gave you most of the ideas and you merely followed up on them.” Stricken, rising from my seat, I fled the room and ran into Iqbal who wondered why I was so upset. Later, I refused his advice to complain to Dr. Wisma about James.

It is easy now to see James’s behavior as harassment from which I should have been protected. More difficult to explain is my refusal to ask for that protection and my silence since then. What is it that shapes women like me to forbearance in the face of bullies and oppressors, to flight and silence rather than justice in struggle and speech? Perhaps my parents’ physical and emotional abandonment had led to my despair, to my profound distrust of any available protection. My childhood education, illuminating powerful adults as unloving, unjust, and violent, had driven me underground to avoid further damage, exchanging the hurts of trust for the hurts of futility.

I never finished those footnotes for the thesis. I carried the five chapters to the United States, and they lie unread in a file cabinet, a material sign of my abandoned academic future in Malaysia.

In 1969 I saw myself as a passive and innocent victim of the conflict between elites and races. After May 13, most events in Malaysia, whether public or domestic, were, and possibly still are, inevitably charged with a racialized dimension, whether in civil service or private business, whether professional or personal, economic or literary. However, even after this violent rupture, I held on to the necessity of art as aesthetics; the notion of living in a society where every aspect of one’s life was unavoidably catechted in the political horrified me. I wanted social justice without having to struggle for it, a position I see now as available only to those already privileged.

After May 13, thousands of Malaysians like myself withdrew into mass depression. The censorship of news accounts, the compulsory black-out of commentaries and analyses, and the consequent governmental revisions of parliamentary rule to enact Malay domination only confirmed our paranoia. Twenty-five years after this trauma, however, millions of Malaysians of Chinese descent still resident in the country, and thousands more in a global diaspora,
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continue to bear witness to the ideal of an equitable homeland for all Malaysians.

Weeks before my departure for Boston, Iqbal had asked me to leave the apartment. Withdrawn and moody, he did not want to deal with either my fears or his feelings. The national anguish after May 13 echoed inside our own domestic division. I was leaving him voluntarily at the same time as I was unwilling to break up the relationship. My unhappiness could not be magnified further, and I enlarged on his failures, hoping that these would dissolve the bonds of dependency that made my leaving so fearful. Although I recognized that love was not a sufficient vocation and understood that a career held more promise for satisfaction than marriage, this strong feminist vision did not lessen the intensity of sexual and emotional attachment nor the hysteria at its loss.

Too proud to plead with Iqbal for shelter, I stayed with Karmal and his roommates, young Indian men who tried to cheer me up and saw that I ate occasionally. A few nights before my departure for the United States, I had a nightmare. At first I imagined I was lying on a cement floor which was borne up in the air by a layer of clouds. I felt simultaneously the cold hardness of the floor and the soft fleeciness of the clouds. Then the strongest fear came over me—the fear of being alone. I could not wake up out of this fear. As I whimpered in my room, Karmal heard me. “Hold me,” I begged him. “I’m afraid.” He must have held me for a long time. The total panic was like an accumulation of the pains of abandonment that had crowded my life, till I no longer understood the difference between abandonment and love, between the abandoned and the abandoner. Gradually, Karmal’s thin warm body woke me out of the dream and the panic seeped away. So I have learned to ask for help from strangers.

Boarding the Boeing jet in Kuala Lumpur en route to Bangkok, then to Frankfurt, Amsterdam, London, and Boston, I was numb with misery. Iqbal had not come to the airport to say good-bye, and among the many friends who were there, there was no discussion of when I would return. In the airport lounge, gazing at the batik decorations intended for tourist consumption, I felt already the disconnection of the stranger. I would never see Malaysia again, except through the eyes of a traveler.